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SAVE OUR
PORTERS
Students ‘in danger’ as University slashes 24-hour provision
Parents join student campaign to reverse ‘shameful’ decision
Henry James Foy
EDITOR
REDUCTIONS IN THE University’s portering provision have provoked a strong and
immediate backlash across campus.
Parents of newly-arrived first year students joined staff in voicing concerns over
the University’s “dangerous” disregard for
student welfare, while returning students
have been encouraged to join a campaign to
reverse the decision, which sees portering
hours slashed in addition to staff reductions.
The cuts mean the Derwent, Vanbrugh,
James and Halifax lodges will not be staffed
overnight or at weekends from Week 3
onwards this term.
Porters have reacted angrily to the decision, claiming “to cut costs and put students’
lives in danger is shameful,” while YUSU
have described the “blatant disregard” for
student welfare as “shocking”.
The University has provoked anger
amongst porters and students by denying
that the cuts will affect student safety or
security, asserting that porters play no role in
maintaining the “extensive welfare network
in place” on campus.
“How can they tell us that we have nothing to do with welfare? Protecting student
welfare is our primary role. Those in
Heslington Hall that have thought this
through have absolutely no idea what our job
involves. They need to spend a year working
nights in these lodges to appreciate what we
do,” one porter told Nouse on condition of

anonymity.
“I’d love to see one of them stand up in a
room of students and tell them that the
porters have no importance in protecting
students’ welfare, and then see the reaction,”
another stated.
Derwent Vice-Chair Anna Claire
Younger, who is co-ordinating the campaign
effort, called on all students to support
porters across campus: “We’ll be doing everything we can to ensure the continuation of a
safe and necessary portering provision on
campus. They do so much for students and
their welfare and I personally could not
imagine life at University without these integral people, and the tireless work that they
put in for all of us.”
While the University has blamed the
cuts on a shrinking budget, YUSU Welfare
Officer Ben Humphrys criticised the decision
to sacrifice student welfare for financial gain.
“Even under tight fiscal restraints the
University has a duty to students' well being
and it has clearly failed in this duty,” he said.
Parents who accompanied their children
to the University this weekend had not been
made aware of the cuts, with many voicing
their concern at the news.
“I don’t really think that this has been
thought through, certainly in terms of looking after the interests of students,” one mother told Nouse, while another asked: “Do I feel
comfortable with nobody here to provide
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Sports clubs hit
by funding cuts

Campus bar closure
plan revealed

Big D raises record
£7,000 for charity

Nouse guide to
York Sport

SPORTS CLUBS have been told
that there are is not enough
money available to fund new
kits and equipment this year.
Clubs claim to have been told
to pass the costs off to their
members after YUSU severely
cut the grants for sports clubs
this year >> NEWS P3

SENIOR UNIVERSITY officials
have been attacked for concealing a plan to close college bars
from the student body. Officials
involved in the proposed closure
of Derwent bar revealed a secret
plan to close college bars in a
number of emails leaked to
Nouse >> NEWS P4

THE BIG D event WonDerland
is set to donate nearly £7,000 to
charity, following one of the
most succesful fundraising
events in York history. The
money raised will be divided
between four charities chosen,
including the Ron Weir
Memorial Fund >> NEWS P6

SPORTS EDITOR Adam
Shergold provides you with an
in-depth look into York’s biggest
and most succesful sports clubs,
as well as a brief lowdown of all
the other lesser-known clubs on
campus, from Football to
Netball and Cheerleading to
Octopush >> SPORTS P18-19

Inside MUSE
The art of a
good
fresher
intiation
>> MUSE M6-7
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Heslington East opens without problems as
University bucks trend of arrival-day chaos
Laura Connor
Camilla Jenkins
he University’s £500million
campus expansion opened
without incident on Sunday,
ending years of consecutive firstday disasters for incoming students.
Despite fears among current
students that first years would be
unhappy living so far from campus, and surrounded by the
remains of the construction site,
the overwhelming majority of students moved into their accommodation without incident.
The successful accommodation of 600 students comes after
four years of students facing
numerous housing predicaments
in their first weeks at York, with
freshers being forced into temporary off-campus accommodation
in 2007 and 2008 due to housing
shortages and construction delays.
A concerted effort by
Goodricke JCRC’s freshers’ committee to provide the inaugural
year of students with a warm and
welcoming atmosphere on the only
partly constructed site appeared to
have been a success, with many
students expressing their delight at
their new home.
One student told Nouse: “I
already feel like I’ve made really
good friends and there is such a
great atmosphere here.”
However, some students
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expressed concern that they had
not been informed that there were
no catered facilities in the college,
while those who have registered
for the Meals On Demand scheme
will be forced to walk to the main
campus at Heslington West to take
advantage of their pre-paid meals.
Jonathan Peacock, a first-year
Physics student, added: “I guess I
didn’t realise how far a walk it
was... I didn’t know I’d have to
travel to campus to get dinner.”
Goodricke Chair Dan Walker
admitted that the MAD system
would be a problem for students
living in the college, warning students that it is not particularly cost
effective to use the MAD system
while living in Heslington East.
A
number
of
parents
expressed concerns that their children were unaware of the transportation situation between the
two campuses, and believed that it
had not been made clear to them,
or their children, that they would
been so far from the Heslington
West campus.
Commenting on the situation,
YUSU Democracy and Services
Officer Lewis Bretts stated: “How
it will work in the long term
remains to be seen but at the
moment it looks like the University
have done a good job at limiting
the negative impact of the continuing building work.”
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York Entrepreneur Society have won
the ‘Society Award’ at the
International Entrepreneurship
Educators Conference in Edinburgh,
beating more than thirty universities
from across the country including
Cambridge and Oxford. The glass
trophy was presented to Henry
Coyle, the President of York
Entrepreneurs, at the three day conference .The award grants the society
close support and advice from top
businessmen. The most notable
event organised by the society this
year was the Apprentice York, a fourday competition aimed at challenging students’ entrepreneur skills.

600 students moved into the brand-new accomodation this weekend

the Internal Officer, stated that
whilst Carr’s departure just before
the start of the new academic year
was “unfortunate”, the GSA would
not be too affected by the situation.
“It was the whole GSA who have
been pushing the organisation forward and implementing the
restructuring which will let us give
graduates a much better service”,
he commented.
Tom Flynn, who has been
GSA Treasurer for the last two
years, commented that "This year
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has seen a massive restructuring of
the GSA, and I am confident that it
will be our strongest year yet."
This follows a turbulent last
year for the GSA. Carr was originally elected as President last year,
but resigned in August 2008
before officially starting his duties.
They were forced to re-run their
October elections after complaints
that some students were unable to
vote due to Wentworth Edge
reaching its capacity.
In the December re-runs, the
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previous President Rui Hang was
disqualified for contravening election procedures surrounding electronic campaigning. Luke Martin,
the winner of these elections, was
later removed for the same reason,
meaning that it took four attempts
for the position to finally be filled.
A new constitution was
adopted in June in an attempt to
prevent such problems from
blighting another year. The previous one had previously been
described as “crap” by Carr.
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Ben McGilvray, a second year
History student, has won the by-election in Wroxham ward, part of the
Broadland District Council in
Norfolk. He will represent the
Liberal Democrats on the council.
Despite only being 19 and still studying in York, McGilvray convincingly
won the by-election with 63.5% of
the vote, with the Conservatives trailing with 22.5% and UKIP gaining
8%. Labour and the Greens were left
battling for fourth and fifth positions
The result now leaves the Broadland
District Council with 35 Conservative
councillors, 11 Liberal Democrats
and one independent. The turnout
for the by-election was 38 percent.

York Entrepreneurs
win national award

Turbulent year continues for Graduate Association
RICHARD RHODES has taken
over as Acting President of the
Graduate Students’ Association
following Dan Carr’s departure
from the University.
This means that the GSA has
had five different Presidents since
August last year.
Carr has left the University
after deciding to quit his PhD. He
has since taken a job at the
University of Kent’s Student
Union, working for postgraduates.
Rhodes, who was previously

Second year student
elected as Councillor

Reporting by Chris Young, Camilla
Jenkins and Sam Lewis
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York students have recorded voiceovers for an upcoming exhibition at
the Jorvik Viking Centre in the city
centre. A team of 12 MA and PhD
students from the centre of medieval
studies, recorded the voices in Old
Norse under the guidance of Viking
language and literature expert Dr
Matthew Townsend. The York
Archaeological Trust are running the
£1 million project and their Director
of attractions, Sarah Maltby, promises “state-of-the-art technology” and
“very convincing Vikings”. Students
from York will be able to catch the
new project as of next Spring.
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Sports funding ‘critical’ following YUSU budget cuts
Peter Campbell
Adam Shergold
SPORTS CLUBS have been told
that “there just isn’t the money” to
replace essential kit or help them
out of unforeseen financial difficulties next year, placing a large number of them on the edge of financial
insolvency.
YUSU, despite receiving a
larger block grant this year than in
2008/09, has reduced the amount
allocated to York Sport from
£124,000 to £94,000, of which
£67,000 goes directly to clubs in
grants. The remainder is used for
committees, facility hire from the
Sports Centre, members’ insur“We bailed out a
lot of clubs last
year... [this year]
we don’t have
the financial
support to keep
them running”
York Sport Treasurer
Rosamund Wood

ance, and BUCS affiliation.
Following severe cuts to sports
club’s grants last year, many were
forced to ask York Sport for financial assistance. Increased transport
costs, and the mandatory change in
kit colours following a re-branding
of York Sport, led to unexpected
expenditure. This year, however,
emergency help will not be available.
Rosamund Wood, York Sport
Treasurer, has described the situation as “critical”, and voiced concerns regarding the financial stability of the Union’s sports’ wing.
“We bailed out a lot of clubs
last year. If they are forced to turn
to us again, we don’t have the
financial support to keep them running,” she explained.
Emily Scott, York Sport
President, defended the cuts, saying “the YUSU budget only went up
slightly, but costs have increased by

a larger proportion.”
Despite Wood’s predictions,
Scott maintained that if necessary,
“YUSU will of course offer support
[to York Sport] should the need for
it arise.”
Many clubs have expressed
worry that a shortfall will have to
be passed onto members, who
already have to pay for kit and York
Sport membership in addition.
Scott, however, argued that
the clubs did not have to pass the
cost directly onto members.
“Evidently sponsorship is hard to
come by at the moment, but that
does not mean that people should
not try. Some clubs may indeed
need to raise their membership
prices, but they have also been
encouraged to raise money through
other means rather than just having an up-front cost that may well
deter people from playing their
sport,” she said.
One of the clubs in deepest
financial trouble is the Boat Club,
whose grant of £2,187.80 is less
than half of what it received two
years ago. President Ashley
Haycock says that the money doesn’t even cover basic insurance for
the equipment. “We simply have to
charge members more. It also
means that we can’t develop the
club,” she said.
The members pay for their
own personal river insurance
which, when coupled with essential
membership expenses, brings the
cost of joining the rowing team to
£211 for the year, with additional
charges for race entries.
Haycock lays the blame firmly
with York Sport. “Even on £5,000
we were never in a position to be
able to buy new boats. The problem
was Alex Lacy [last year’s York
Sport President]. York Sport just
doesn’t understand rowing as a
sport. We have one of the best
rivers in the country to row on, and
for people who are serious about
rowing, that will affect their choice
of university,” she said.
The University Volleyball Club

ALEXANDRU HRISTEA; GEORGE LOWTHER

Sports captains claim that they have been told to pass their increased costs onto their members
has also faced severe cuts. “Last
year we got £600 at the start of the
year, which was insufficient. We
were then given an extra £700 for
travel costs. We ran through
£1,300 last year,” explained
President Josh Chipman.
The club’s grant for this coming year is just £394.81, an amount
that Chipman says could lead to

serious problems for the club.
“The option of going cap-inhand to York Sport is not an option.
I have spoken to York Sport and
was told that there is next to no
chance of getting more money. It
was made very clear to us that we
would have to charge more,”
Chipman added.
Even clubs with similar sized

grants to last year are feeling the
squeeze. Mens Football Club
President Greg Gardner, said that
while he was not disappointed with
the grant of £2,675.34, it still
might not be enough. “Last year we
had to get an emergency grant
from YUSU due to increased fuel
costs. We’re having to watch everything we spend,” he said.

University bullish over plans to increase tuition fees
GEORGE LOWTHER

Camilla Jenkins
NEWS CORRESPONDENT
THE UNIVERSITY of York has
chosen not to criticise controversial
new tuition fee plans that will lead
to burdening students with
increasing amounts of debt.
The University, as part of the
1994 Group, joined with other
institutions around the country to
back a new system of fees that
would reduce bursaries for middle
class students and charge higher
tuition fees across the board.
This comes after a report by
the Confederation of British
Industry stated that students
should bear the increasing financial
burden of their higher education.
Suggestions include charging
increased tuition fees and greater
interest rates on loans. It also proposes that the system for allotting

The 1994 Group, of which York is a member, has supported fee rises
grants should be cut back.
The NUS have branded the
report “offensive,” insisting that it
will return university education to
a privilege of the wealthy.
University Vice-Chancellor
Brian Cantor has been earmarked
as a likely supporter of tution fee

rises by pro-cap groups such as the
NUS, despite not publicly supporting any plans.
However, the University and
Colleges Union (UCU) maintain
that the CBI will not have the final
word in this debate. Sally Hunt, the
general secretary of the UCU,

believes “to suggest that a rise in
tuition fees is inevitable because
the CBI favours that approach is
quite incredible, particularly with
the country in recession.”
The CBI believes the current
tuition fee cap should be raised to
£5,000 a year. Those who choose
to have a student loan would pay
for it at commercial interest rates,
instead of loans being subsidised as
they are now.
Furthermore, only students
whose families earn less than
£17,910 will be eligible for a full
grant instead of the current
£25,000. The number of students
eligible for partial grants would
also be cut.
The report comes after accusations from university heads that it
is impossible to expand or maintain current levels of teaching and
research with the money currently

provided through tuition fees.
It maintains that the Labour
party’s target of sending fifty percent of those leaving school to university is ridiculous and the country should focus on “quality not
quantity.” The report suggests suspending this objective temporarily.
According to the 2004 top-up
fees act, the government must
launch a review before the end of
the year. However, this will not
report until after the general election, allowing all parties to ignore
the issue in their party manifestos.
Universities Minister David
Lammy released a statement saying
the Government remained committed to its fifty percent aspiration, but that the CBI’s report
would feed into debates about
future funding.

COMMENT >> Page 10
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Derwent Bar closure conceived ‘two
VENETIA RAINEY

GEORGE LOWTHER

Jim Bulley
NEWS EDITOR

THE UNIVERSITY HAS been planning a
series of bar closures over the past two years,
Nouse can reveal.
An investigation into the circumstances
surrounding the recent closure of Derwent
Bar has revealed that senior University officials have intended to close a number of
campus bars for the past two years.
In a leaked email between Pro ViceChancellor for Students Jane Grenville and
Derwent JCRC Chair Joe Rankin, Grenville
stated that “two years ago after a long consultation, there was agreement to close two
bars.” Further leaked emails reveal that
Grenville and Director of Facilities
Management Keith Lilley had specifically
targeted Derwent and Alcuin bars, which
Grenville describes as “the two most poorly
performing bars.”
The closure of the bar was publically
announced on August 17 when YUSU
Democracy and Services Officer Lewis
Bretts was briefed in a meeting with a number of senior University officials.
Derwent Bar has become the third bar
to either be closed or face the threat of closure over the past two years. Halifax College
bar JJs was closed in 2007 after Commercial
Services found the bar to be no longer financially viable, while Alcuin College bar B
Henry's was also described as financially
unsustainable in November 2008.
After an upswell in student support, B
Henry's was eventually kept open with the
intention that its opening hours would better serve evening students.
Student commenters have speculated
on the existence of a long-term bar closure
scheme since the closure of Langwith
College bar was announced in 2007.
While the University has not
announced the process behind the decision
to close Derwent Bar rather than the originally earmarked B Henry’s, Grenville stated
that in her opinion “it is important to keep a
light on the north side of the road. The
University cannot, in my view, continue to

According to emails between PVC for Students Grenville and JCRC Chair Rankin, the bar closure was devised two years ago
expand outwards and yet concentrate all the
services on the central spine.”
Derwent JCRC Chair Joe Rankin
attacked the University’s blinkered approach
to bar closures after seeing his college targeted. “It was heavily suggested to me that
because of the politics behind the Alcuin bar,
the previous campaigns etc, when their bar
wasn't closed, they looked at Derwent
instead,” he claimed. The University is yet to
comment on this accusation.
Rankin
also
condemned
the
University’s lack of discussion with students,
claiming that the University have always

been planning to close a number of bar and
have completely “failed to communicate this
to student explicitly.”
Responding to Grenville's claims that
she had consulted college representatives,
Rankin stated, “I do not believe this was carried out sufficiently or appropriately.”
Rankin also criticised the University for its
behaviour, claiming that the University’s
actions had “embarrassed” himself, his committee and his college.
According to Derwent Bar Rep Nathan
Ratcliffe the decision to keep Alcuin open
was unexpected: “I was in Alcuin when the

Bar Manager of Alcuin and Derwent found
out Alcuin was staying open. He was under
the impression that Alcuin was set to close.
He had already started making plans to
move things down to Derwent, even moving
the cocktail menu down to Derwent."“
He added: “They thought, we need to
do something to cut our expenditure, and
they closed Derwent instead.”
Ratcliffe emphasised that the mismanagement of the bars extended to the
employed staff. According to Ratcliffe the
Alcuin Bar Manager “was annoyed because
they told the JCRC before the staff and the

Students rally to defend porters after cuts to provision
<< Continued from front
assistance to my daughter at the dead of
night? Not really.”
“From a safety point of view this is a
dangerous situation. Just look at all these
posters of Claudia Lawrence around,” added
a third, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Student anger is centred on the decision
to replace the 24-hour lodges in Vanbrugh
and Derwent with one in Langwith. The
University has defended the decision by
claiming that the number of beds served by
each 24-hour lodge will not increase.
“It's not all about numbers at all.
Proximity is an important factor and I
wouldn’t like to see a distressed or attacked
student have to make it all the way from the
edge of new Vanbrugh to Langwith porters
lodge,” stated Halifax President Roberto
Powell in an email to fellow JCRC chairs.
Despite University Press Officer David
Garner outlining a six-man increase in security staff by October next year, porters have
rubbished the idea of security-focused personnel providing the personal service that

The decision will see one 24-hour lodge serve Derwent, Langwith and Vanbrugh
students currently rely upon.
“Who is going to look after students
when we aren’t here? Security services don’t
know students, they aren’t looking out for
them,” one porter told Nouse.
One porter told Nouse that they were
not made aware of the cuts, which mandate
a reduction of staff, until long after the decision was made.

“We were taken by surprise completely.
What Keith Lilley (Director of Facilities
Management) did was get Provosts, academics and the Students’ Union to sit down and
then he brainwashed them. The first we
heard about it was from close colleagues who
couldn’t tell us the details but warned that it
would be bad news,” they explained.
Porters were offered the opportunity to

accept the conditions of a severance scheme
that would enable participating members of
staff to take voluntary retirement.
University Press Officer David Garner
explained that the severance scheme is “part
of a process of restructuring to make the
institution better able to meet the challenges of the future.”
“While some staff are taking voluntary
redundancy or early retirement, the number
of people employed by the University has
been steadily rising in recent years. We expect
this trend to continue,” Garner contended.
A petition, which was signed by over
250 parents and students in Derwent on
Sunday, calls on Vice Chancellor Brian
Cantor to reverse the “appalling” decision,
citing its “detrimental impact on student
security, safety and welfare.”
“Porters are so much more than just
security. They are a familiar face, a friend
when you need one, but most importantly
are one of the most essential parts of our college welfare system,” it adds.
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years ago’ as part of University plan
people who actually work at the bar.”
Similarly he believes that “employed
Derwent bar staff only found out about the
closure through word of mouth.”
The decision to close Derwent Bar was
attacked by YUSU, who described themselves as "extremely disappointed.” A YUSU
proposal, introduced by Bretts on behalf of
YUSU, detailed a five-week review process
during which the bar would be managed by
the Union. At the end of the five weeks the
bar must have broken-even in order to continue trading for the following five weeks.
At a meeting on September 2 the
University agreed to the five-week review
period, but refused to allow YUSU to manage the bar. The bar will continue being
managed by the University and will now also
be closed on Mondays. Rankin commented;
“There was no discussion in the meeting.
They had already decided to take the plan
and put it into action themselves.”
Defending herself against popular criticism Grenville stated that “I take no pleasure
in this, but I am responsible, along with the
rest of Senior Management Group, for keeping the whole show on the road, and if that
means closing a bar, then so be it.”
In the same email Grenville conceded
that “I'm charged with trying to maximise
the student experience and it is not lost on
me that this doesn't look like a good way of
doing it.”
Rankin responded to Grenville's assertion, stating “They didn't handle it well. They
then didn't handle the fallout well. They kind
of played a game of denying responsibility
and passing it off.”
“It shows you there isn't really a commitment to college bars and I get the impression maybe there isn't a commitment to the
college system as a whole,” he added.
YUSU have released a statement warning the University to pay attention to the
issue of student bars; “Political battles over
this issue have continued for too long. The
University needs to understand the importance of campus bars to students and be
open, honest and realistic about the historical lack of investment in them.”

LEADER >> Page 10

Now the University has withdrawn their support,
it’s up to students to back the bar with their wallets
Sian Turner
Deputy Editor
nd so the saga of campus bar closures
continues. First it was JJs that closed
its doors, then B Henry’s narrowly
avoided closure by the skin of its plastic coated chairs. And now, much to everyone’s surprise, Derwent Bar is facing the axe.
Revelations that the University has been
planning the closure for the last two years
are understandably shocking to students, to
whom Derwent Bar has always been the centre for some of the most successful student
events on campus. That the news was
released during the summer – when most
students are away and unable to mobilise
themselves into a defence – smacks of the
underhand in order to avoid the inevitable
protests and petitions that would follow.
What clearly becomes evident is a University
that is not in touch with its students.
Comments from University officials are
legitimate: it does not make sense to run a
bar that is not financially viable. However,
the University and Commercial Services
need to remember that they are not running

A

Derwent
Vanbrugh
James
Halifax

GETTING INVOLVED
Join the Facebook group
SUPPORT OUR PORTERS’
Email your thoughts to Vice-Chancellor
Brian Cantor on vc@york.ac.uk

tial aspect of any commercial venture: if it is
not making money, it is most likely to be
because it is not meeting customers’ needs.
Had better lines of communication been
open between the University and the student
body, these needs could have been conveyed
and provided for, and the current situation

easily avoided. With some investment and a
little conversation, not only could there be a
successful, thriving bar but also a happy student populace. Instead, students have been
left feeling angry, upset and betrayed.
But in all this let’s not forget students
themselves. We’re very good and jumping up
to defend our rights to a bar, to a swimming
pool, to better sports facilities, to whatever
the current buzzword may be. But we have to
be willing to put our money where our
mouth is. If we want Derwent bar, we have to
be willing to support it and patronise it all
year round, not just when we are dressing up
and dancing the night away three times a
term. The ‘Save Derwent Bar’ campaign that
has been launched in light of the University’s
decision is very good in the short term, but in
the long run we need a more permanent
solution, and that is only going to come
through our own commitment to the cause.
It’s time to meet the University half way.
Maybe for a pint in one of our very own campus bars.

August 24th 2009

August 24th 2009

First announcement of bar closure. University cite
“a lack of financial and personnel resources” as the
cause. Reviewed opening hours offer a full-time
bar during Freshers’ week, with two late licenses
later in the term. YUSU offers to temporarily take
over the running of Derwent bar.

Derwent JCRC Chair Joe Rankin speaks to the
press, claiming to have been “cut out of the decision” and deriding the University for announcing
the closure during the summer. He pledges the
support of the JCRC to help the Student Union
defend the future of the bar.

“

“

The lack of managed and
supported social space will
be severely detrimental
to students
Lewis Bretts
YUSU Democracy and Service Officer

24-hour lodges

10-hour lodges

“If we want Derwent bar we have to be
willing to support it and patronise it all
year round, not just when we fancy dressing up and dancing the night away.

DERWENT ON THE RECORD

HOW IT AFFECTS YOU
Langwith
Wentworth
Alcuin
Goodricke (Heslington East)

a service for the general public; they have a
student body to serve, to communicate with,
and most importantly, to care for. To a student, the bar is the centre of college life and
community, and to remove it is to remove a
vital social space.
Commercial services is so named
because they run commercial enterprises.
Yet they appear to have forgotten an essen-

”

It’s easy to assume that the
timing was planned to make
it as easy as possible to
push this through
Joe Rankin
Derwent JCRC Chair

”

August 27th 2009

September 2nd 2009

Pro-Vice Chancellor for Students, Jane Grenville
issues a statement to defend the University’s decision. She claims that students must use the bars
sufficiently to ensure their continued survival and
investment from the University.

Following pressure from the Student Union and
Derwent JCRC, the University release a new plan
for the bar. Remaining under the control of
Commercial Services, it will remain open for five
weeks with a review to follow.

“

The chicken and egg argument
about investing in bars just
has to start with the students
using them
Jane Grenville
Pro-Vice Chancellor for Students

”

“

I am delighted and hope that it
ushers in a new spirit of
collaboration between YUSU
and commercial services
Lewis Bretts
YUSU Democracy and Service Officer

”
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York breakthrough in A University swimming pool... in 25 years
cancer research study

FAULKNERBROWNS ARCHITECTS

Nanki Chawla

SCIENTISTS AT THE University
of York have made significant
breakthroughs in the field of cancer
research.
Professor Milner and Dr.
Ahmed have discovered a gene
which kills cancer cells without
affecting healthy cells. Although
they have been working in cancer
research for three years, they admit
their latest work was only started
by an “unexpected observation.”
The observation, which highlighted “a novel mechanism which
appears to govern the survival of
cancer cells in a selective manner”
led to the discovery that the gene
JNK2 can be targeted to kill cancer
cells. JNK2 was already a wellknown stress response gene.
The major discovery was that

JNK2 also plays an important role
in the survival of cancer cells and
represents a promising target for
the selective killing of cancer cells
without harming healthy cells.
The work is currently laboratory based, and the scientists
acknowledge that for the work to
progress to a clinic level “will
require input from medicinal
chemists and from the pharmaceutical industry.”
According to Milner, the team
is “very excited and we feel that we
are exploring a new aspect of cancer and identifying genes which
govern the survival of human cancer cells under normal conditions
of living.
“We believe that our research
is opening a new approach to cancer treatment and will carry great
benefit to the cancer patient.”
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Union secures new
assessment deadline
Chris Young

FEEDBACK FROM ASSESSED
work now has to be given to students’ within six weeks thanks to a
new YUSU proposal.
Under the proposal, which
was suggested in a University
Teaching committee, departments
are required to give feedback for
assessed work within six weeks.
The deadline, which will fully
come into effect in 2010, is part of
the YUSU agenda to make departments more accountable to their
students. It is hoped that departments will attempt to keep to the
deadline this year though in preparation for when it officially comes
into effect in 2010.
Previously there had been no
deadline for feedback.
Charlie
Leyland,
YUSU
Academic Officer, described the
previous situation as “stressful” for
students. “No one has ever said to
the departments that it’s really
important that we have prompt
feedback. If you get feedback back
14 weeks later, what’s the point?
You can’t remember what you’ve
written and you’ve written other

All departments will have only
six weeks to provide feedback

pieces of assessed work.”
Leyland added that “the
departments now have a real
incentive to do it properly. Some of
the departments don’t recognise
there is a problem.”
The proposal brings York into
line with other Universities, where
a six week deadline is customary.
However, the sabbatical
Academic Officer hopes to eventually reach a four week deadline,
describing the proposed rules as
“good but not far enough”. Many
Universities have a four week deadline already in place.
Quality of feedback won’t be
hindered by the new deadlines
though. Leyland says that “poor
feedback to students on their work
is simply not acceptable anymore.
“Late, poor quality, inconsistent feedback may as well not be
given at all and only serves to
demoralise the student more and
leave them in the dark, less confident and even more uncertain than
before on their academic ability.”
In the drive for greater
accountability, the Union will also
be highlighting the role of Course
Reps, giving a high profile to the
next course rep elections.
Leyland hopes to support
Course Reps as much as possible to
improve student representation. By
improving their role, she believes
that we can use “the democratic
process to say what we really expect
from the University.”
The Union has also gained the
support of Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Trevor Sheldon to lobby for access
to marked exam scripts.
If the proposal is passed, students will be allowed to look at
their marked exam scripts, a move
Leyland believes will help students
both from an academic and welfare
point of view. The proposal will
become formal at the next
Standing
Committee
on
Assessment.

Laura Connor

NEW PLANS HAVE been unveiled
showing how a new swimming pool
at the University of York may look.
These artist’s impressions
show the possible design of a 25-

metre, county-standard pool,
although it is doubtful that the
project will reach fruition in the
next 25 years.
The project is suffering from a
£4 million funding gap because
council planners put no tighter
timescale on the University’s plan-

ning conditions, despite the university committing £5 million.
The executive member for
leisure, culture and social inclusion, Coun. Ayre, said: “The economic downturn has meant the
university has had to reprioritise
some of its capital funding.”

WonDerland raises record £7,000 for charity
Henry James Foy

WONDERLAND IS SET to donate
almost £7,000 to charity following
one of the most successful college
fundraising events in history.
The 2009 edition of the annual Big D event raised almost
£5,000 more than the previous
record total, amassed last year. The
2006 and 2007 events both failed
to make a profit for charity.
Anna Claire Younger, Derwent
JCRC Vice-Chair and event organiser, praised everyone involved in
the 1,400-person spectacle and
hailed the generous support of
those who attended.
“It’s fantastic that we were able
to raise so much money for our
deserving charities. People really

got behind us and dug deep for our
fitting recipients.”
“All members of the Big D
committee put so much effort into
the organisation, and I owe a massive thank you to all the volunteers
that worked, stewarded and entertained on the night.”
“It was an incredible event. I
hope everyone had a great night,
and enjoyed sending off the year in
style,” Younger added.
The money raised, including
over £1,500 from the inaugural
Little D daytime event, will be
divided between four charities
selected by Derwent College members.
National and local charity
Teenage Cancer Trust and York and
District Mind will recieve donations, while campus charity RAG
will also benefit from the proceeds.

The Ron Weir Memorial Fund,
which is raising money to construct
a lasting reminder of the former
Derwent Provost was an important
recipient for the committee.
“Ron was such an important
supporter of Big D throughout his
time as Provost, and certainly
ensured that it would go ahead this
year. We wanted to do something to
acknowedge that,” said Ciara
Masterson, who sat on the event
committee.
The event, which sold out in
under 45 minutes and crashed the
YUSU online payment system, featured headline acts Simian Mobile
Disco, Scratch Perverts and Utah
Saints, as well as campus acts
Breakz, Idioteque, Magnapow and
Overreact. Campus DJs and assorted performance artists completed
the festival-style line-up.
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Survey shows students increasingly more satisfied with York as
University secures record world ranking in Sunday Times guide
Nanki Chawla
Ben Gascoyne
THE UNIVERSITY of York has
made several significant increases
in the National Student Survey,
including in the feedback and student satisfaction categories.
The university has improved
in almost every category despite a
current nationwide decrease in student satisfaction by 1%.
In the survey, which asks finalyear undergraduates to provide
feedback on their courses, student
satisfaction at York has increased
by 3%, whilst feedback and explanations of exam criteria have
increased by 4% respectively.
Several departments at York
received particularly good results:
98% of Biology students professed
themselves satisfied, and the
department of Educational Studies
saw an 18% increase in their levels
of student satisfaction. The
Department of Philosophy also saw
an unprecedented 30% increase in
its satisfaction rating.
The overall student satisfaction rating for the University has
improved, moving from 39th to
22nd most satisfying in Britain.
Despite such increases, feedback is still the least satisfying category for York. Only 59% of students are satisfied with explanations of feedback, and 63% with

GEORGIE MABEE

the promptness of feedback.
Despite such developments,
there have also been several drops
in student satisfaction in some
departments at York. Molecular
Biology,
Biophysics
and
Biochemistry all suffered a 3%
drop in satisfaction rating of 98%
to 95%. Management Studies,
English Literature and Social
Policy also all fell in their rating by
2%.
The results come at a time
when it is felt that annual increases
in tuition fees justify a demand for
improvements at universities
across the country.
“Tuition fees in England were
trebled in 2006, but students have
not seen a demonstrable improvement in the quality of their experience,” commented NUS President,
Wes Streeting. “Universities have a
a responsibility to deliver substantial improvements in return for the
huge increase in income they are
receiving from fees.”
The University has also risen
to its highest ever position in The
Times Higher Education - QS
World Rankings for 2009. York has
risen 11 places in the last year, from
81st to 70th best university in the
world.
York was particularly commended in the list for its quality of
teaching, alongside the University
of Cambridge, which featured in
second place. The University’s

Despite a national downturn in student satisfaction, York’s ratings have seen a significant increase
strong departments and focus on
research were also praised.
This move has put the
University in a higher position than
other high achieving rival institutions such as Durham.
Vice-Chancellor
Professor
Brian Cantor commented that "this
is a superb outcome which reflects
great credit on the commitment of
our dedicated staff and the quality
of the education that we provide.”
He added: “The University is
less than 50 years old, and we have

TIM NGWENA, University of York
Student’s Union President, has
been misquoted in the Sunday
Times University Guide, saying the
worst feature of York is “too many
geeks!”
In Ngwena’s brief overview of
the University he is asked for his
opinion on its worst feature of the
campus.
Ngwena
reportedly
answered “There are too many
geeks!”
According to Ngwena this is
completely untrue. He claims that
his quote was “there are too many
geese” and the interviewer misheard what he had said over the
phone.
Zoe Thomas, of the Sunday
Times, sent Ngwena an apology letter, acknowledging that the quote
had been misheard and offering to
update it in the Irish version of the
paper, released a week later.
The quote is also updated on
the Times website.
Defending
her
mistake
Thomas wrote; “I thought you said
‘too many geeks’, perhaps referring
to a proliferation of technologically
talented students at York.”
Thomas specifically thanked
Ngwena for his “good sense of
humour about this unusual slipup.”
Thomas praised Ngwena, stating that “your unflappability will

surely stand you in good stead for
the remainder of your tenure as
Student’s Union President, and
beyond.”
In a statememt released on the
YUSU website Ngwena urged students to “inform those who are
blissfully unaware of the wildfowl
situation on campus, not to be put
off by the quote.”
Ngwena is also quoted in the
article talking about the first
impression most students will get
of York. He believes that the
University is a welcoming place,
stating “neither York nor the
University are as intimidating as
you might expect.”
He also suggests that the ‘deal
clincher’ for students considering
York is that “there’s a vast choice of
activities and everyone gets
involved.”
Finally the article highlights
the new Heslington East campus,
which includes the new Goodricke
college and several university
departments, with Ngwena succinctly stating “Heslington East is
new, and the Students Union is
expanding.”
Ngwena has assured students
that he has no prejudice against
technologically gifted students,
commenting that he should start
wearing an “I love geeks” t-shirt to
show his support for the “proliferation of technologically talented students at York.”
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Beth Fieldhouse

“This ranks with the lost-soul cry of the peacock as one of the
most eerily desolate sounds on God’s good earth”

Ngwena: York ‘full of geeks’

MUSE

been in the -QS world top 100 for
several years running.
To achieve this level of world
recognition in such a short time is
exceptional.”
The rise in rating for the
University was largely down to a
dramatic turn in fortunes for the
London School of Economics,
which has fallen from fourth to
ninth place in the past year. The
university was criticised for poor
student satisfaction levels, finishing 103rd of the 250 national insti-

tutions ranked as part of the table.
The University of York has also
climbed to eighth place in The
Sunday Times University Guide,
despite a lower overall scoring by
the newspaper. York is still struggling with its rating for graduate
prospects, however. In comparison
to competitor university Warwick,
York had 10% fewer graduates in
full-time employment following
graduation.
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“To use a cliche, there’s a charity for everyone”

Later licensing
for campus bars

Sian Turner investigates the world of fundraising, talking to the people behind the collecting buckets
MICHAEL BRUNSDEN

eople involved with RAG are
always happy, or at least
that’s what the campus
stereotype says. Recently however,
their smiles and enthusiasm have
been for good reason. With the
success of RAG week and events
such as Woodstock and York Come
Dancing, RAG has been riding
high in recent months. Now, their
beneficiary elections have record
nominations, a testament to
increased student interest in the
charity and volunteering arm of
the Student Union.
“In the past, people have often
seen RAG as something of a clique,
or as a society, which we’re not.
Hopefully that is changing,” commented RAG Co-President Zoe
Stones.
Each year, five charities are
chosen from the many nominated
to become RAG beneficiaries for
twelve months. At the end of each
year the proceeds are split equally
between the five. Up until two
years ago, the elections were
closed, with only committee members able to vote. Former Student
Development
and
Charities
Officers Joey Ellis changed this,
opening the voting process to all
students. Last year, 17 charities
were nominated for the positions;
this year the total doubled to 34
different organisations competing
for the five highly-sought-after
positions.
“The large number of nominations is a positive thing,” commented RAG Charities Liaison Officer,
Nick Scarlett, who is responsible
for organising the elections. “With
such a range of charities nominated, it’s more likely that every student will find at least one or two
they genuinely like or support.”

P

The annual RAG Parade through York is one of the fundraising highlights in the RAG calendar
However, there have been comments that the large number of
nominations is down to the recent
ultra vires regulations affecting the
Student Union that make it now
illegal for any societies or sports
teams to raise money for an organisation that is not RAG. The move
has sparked some disappointment
amongst students: “I have had
some people telling me it is a
shame they can no longer
fundraise for charities that are
close to their hearts,” commented
York Sport President Emily Scott.
This year’s beneficiary elections
have been extended to allow sports
clubs and societies to put forward

their charities of choice: “We’ve
had around a dozen,” said Scarlett.
There have been concerns, however, that nominations with the backing of an entire society could skew
the results, leaving those put forward by individuals with a lesser
chance of election. Scarlett however, was keen to quell such fears:
“Having whole sports clubs
and societies behind one charity
could theoretically give them an
advantage, but over a dozen societies have backed charities which
dilutes this, as does the large number of voters not affiliated to such
societies.” Both Scarlett and Stones
felt the increase in nominations to

be a positive move, bringing about
a greater student participation
within RAG itself.
“The presence of sports clubs
and large societies such as Fusion
in the nomination process will
mean people who did not usually
vote in the nomination process will
get involved,” commented Scarlett.
Stones sees the ultra vires regulations as “a positive thing overall
for campus fundraising. There are
so many people at university who
do such good work for fundraising,
and now they can all be brought
into one, university-wide push,”
she said.
Voting opens in week two.

Sam Lewis

THE UNIVERSITY is planning to
extend late licensing on campus
from 2am to 3am.
The City of York Council has
confirmed that they have received
from
Commercial
enquiries
Services, who intend to extend
licensing hours in University venues from this October.
The proposed arrangement is
for licensing hours to be extended,
which will see hours extend from
10pm to 2am, to 10pm to 3am.
Having applied on the 18th
September for the extension, campus venues must wait 28 days until
the 16th October, should any objections to the proposal be made.
The original request for the
change came from the Students
Union. They stated that the reason
a large number of students leave
the campus and go into the city is
because campus events close too
early. If the application is granted
by October 16, all campus events
would be set to benefit from a new
3am closing time.
YUSU Welfare Officer Ben
Humphrys
commented
that
“extending the licence will make
campus bars more competitive and
encourage students to use them at
the weekends. Obviously we will be
very concerned to ensure that the
later license doesn't adversely affect
resident students, especially in
relation to reduced portering
hours, and we'll be working closely
with the colleges and University to
watch for and mitigate any effects.
All campus bars have had the
original 2am closing time since
November 2005.
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Comment & Analysis
Henry James Foy
Editor

Implementing unpopular
plans isn’t endearing her to
students, but our only voice
in the corridors of power has
the most unenviable of jobs

Ben Gascoyne

he new arrivals are here, and
they’re already better off
than we were. Unknowingly,
by agreeing to attend the
University of York, we also signed
up to holidays filled with blank
expressions and ignorance when
chatting about our educational
institution of choice. They’ve been
spared the indignity of being
talked down to from students at
far more famous locations, with
venues for a night out that aren’t a
subtle joke. Realistically, that
seems unlikely to change imminently. However, it’s definitely nice
that some degree of progress has
been made. York, often very much
forgotten by the world at large has

T

Shooting our messenger is not
the solution to this problem
hen Vice-Chancellor
Brian Cantor began
searching for his first ever
Pro Vice-Chancellor for Students,
deep down under the happy smiles
and confident handshakes, he
must have known that the job was
essentially a poisoned chalice. Now
Jane Grenville, who was ultimately
Cantor’s choice to juggle the irreconcilable forces of student
demands and the administration’s
desires, is under siege.
Following the B Henry’s saga
of last year, the recent decisions
regarding porter numbers and
Derwent Bar have again placed
Grenville at the mercy of angry
students, as she single-handedly
waves the adminstration’s flag
while the condemnation flies.
Grenville describes the intentions of her position as outreach
and engagement. If Cantor et al
are the high and mighty, secluded
in their ivory towers, Grenville is
the campus extrovert. With more
column inches than most student
representatives, she’s easily the
most recognisable of the Hes Hall
powerful - and therefore the most
exposed.
The more bullish JCRC officers strive to paint her as a
Mandelson character, pushing the
unpopular policies while attempting to deflect criticism by blaming
those above or around her. This is
almost certainly false. The
attempted self-vilification of
declaring herself ‘PVC for closing
bars’ last year looks now to be
more of a gaffe as she finds herself
angering a growing list of campus
figures as DFM’s patience with
diminishing footfalls rapidly
shrinks. Unfortunately, even JCRC

W

chairs who have benefited from
Grenville’s support in the past now
find it easier to join the ever-growing legions of critics than to speak
out in her defence. The poorly
publicised Grenville Fund was a
huge boost for college finances;
one wonders how many of those
who blindly criticise her are aware
that their rugby training sessions
or quiz nights are funded by the
current public enemy number one.
Her relationship with YUSU,
too, is far from cosy. One would
imagine that the Union would
jump all over a PVC with a loud
voice and a strong hand on many
important committees, but
Grenville’s influence has often
been met with indifference or otherwise by Union Officers. The
explosive stand-off with former
Officers Matt Burton and Rory

Shanks over The Courtyard’s
licensing hours was well-documented in this newspaper exactly a
year ago. Grenville - with her
University jacket firmly on - held
her ground. YUSU retreated
screaming foul play, and reportedly Shanks and Grenville never
spoke amiably again.
In essence, those that she is
employed to assist don’t trust her
to fight their corner, as she struggles to balance both sides of the
equation. Critics who actually
think she wants to pull the plug on
campus bars like a social-space
Thatcher are frankly mistaken.
Unfortunately, in admirably
forging relationships with students
that others in Hes Hall can only
dream of, Grenville has become
the primary port of call for disgruntled students, and as such

may well be seen as doing an
excellent job by her fellow
University executives. Keith Lilley,
Director of Facilities Management
and perhaps the real villain of the
bar massacre, and Ken Batten, the
Head of Security that most porters
will reference as the mastermind
of the recent staff ‘reshuffles’,
remain virtually unknown to the
average angry student.
Ultimately, Grenville’s job of
pushing Hes Hall policy while
pleasing students may prove to be
impossible. When agendas come
into direct collision, the opinion of
the administration will almost
always prevail. But Grenville is the
only voice we have at the very
highest levels, and if we are to
affect the decision-making process,
we need to support her. Shooting
the messenger helps no-one.
RHIANNON WILLIAMS

Becoming more satisfied, 3% at a time
been on the receiving end of some
rather positive attention for once.
It surely beats getting no attention
at all.
Cancer, an enduring concern
for everyone in the country, lies
fallen at the feet of the brightest
biology boffins York can provide.
Well, not quite, but we’ve apparently made a start. While not vanquished, progress towards annihilating one of mankind’s most persistent enemies is being appreciated in national newspaper column
inches at the moment, and is the
kind of thing that boosts positive
public perception of an institution.
It is a good justification for the
increased investment that the uni-

versity has received from figures
such as Bill Gates, and goes to
prove that as an institution we’re
not slacking off.

“You can only
hope that people finally take
notice of York for
all it offers”
And apparently, we’re all 3%
more content to be here than last
time anyone bothered to check.

Now, isn’t that nice? If you close
your eyes and concentrate hard,
you can actually feel that 3% difference. Doesn’t it feel good? We’re
at the 22nd most satisfying university in the country and, according
to The Times, the 70th best for
quality in the world, 8th in the
nation. It certainly makes a welcome change from news reports
earlier in the year that saw York
slip places in ranking tables, a difference from what was presumed
to be the start of a long decline for
the place.
At some point you can only
hope that people finally take notice
of York for all the quality it offers.
These red letter days for newswor-

thy events go to prove that regardless of frequent criticism, this is
not the worst university around by
a long way. We can take pride in
the fact that we’re getting a little
bit better every day.
The feel good factor isn’t
wholly complete, sure. Those suits
in the Heslington Hall ivory tower
want to close your bars and put
you in half finished accommodation. But some happiness for once
makes a nice start to the year. It
hopefully inspires us all to try and
do a little bit better than we did
last year, and enjoy the whole
thing more. We would do well to
dwell on the positives instead of
the negatives.
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The fight goes on
In February of 2007, this newspaper circulated an open letter to Brian
Cantor calling on the Vice-Chancellor to restore what had - in a matter of
months - become a skeleton crew of porters to their full strength, and to
make a pledge to maintain such a complement in the future. Over 1,200 people, including college provosts, well-known alumni, national lobby group
leaders and disgruntled York students signed the letter, and campus
breathed a collective sigh of relief when - it appeared - that the demands had
been met.
Now it seems the threat was simply postponed.
The University may deny such a drive by quoting statistics such as beds
per lodge, or net porter numbers or hours. The opening of Heslington East
affords them this luxury. Instead of hiring 6 new porters from the job market - and avoiding all the costs that this incurs - porters from Heslington
West that would seemingly have faced the axe were ‘redeployed’. The
University’s reneged promises to benefit the local job industry aside, this
must offer little consolation to the porters that still have a job. With more
security staff planning to be hired, and the University adamantly stating against all popular wisdom, and certainly the opinion of all students that
have ever turned to a porter for help - that welfare provision is not to be considered inside the remit of a porter, the future looks bleak. Refuting this
bizarre and wholly untrue assertion should be our first priority.
Students have made their voices heard before. We can mobilise again.
This isn’t above arms investment or political parties - we all have the same
dependence and emotional investment in a well-equipped and adequatelyfunded portering service - and we must all join together in order for the
University to understand our stance.
The University has already conceded to restoring 24-hour portering for
the first two weeks of this term, agreeing that Freshers need as much support
as possible during their most vulnerable time at University.
The usual suspects will lead the fight, but they cannot make a difference
alone. The porters deserve our support, and it is our duty to do so.
If we falter, we might not realise what we had until it is gone.

Time to look forward, and back
It’s a subject that has graced the pages of this newspaper more times
than can be counted, but on Sunday it finally came into being: Heslington
East campus opened at last to receive its first intake of first year students.
It’s not been an easy journey to this point, but true to their word, the
University opened the gates of Hes East on time and for that, this paper
offers them its congratulations.
The opening has not been completely faultless. The campus is not complete, but we knew that already; the project is not yet finished, but it is well
on its way and more than habitable. The largest stumbling block seems to be
the lack of clear communication between the University and its new students as to the exact details of where they would be living. It’s all very well
informing students that they’ll be living in brand new accommodation, but
it’s also helpful if they know that they’ll need to walk twenty minutes down
the road to get their pre-ordered MAD card meal each evening.
Minor issues aside, the opening of Heslington East marks the start of a
new and exciting time in the University’s existence. Amid all the bustle of
settling the freshers into their new campus and building it up around them
however, do not forget those on Heslington West. With the threat of bar closures and reduced portering hours, the time could not be more apt to
remind the University of its responsibility to students on both sides of
Heslington.

Welcome to Nouse
In the coming week, freshers will endure bombardment from the noisy
majority of societies (this newspaper among them), seeking to bolster their
numbers with attractive campaigns of leaflets, posters, and kind faces on
their Freshers’ Fair stall. Permit us, however, this opportunity to inform
those unaware of Nouse, and of the kind of work we do, of the value of the
experience gained by becoming an active member of our society.
Since 1964, Nouse has been at the forefront of national student media,
and our past editions contain a rich archive of articles by talented writers,
some of whom (Greg Dyke, Anthony Horowitz, Linda Grant), have gone on
to become established writers. The details on the masthead of how many
awards we’ve won, how many esteemed nominations we have garnered, are
plain and perhaps gratuitous, but they reveal a pride and a commitment in
what we do that few other societies can match.
The accusation is often levelled that we take ourselves too seriously, but
then the editors all want to become journalists, and anyone seeking a career
in this field should heed recent successes from the Nouse stable. We’re not
aiming to gloss over the reality that jobs in journalism are few and far
between, or to pretend we’re an illusory vehicle for instant employment, but
our friends, now working for papers including the Financial Times,
Telegraph and Independent, all held the same editorial positions on the
paper that will soon be open to you at our upcoming elections.
We represent a diverse portfolio of interests, for which we need a
diverse and adaptive team of new writers, web developers and designers to
join our existing cohort. Assignments can include anything from court
reporting to celebrity interviews, but all require talent and persistence.

Nouse, Grimston House, University of York, YO10 5DD
editor@nouse.co.uk

Burdening the middle-classes
is not a way to fix the system
et’s not delude ourselves:
when we leave this northern,
duck-infested idyll we’re going
to be in debt. Big time. It’s not
because of bloated tuition fees that
pay for four hours of teaching a
week. Nor is it due to the escalating
rent we’re forced to pay even when
we’re not in York. And it’s definitely
nothing to do with that £40
doorstop our tutor tells us we need.
No, according to Kevin Sharpe
(who? Professor of Renaissance
Studies at Queen Mary’s, apparently) the albatross around our necks is
a result of a champagne drinking,
oyster slurping, M&S buying uppermiddle class lifestyle we can’t afford
but desperately want.
Sorry Sharpe – this isn’t Ab
Fab. The majority of us aren’t
spending our precious loans on flatscreen TVs, but we don’t want to
live in a student shantytown either.
In fact every one of my friends
spent their summer working, harder than a Renaissance professor I’d
like to add, unpaid in order to bolster their CV. Or like me, found
paid work that mainly involved running up to the canteen to buy my
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Liv
Evans
Deputy Comment
Editor
write this sitting in my new
house in Tang Hall. I say “new”,
but what I really mean is “new
for me”. It has been inhabited by
many students in the past, all of
whom seem to have left behind various reminders of their presence.
Our bike shed is full to bursting
with old George Foreman grills and
other rubbish, my wardrobe is covered in dust and we had to spend
hours last night cleaning the
kitchen from top to bottom before it
became even vaguely inhabitable.
So it is with a twinge of jealousy
that I see all these freshers traipsing
into new Goodricke, blissfully
unaware of the horrors they’ve
avoided.
I’ve had a gander at some pictures of their nice shiny new rooms,
and it wasn’t just the slight feeling
of voyeurism that made me come
away from the experience with a
sense of unease. Having dwelled in
Halifax last year with their precarious camp beds which were prone to
collapsing and occasional suspicions of mould in the shower, it
does all strike me as rather unfair.
Despite the rather odd shade of
pink used to adorn the outside of
one of the new buildings.
But it isn’t just freshers who
will be residing in the shiny newness. They will have to share their
lovely new accommodation with
several cranes, a couple of diggers
and a multitude of builders. Not
exactly the new flatmates one would
normally expect. And perhaps even
messier than those who used to live
in my house.
As Law are still consigned to
their portakabins in a car park
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fat-arsed, indolent excuse of a boss
a packet of Wotsits, all the while
plotting which orifice to stick it up.
As much as universities and
their think tanks would like to
think, we’re not ignorant about
money. We know how much things
cost and if we’re spending too
much. And we work to ensure we

“This isn’t Ab Fab.
The majority of us
aren’t spending our
precious loans on
flat screen TVs.”
have enough to live on.
So what’s worrying about
Sharpe’s comments is that they are
part of an increasing trend of middle-class bashing. The
Confederation of British Industry’s
(CBI) higher education task force
spent a year analysing campus
finances. Its main recommenda-

Lida
Mirzaii

somewhere near Alcuin, work will
be going on for the next year to give
them a hospitable base, and once
this is done, who knows what inspiration will strike the bods of Hes
Hall next? Perhaps the freshers
should embrace all the first year
clichés for making friends (bring
tea! Keep your door open and let in
any old random stranger!) and use
them on the builders; they’ll probably be here longer than any of us.
It’s hardly ideal to be living on
what is essentially the world’s most
modern building site, although the
drilling and banging about at 8am
might make getting up for 9.15s a
little easier. And the likelihood of
some drunk fresher stumbling into
a patch of wet cement and getting
stuck is amusingly high. But joking
aside, despite the free bus service
running between the campuses, it’ll
be hard to shake the feeling of
being slightly adrift from the centre
of things.
But perhaps this is what we

signed up to when making the
choice to come to York? Its burgeoning reputation has outgrown
the small and run-down campus. A
horribly expensive expansion was
somewhat inevitable and was
always going to take longer than the
fleeting three years that most of us
will spend here. If the Hes East
expansion can increase student
numbers and provide better facilities, and academic standards can be
maintained, then York’s reputation
can only get better. We, as the students here and now, will be the beneficiaries if York can get its act
together and make the most of the
opportunities this expansion provides. A bit of noise and inconvenience seems like a small price to pay
for a better degree that will take you
places in the future.
Yes, a Ziggy’s hangover is terrible enough without an actual building site adding to the metaphorical
one inside your head. But put up
with it. It’ll be worth it eventually.

Why we need
more geeks
than geese
Peter
Campbell

tions are ruthlessly punitive, especially towards middle class families:
•
The £3,100-a-year cap on
fees should be lifted, claiming that a
rise to £5,000-a-year would deliver
£1.25 billion more for universities;
•
Student loans should be
charged at commercial interest
rates – significantly increasing the
amount graduates will repay;
And the final blow:
•
Lowering the threshold for
grants. Currently, students from
families earning less than £60,000
are eligible for a partial grant, but
the CBI advises this should be lowered to £38,000. Only students
from families earning less than
£17,910 should receive a full grant instead of the present £25,000.
Over 20 universities, York
included, agree with CBI’s findings.
The National Union of Students,
however, live in the real world. They
know that the recommendations
are financially crippling and “offensive”, especially when students are
attacked for being too middle class
by lecturers who are middle class
themselves. I for one choked on my
duck liver pâté.

Cranes and diggers will
give York a wake-up call

11

rom a court martial for
Edmund Blackadder to a
whole host of problems for
Basil Fawlty, communication problems are embedded at the root of
our comedy culture. “Send threeand-fourpence, we’re going to a
dance” was the famously misheard
radio transmission from World War
One. Presumably those at headquarters thought that the incident
was a joke to relieve tension in the
trenches, and didn’t realise that the
front line wanted more men
because they were about to attack.
The case of Tim Ngwena
reportedly commenting that York is
too geek-ridden, when he in fact
said ‘geese’, is amusing. But it raises
a serious question; are there really
too many geeks at York? The
answer to this depends on several
things. Firstly, whom you define as
a ‘geek’, and secondly, how many
geeks would constitute as too many.
Firstly, we must find an definition of the term ‘geek’. The dictionary provides us with three options.
A) A person regarded as foolish,
inept, or clumsy. B) A person who is
single-minded or accomplished in
scientific or technical pursuits but is
felt to be socially inept. C) A carnival performer whose show consists
of bizarre acts, such as biting the
head off a live chicken.
Let us consider these. There is
a notable absence of those who
might fit into category C roaming
around campus, which is a sad
oversight in my opinion. Perhaps
York could introduce courses that
would attract more of these types,
such as an Animal Mutilation for
Purposes of Amusement BA. Those
who fit into category A can be written off, as neither clumsiness nor
foolishness fit into a single stereotype that can be identified as too
numerous amongst students.
Definition B, on the other hand,
conjures up images of nerdy-looking, glasses-wearing obsessives.
While demonstrating impressive
abilities in the scientific field, they
will probably be uncomfortable
around large groups of people, and
are most likely introverts at heart.
Put simply, the ‘genius loner’.
The burning question now
remains – are there too many of
these people at York?
Looking at the facts, some of
the best inventions in the world wer
from these socially inept genii.
Frank Whittle spent his spare time
reading in the library, before going
on to invent the jet engine. Konrad
Zuse resigned from a perfectly
interesting job building aircraft to
work in his parents’ apartment to
create the first computer, and
George de Mestral spent his childhood designing planes rather than
playing football. Oh, and he later
invented Velcro.
Too many of these people?
Why would we ever want less of
them?

F

Charlotte
Hogarth-Jones
Comment Editor

The University need to
seriously consider their cuts
to portering services and
the effects they will have on
students

HARRIET ARSCOTT

Join the debate at
nouse.co.uk/comment

Cutting portering hours
puts a price on our welfare
he news that the University is
making yet more cuts to our
campus porter service is little
short of disgraceful. I think it’s fair
to say that the majority of York students understand that the recession
will bring inevitable budget
changes, and aren’t naive enough to
think that the serious measures
necessary to ensure York’s economic
security are optional. However, in
planning yet more cuts to a service
which has already been drastically
reduced, Heslington Hall have
shown not only a disinclination
towards innovative thinking, but
also a serious disconnect with the
very establishment they are supposed to understand.
There are two main reasons
why porters are, in my opinion,
vital to university life at York.
Firstly, and perhaps most obviously,
are welfare concerns. Whilst most
students will claim that they are
entirely independent, this isn’t
strictly true. Many first years have
never lived away from home before,
and porters are a crucial step to
helping them on their way to selfsufficiency safely. Yet another
drunken and dazed sop who’s lost
his room key for the enth time
might not seem like a concern.
Indeed, some might argue that he
deserves every freezing moment he
sways about outside, struggling to
turn his jean pockets inside out. But
the alternative of having vulnerable,
disorientated students wandering
around a cold, dark campus is actually pretty bleak.
The University would at this
point argue that Security Services is
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still available for emergency situations. The fact is though, that
porters and security guards are far
from interchangeable. Students
won’t want to burden security staff
with what they believe to be a trivial problem, and will end up placing
themselves in far more dangerous
situations instead, giving real cause
for concern.
Night porters are easily accessible and reassuring to the majority
of students, who know that whatever situation arises, there is always

“Porters act as a
permenant link
between students,
the college, and
the University”
someone close by to act as the first
port of call. Whilst day porters are
necessary for the smooth running of
colleges, 9-5 services are clearly
insufficient for a body of students
that are equally active in the night
as in the day, if not more so.
Already there have been serious
security breaches by non-students
in Derwent due to the lack of any
constant staff presence at night,
and these are almost certainly due
to increase.
In any event, expecting a highly limited number of security staff,
and those from the remaining colleges with porters working night
shifts to man our entire campus

seems impractical and unreasonable.
Yet welfare is perhaps not the
main reason we should be fighting
for our porters. Many college bars,
facilities, and events have already
received severe restrictions or closure, which begs the question, if
you take the porters out of a college
too, then what’s left? What the
University seems to miss is that for
many people, porters are the life
and soul of the college. As my
friend just put it “they always seem
to know what’s best”, and it really is
as simple as that I think. Porters act
as a permanent link between students, the college, and the
University, and in my experience,
always warmly, patiently and effectively.
Obviously Heslington Hall
need to make serious expenditure
changes, but they really do seem to
be doing it in all the wrong places.
In cutting back on porters and
other services like this, they are
effectively undermining the college
system on which this University is
wholly based.
In addition to this, many
porters have voiced their disappointment at the lack of clear, honest information they have received
from the University. Those I have
spoken to are unaware of which
hours they will be expected to work,
where, or even if they will continue
to have a job. Whatever the future
holds for the porter system and current porters, they surely deserve
more respect, time, and appreciation than the University is currently
giving them.
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IsaacHewlings
Drunken rites of passage
’m going to be frank with all you
intrepid readers of this column, I’m
taking the cheap route and starting
this with a bit of recursive writing.
Were it that I was either better prepared for this or had a reasonable
amount of ability, I would have avoided
this seedy alley and taken the much
brighter vista of using an appropriate
literary technique. My only promise will
be avoidance of some of the cliché that
is characteristic of these kinds of writing – perhaps I’ll flag up some of the
primest examples as I go.
So how have I managed to end up
in this situation – totally unprepared
and patently under-qualified to hold
your attention for the next five minutes
or so? Well, the painful realities of third
year are already besieging my woefully
under-equipped mind. Thus, the joys of
Wittgenstein and the state of Lebanon
are currently competing for my attention, along with the Xbox, Peep Show
and this fine publication.
This, in of itself, is no great news –
which leads me neatly into my first
cliché flag of the day: how tired and
overworked us third years are. I’m sure
I’ll be extremely overworked and
stressed by January 2010, but one thing
I won’t be doing is telling y’all about
how tired I am, despite drinking my
second Martini of the night in Evil Eye
(a cocktail establishment of reasonable
repute on Stonegate, for those that are
interested). It’s the student equivalent
of hearing a grumpy old man describing
the difficulties of life ‘back in the day’.
Whilst I’m not knocking the general
eradication of Polio in today’s Britain,
stories of walking uphill both ways to
school just don’t make for interesting
reading. Student journalists, much like
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Content
It has been a capricious and
unfeeling world this past week,
and the office atmosphere has
duly vaulted between ‘sullen’ and
‘triumphant’. On the plus side, the
‘About a Girl’ video from the
Sugababes premiered, and by all
accounts it was better than
expected. More devastatingly,
Stephen Gately passed away, and
left us consoling ourselves with
the new album artwork from
Gaga’s The Fame Monster. Must of
course draw your attention to M5
with details of how to get
involved (please do so), followed
by features that I believe we can
collectively label ‘Freshermania’
M6-13.
[Pause in text reflective of change
in tone]
We throw our cards on the table
and say we’re fully behind
Invisible Children M14, Pippa
Small carries on the charity
theme M17, Antonia makes the
paper a bit more highbrow with
the help of her friends M18-19,
want to see music in York? Tom
recommends you don’t M20.

“The beauty of university is the dank
laziness of first year”
amounts of residual laziness of course.
The evolution from primordial inactivity to owning my very own work ethic is
pretty surprising.
And bam! I almost sleepwalk into
cliché number two: that despite all the
tribulations and so forth, we all grow up
and learn so much from our York experience. I’m not entirely sure what to
make of this, in that I’ve certainly got
better at doing stuff, but I have a feeling
that celebrating this development is
about as extraordinary and as impressing as loudly pronouncing your
improved toilet training between the
ages of two and eight.
Whilst it would no doubt be
impressively reactionary to avoid getting any more responsible as you go

throughout university, surely this is the
kind of basic requirement of growing
up that only us middle-class kids could
herald as an extraordinary achievement. Insofar as I’m qualified to give
analysis (entirely not, as it turns out),
the beauty of university is both the dank
laziness of first year - with the sweeping
tundra of hangover after hangover and the increasing desire for preoccupations of a more wholesome kind. The
problem lies in writing about it in such
a way that imbues it with more glory
than it really deserves.
But I shouldn’t be moaning about
the (perhaps largely imagined) foibles
of campus journalism and lazy documentation of university ‘facts of life’.
This is a freshers’ edition after all, so
let’s notch up the happy-metre and
have a peek at the extraordinary phenomenon that is Fresher’s Week. To any
outsider it’s probably as comprehensible as trying to catch catfish with your
fists. It is, for most of us is an orgy of
Carlsberg, cheap wine and enthusiasm.
The temptation is to bemoan the transient nature of these drunken misadventures, or to celebrate the insobriety
of it all. So once again, what do we
make of it all?
As far as I’m concerned it’s a fine
coming of age ritual - about as pleasant
as those more regularly covered by the
National Geographic channel – and just
as tribal. To those that avoid the alcohol, I applaud their judgement.
Although never fear, the associated
rites of awkward conversations and
dealing with the people down the corridor who either a) engage in violently
loud intercourse, or b) play their drum
and bass ‘til 4am still have to be negotiated. Enjoy!

The XY chromosome the player
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their septugenarian forefathers, make
the critical mistake of thinking that
because they’re in a situation of relative
esteem, that tedious rants are more
than just extensive moan-sessions.
Nonetheless, being presented with
the likelihood of actually studying the
equivalent of a normal person’s working
day is somewhat daunting. The joys of
normal activity are still coming as a
shock - waking regularly at 8am, actually going outside at some point before
lunch time, looking forward to reclining in my cream faux leather sofa at the
end of day. It’s almost like being a real
person… except for the massive

Thank fuck it's freshers’. It was such a
long dry summer, I'm parched for some
female refreshment. Working in an
office was hell on earth. Old, married
women, all wearing trouser suits, like
they'd completely given up on being

female and resigned themselves to the
harsh reality that it's just better (and
more appropriate, given that they were
all dogs) to be a man. It was like swimming in a sea of ugly with no lifejacket.
On the bright side being back at uni
feels all the better for the sexual ice age
I've had to endure for the last three
months. Time for the thaw.
Definitely done a good job getting
back on the horse. I hate to sound
immodest, but I really am the fucking
master. Literally one facebook chat, one
meet up, and it's pants off, wham bam
and you know the rest. I hope she tells
her friends. I have a feeling she knows
Alicia. She'll hear all about what she's
missing out on, not that I give a shite
obviously, that's ancient history. Still, be
good. I'll just check and see if they're
facebook friends, then if I write on
Sarah's wall Alicia will see. Perfect.
Shit, what can I say without it implying
that I want to meet up with her again?
Not that it wasn't good but I am a free
agent now, got oats to sow, can't be
depriving the many, many other women
out there a piece of the master. I'll drop
her a text in a coupla days, let her down
easy. Don't envy her, she's had a taste of

magic now, probably absolutely gagging
for more. Weird she hasn't texted me by
now- probably playing it cool bless her.
She was a bit odd in the morning now I
think about it, didn't seem especially
keen to hang about long. Probably still
reeling from the magnificence of what
she had just experienced.
I will admit, it does still rather irk
me that Alicia got there first. Not that it
really makes a difference, if I'd dumped
her the result would obviously have
been the same, but being given the boot
is hardly ideal in term of one's public
image. Course I told everyone that I
was being kind and allowing her to
maintain a sense of dignity by letting
her do the deed- which is entirely true,
of course. She may be fit (though I reckon she’s gotten a bit hefty over the summer, and the tan definitely doesn’t suit
her). I actually think monogamy’s
unnatural at this stage of my life, I’m
twenty one, and I’m not wasting the last
precious years of youth on one person.
Was getting a bit bored waiting to
be honest. Had to display some emotion obvs, act the part n all, but it was
all part of the plan. And there's nothing
like a good sympathy fuck.
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Face control
We’ve been dying for an
excuse to print this picture all week, on the basis
that it is amazing. Her
lips dabbed in sugar
sprinkles prior to being
covered in syrup and
pink feathers (see M7),
Laura Connor is surely
the face of campus 2009
following the departure
of
Amy
Browne.
Moreover, she’s been
under our nose all along
as
the
Mancunian
Deputy News Editor. On
a serious note, we’re
always on the lookout for
participants in Muse
shoots, but a word of
warning: Laura was temporarily unable to see
when
syrup
lodged
between her contact lenses and eyelids. We
thought her contorting in
pain was posing. Oh dear.

The Muse team only got
into Mo’Nique this week
after seeing Domino and
the trailer for Precious,
but this icon for larger
American women has
kept us enthralled with
work from her diverse
career portfolio, including books (‘Skinny Cooks
Can’t Be Trusted’) and
stand-up.
Our
fave
moment: “This is the
goddamn South where
we eat whatever the fuck
we wanna eat! We eat
that real shit, that fresh
shit. We eat fresh motherfucking pig from the
back yard: bitch catch it!
Bitch catch it!” Amaze.

Social pariah Charlotte Hogarth-Jones
“Exschuse me…” breathes the hot, rancid
breath of a man who is around 90% likely
to have pulled what I believe is termed a
“tactical chund” only moments before. I
feign deafness but Mr.Vom clasps me with a
clammy grimy hand, steadying himself and
ensnaring his pray in a masterful piece of
drunken genius. “Ummmm….sooooo…wass
in your necklace then?”. He gives me a
knowing wink as if he knows, and I know
that he knows. “An old man”. “Oh”. Mr.Vom’s
brain cogs desperately strive for a pensioner
themed sexy pun, but none they come. He
recoils and is comforted on his wingman’s
ample manboobs for a while, before heading
back for round two. “Ummm…soooo…how
do you um… how do you spell soliloquy
then?” “S,o,l..” “No, no, no, you’re wrong, it’s
s,E,l because it’s SEliloquy”. Mr.Vom triumphantly makes one of those hissing
sounds with his finger in the air to emphasise his scorching IQ, or perhaps that he
often set’s himself alight, which seems at
this point more probable. “No it isn’t, you’re
a douche. Look it up on your Iphone”. “Ok
fine I will I will Ok fine I WILL”. Mr.Vom
and Capt.Manboobs somehow get to an
online dictionary. This is quite astounding
given the energy they are putting into balancing and carrying a Sir Cliff Richard at

soon and I don’t want to be late?!”
“Alright then. They’re lovely at that age
aren’t they?”

Actual present given to Charlotte by boyfriend. £1.99
the same time. “Ok Ok SO it is S, O…S,
O…S,O…Oh…” “Goodbye”.
At the doctor’s.
“So, before you have the scan, I just need to
ask you a few routine questions. Have you
ever been pregnant?”
“No.”
“Ok. Have you ever had an abortion?”
“Um no, I’ve never been pregnant”
“Oh, ok. Have you ever been told you are
carrying twins?”

“What? No? Um, I’m sorry I’ve never been
pregnant, and people have already asked me
this about 4 times so I think you can skip
this section.”
“Oh ok. How many children do you have?”
“NONE! I’ve been here for four hours, this
is bloody ridiculous!”
“Don’t threaten me please madam, or you’ll
be escorted off the premises”
*gestures to irritating sign on wall*
“Oh no! Don’t do that! Ok, please scan me,
um I have to pick up my son from nursery

“I’ve just bought you the best present in the
world” reads a text message before my
birthday. “Ahhhhh how sweet!” I reply, I
wasn’t expecting extra presents. I certainly
wasn’t expecting the best present in the
world. Maybe someone has finally bought
me the tortoise that I’ve been going on
about for the past 3 years. Maybe they
bought the African size one that’s illegal in
this country. A luxury, limited edition tortoise for a very special birthday. A beautifully wrapped, suspiciously un-tortoise shaped
gifty arrives. Hmmm….perhaps the tortoise
is in a box? I rip open the paper with trembling anticipation. “Oh…Tater-Mitts?” The
surrounding company beams, they can
barely contain themselves. “They’re gloves!
But for potatoes!” “I’m sorry, what?” My
mind is still searching for traces of a tortoise
in the gift bag, perhaps this is a distraction
while they smuggle my real tortoise in
through the garden… There are no traces.
“You put them on and then rub your hands
and in 8 SECONDS your potatoes are
peeled!” Never mind. Maybe one day I’ll use
them to peel potatoes for my tortoise.
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Henry James Foy
hey hadn’t even arrived when the dreaded Freshers’ Flu
hit me in a whirlwind of coughs, splutters, sneezes and
headaches. It’s as if the mere thought of 3,000-odd
happy, virile and spritely outsiders invading my extended personal space and reminding me of my age was enough to send
my immune system into hyperdrive.
“I’ve had the flu shot, the American one,” I boasted to all
that would listen, stupidly assuming that in the country
where triple cheeseburgers and toddlers with automatic
weapons kill more people than any disease ever could, a shot
of dead flu virus paid for by the US Congress would make me
invincible in the face of the cold-ridden hoardes.
Of course I’m paying for that hubris now, sniffling over
my keyboard like the haggard old man I am; surrounded by
used tissues I am a no-fly zone for healthy colleagues.
My housemate is similarly afflicted. However, bereft of
the responsibility to sit in an office surrounded by ever-growing piles of death-tissue, the formerly perpetual hypochondriac now proudly shuffles around our virus-infested apartment
in his favourite sweat pants and zip-up, displaying the scientifically provable affliction for all to see. Except nobody visits
us, for obvious reasons. My other housemate arrived yesterday to find the two of us wallowing in our own grim on the
sofa, and instantly regretted making the journey that will
certainly lead her to a similar fate.
I had initially thought that his sheer desire to be ill and therefore accrue some moaning points - had
dragged me into this mucus-filled den of malady. Or
perhaps it was the wholly unnecessary cognacs that
we shared at his girlfriend’s 21st a few days previously. There, he had staggered to his feet, beaming
with unadulterated joy to tell the room that his
beau was “Great. Just great. I mean, I think we all
know she’s great and amazing. We all came
here tonight because we all think,” he
pauses to cover his mouth to hiccup, “that she’s such
a great girl...” As the other guests winced in communal embarrassment, did I sense the first little bacteria multiplications inside my throat as a punishment
for telling him what a memorable speech him and his
friend Rémy Martin would make to mark the occasion?
No, I’m sure this is Pre-Freshers’ Freshers’ Flu.
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“It’s as if the mere thought of 3,000-odd
happy, virile and spritely outsiders invading
my extended personal space was enough to
send my immune system into hyperdrive”

It’s not been caused by alcohol, sleep deprivation or bodily
fluid sharing - so I can’t even console myself with memories
of a Strongbow-fuelled lad rampage involving the hot one
from down the corridor, the upstairs room in Ziggy’s and an
awkward morning moment as I swallow endless amounts of
Panadol.
Instead, this is my body reacting to the onset of third-year
- a feeling so intensely abhorrent that is made all the more
repulsive by the fact that thousands of student-loan funded
revellers covered in marker pen and lovebites remind you just
how out of place you are hanging around the entrance to
Vanbrugh cafeteria looking for a friendly face. “Why don’t you
fuck off to the library with your bag of German texts and exam
revision, granddad?” their bright eyes ask.
Cognac boy and I discuss whether we are well enough to
accept the press passes to Freshers’ Ball tomorrow night over
the phone. With exams looming and the psuedo-disease still
rampaging through our bodies, we both know the answer but the promise of asking Wiley if our choice of wristwear haggard appearance aside - will affect our chances of scoring with the cream of the class of 2012 is ultimately
too much to ignore.
This will ultimately be a mistake, I fear.
Wiley - I’ve since learnt - only performed for 10
minutes at a recent gig before he passed out, while
at his most recent appearance, sung his Rolex
number before decided he’d had enough of being
on stage. Chances are he’s going to turn down
the opportunity to be grilled by the two
most miserable men in York. Instead,
we’ll skulk around, friendless, sipping
our lemon and honey teas, avoiding
large crowds of the more rowdy first
years, and leave well before the annual
pairing-off begins.
For those of you deluded enough by
the garish publicity and outrageous
ticket price to think that Wiley is a coup for
little old YUSU, we had B*Witched at our
Freshers’ Ball. They were rubbish, but I personally felt that making four 35-year-olds jump
around in tight jeans to pay for their botox bills
meant some of the £35 was well spent. But I
digress.
To conclude, I fear that there is no simple cure to the terrible affliction that grips me,
other than to resign myself to my miserable thirdyear experience. I must embrace dinner parties
instead of chasing interests around Gallery; FTs
from the Library at 9AM instead of walks of shame;
and Saturday nights with X Factor instead of
downing VKs at campus events in a toga.
I think I’m feeling better already.
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Pushchair (formal) (12)
River-dwelling mammal (5)
Traditional English afternoon ritual (4,3)
Site of fossil fuel excavation (3,5)
Colleague, squint (4)
Second Egyptian President (6)
Branded camping stove (6)
West African country (4)
Imperfect vision of society (8)
Discover, excavate (7)
Common synthetic polymer (5)
Shelley’s monster (12)

Noun replacement (7)
Musical serpent (11)
Bob ________ (comedian) (8)
Sustain, defend (6)
(Greek mythology) Jason’s ship (4)
Hideaway, den (4)
Iconic Greek battle (11)
Collection of literary work (8)
Claude ______, ‘father of information theory’ (7)
Chinese fruit with hard shell and soft centre (6)
Nub, essence (4)
Theocratic Islamic Republic (4)
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iggy’s and an inebriated sportsman who’s mistaken me for a
fresher is sharing some wisdom:
“I've heard the rowers drown a fresher
at random, while the footballers sit in a
big circle and practice their crying.
That may or may not be true. Still, none
of them are man enough to get naked
and roll down Clifford’s Tower.”
Initiation rituals or ‘hazings’ have
been around as long as universities
themselves. Upon entry into a society,
new members undergo a series of tasks
or challenges designed to foster group
camaraderie. These are often unpleasant and occasionally degrading in the
extreme. Common themes include
alcohol, nudity, vandalism and subsequent arrest. Students usually take part
in order to demonstrate their allegiance to a particular society or sport’s
team- their willingness to accept degradation and embarrassment serving as
proof of their fervour. As a rule, the
more exclusive the society or club, the
more extreme the hazing. The secrecy
surrounding these rituals creates fertile
ground for hearsay; stories with which
older students can shock, excite and
intimidate the new and innocent in
equal measure.
Practices range from the relatively
tame to the downright dangerous. In
2006 18 year-old University of Exeter
student Gavin Britton died from alcohol poisoning having consumed four
vodkas, three pints of cider, a glass of
wine and numerous sambucas before
downing a pint of spirits as part of his
initiation into the University golf club.
Even this lamentable incident has not
halted the widespread custom of putting new members (predominantly
freshers) through their paces with
demeaning rites of passage. To be
granted membership of The University
of Cambridge University men’s drinking society ‘The Wyverns’, candidates
must consume a 15 course dinner
including a pig’s snout covered in
wasabi, and a pint of water with a live
goldfish swimming in it. If the goldfish
is regurgitated and still alive, prospective members may skip the following
two courses.
Tragedies like that of Gavin
Britton have led to a clamping down on
University initiations in recent years.
Gloucestershire University launched a

Z

formal investigation in 2008 following
the release of video footage showing
students being marched through the
streets by a man in a Nazi uniform and
lined up against a wall before several
vomited. Another segment of the video,
which was filmed by Natalie Sutton, a
broadcast journalism student at the
university, showed a group being forced
to exercise furiously under the observation of men wearing black t-shirts.
Hannah, a first year, tells me: “My
friend at Newcastle didn't join the
rugby team, because new rugby players
have to drink out of used bins and
shoes. Also people are sometimes dared
to dive into shallow rivers - he just didn't want to take the chance.”
Reassuringly, it doesn’t appear to
be the case that sports hopefuls at York
must undergo tortuous initiations in
order to be accepted onto the teams.
Tom Weir, York Rugby Club Press and
Publicity officer commented: “We can’t
use the phrases ‘initiation’ or ‘hazing
now, they’ve really clamped down. It’s
more fear of a word than anything, but
we don’t really do anything too hardcore now anyway. It’s really more a case
of lots of drinking...it’s not compulsory,
but it does foster team spirit!” Tom
explains: “There are people on the
team who don’t drink, but that doesn’t
mean they’re not good rugby players,
just that they’re not good drinkers! We
obviously know the difference and I
think that goes across the board for the
sports teams, you pick the team at
training, not at the bar. The way I think
about it is, if I didn’t want to do something, then I’m not going to turn
around and tell someone else to do it”
This is not the case everywhere. I
spoke to Flo, a third year studying at
the University of Lincoln. Having
decided to try out for the Hockey team,
and being accepted, Flo and her new
team mates were instructed to meet on
the pitch after the first practice "wearing school uniform".
“After the expected drinking
games involving a disgusting two pence
piece and much singing, the existing
members of the boys and girls teams
took out permanent markers and starting drawing on the potential new members. The men's team basically claimed
my boobs, and scrawled horrific things
all over them (they pulled my top up for

Clockwise from
bottom left:
Oxford students jumping
into shallow
water on May
Day, Lancaster
rugby streakers, ‘hazed
fresher’, Nazi
ritual at the
University of
Gloucestershire

‘ease of access’).” Here one can understand the emphasis placed on heavy
drinking by the senior members: “The
rude words and slogans scrawled
across my arms and face might have
shattered my confidence if vodka hadn't made up such a large percentage of
my bloodstream. I felt completely used
and degraded, I couldn't look any of
them in the eye for weeks afterwards",
Flo added. By the end of this disgusting
event, newbies were “vomiting all over
each other”.
This is disturbing enough; however it appears that when such events are
taken beyond the relative safety of a
University campus things become further out of hand. I speak to Sam, who
signed up for the Hockey Club when he
started Sussex University: “It started at
the club. There was this awful obstacle
course, where we were made to do a
series of exercises - running laps, star
jumps, push ups and for every set we
completed they had to down another
drink. A different kind every time too pints of beer, shots... you name it.”
One would assume that this would

be enough to prove the new member's
mettle. There was however, a further
stage to the proceedings. Sam continued: “Completely intoxicated, nauseous, or post-nauseous, we were bundled into the team's mini van. Then
they stripped us, took literally everything we had on us.” As if this wasn't
humiliating enough, there was one
final challenge. “We were driven to an
'unknown location' - though to be honest, we were all new to the Uni, so the
local area was pretty unfamiliar territory. Then we were all dumped there, and
before the van drove off we were given
the challenge of returning to base camp
at the uni campus.”
The unknown location turned out
to be West Street, one of the busiest
streets in Brighton centre. It was after
dark when they were dropped right
outside Wetherspoons - pushed out of
the van to make their way back to campus. "Six and a half miles without
money, phones... or clothes, or risk losing the respect of the club. You felt like
you had to do it, but I wish in retrospect that someone had refused,
because I don’t think anyone remotely
enjoyed it. It could have gone so wrong,
imagine being arrested before you'd
even finished your first term.”
It appears that at York also, hockey is the most infamous sport's club in
terms of initiation-type drinking games
and ‘hazing’, though by no means in so
extreme a form as Sam's experience at
Sussex. First year Graham was present
during the hockey president's weekend
at the end of last term, when the club
celebrated the end of the season. He
described: “They did an obstacle course
style thing - a different one each for
boys and girls. It was pretty grim. Boys
had to down pints of Guinness with
olive oil, eat raw onion, dog food, and
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some other pretty foul looking drinks.
It was a pretty embarrassing sight all
round.”
There does nevertheless appear to
be a general desire on campus to moderate this behaviour, so unfavourable
would be a comparison with nationally
publicised incidences such as the Nazi
Gloucester. Rugby Press Officer Tom
Weir agrees: “I think there’s been a
clampdown since then. And I think
there was a bit of a witch hunt making
sure York wasn’t going to get dragged
in and compared with those horrible
people down in Gloucester.”
He continues, “I think there’s a
difference between someone drinking
and then being sick and making someone drink with the specific purpose of
making them sick. If you have a few
drinks, have a bit of a dodgy stomach
then it is a possibility, but that’s not like
forcing someone to keep drinking until
they throw up. You occasionally get
someone who’s had too much them self
and then says something out of turn,
but not the club as a whole.”
What, one might enquire, is the
point? If these rituals are nothing but a
humiliating means of torturing freshers, how is it that they have endured so
long? I put this to Flo: “I think that
there may be an element of, well, I had
to go through it to ‘get in’ to the club, so
why should these new guys get in for
free? Like if you really want to be part
of the gang then you should be willing
to put up with one gruesome night.
And you do feel that in some twisted
way you have shared an experience
with the other new members that people who weren't there wouldn't be able
to relate to. Unless their breasts had
been ambushed by drunken hockey
players with marker pens.”
I ask her how far she would be

“Freshers had to bring a hat, a kilt, two litre booze bottle
and a fish ‘suitable for self-defence’. Then they did an
assault course (wearing only hat and kilt), chugging different drinks. They finished by fighting with their chosen fish”
prepared to go to get into a society.
“Well I do think that some of the more
extreme things you hear about are
absolutely disgusting. I have a friend at
Southampton who had to drink a bottle
of wine through fish guts to get into a
sport's club. To be honest, I wouldn't
want to be a member, if that was the
kind of thing that was expected, it
could never be worth the humiliation.
But I think a lot of people don't mind it
if it's just extreme drinking - it's just
another heavy night out to them.”

It is certainly shocking, what to
some, might pass for a normal night’s
drinking. One infamous drinking game
‘centurion’, is apparently a favourite for
welcoming new students into their university careers. The game is simple: one
shot of beer per minute until the player
passes out. For an eight and a half
stone girl, ten units of alcohol drunken
consecutively could raise her blood
alcohol percentage to 0.38. This would
be enough to risk severe depression,
unconsciousness, or even death. Yet

every student I questioned agreed that
whilst ten units one after the other did
seem very excessive, it would by no
means be out of the question to consume that amount over the course of a
night. Furthermore, although most did
not feel under peer pressure to drink,
there was definitely a sense that the
ability to ‘hold one’s drink’ was something to be envied or even admired.
James, a Vanbrugh fresher, eagerly
relates “I have a friend who I’ve literally seen down three pints, one after the
other. He’s a massive guy but it was still
bloody impressive, I’d have chundered
after one and a half ”.
There are some less disturbing,
more amusing stories. Clare, a third
year medical student at Imperial
College, recalls an initiation she witnessed: “Freshers had to bring a hat,
kilt, two litre booze bottle and a fish
‘suitable for self-defence’. They then did
an assault course outside (wearing only
hat and kilt) where they had to chug a
different drink each time, all mixed up
and designed to make them throw up...
I think one was Guinness followed by
ginger ale followed by milk. They finished off by fighting each other with
their chosen fish. To be honest, it
seemed more a good laugh than disgusting though!”
Josh, a second year, tells me about
a society initiation a friend of his at
Edinburgh University apparently went
through during his first year: "All the
freshers turn up with their passports.
They have a big game of five's - similar
to rock paper scissors in a way and the
loser has to get on a plane to
Amsterdam pretty much immediately.
There was also a list of tasks they had
to do before they were allowed to come
home. It may be urban legend but I
really hope it’s true....” M
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From booze to books
Four famous York alumni look back on their first weeks at university

Jonathan Stroud

Anthony
Horowitz

Fantasy novel author

Author of Alex
Rider series

od - it feels like about
thirty years since I
rolled up for my first
day at York University.
Actually, it was thirty
years...that's even more sickening. I even used to write for
Nouse...not that they were so
keen on publishing my articles
then. And now, there's all of
you about to have the most
fantastic three years in a
majorly good university, not to
mention a really nice town while I'm just getting old and
resentful and forgetting that I
ever had a beard and a motorbike and an extremely pokey
room in Vanbrugh College.
So on that rather sour
note, let me say at once that
York had absolutely nothing
to do with my success as a
writer...or indeed as a human
being and if you bother to look
up the result of my degree
(English and Art History)
you'll discover that they woefully under-rated my contri-

G

bution to academic life. On
the plus side, I enjoyed almost
every second of my time on
the banks of the world's
biggest artificial duck pond
and hope you will too
although, all in all, it might be
advisable to do a tad more
work than I managed.
Am I meant to give profound advice in this sort of
article? All right. Never forget
that the first six people you
meet in Fresher's Week, you
will spend the rest of your university years trying to avoid.
This may not be a universal
truth. Also remember that the
winters in York are cold. Not
London "put on a jersey" cold.
York "you just died" cold. And
Betty's tea-shop is over-rated.
What more can I say?
Oh yes - I want to pass on
my best wishes to young "HS",
a friend of my son who begins
at York this term. I know
you're nervous, "H". I wonder
if you're reading this. It would
be so great to embarrass you
horribly by naming you. But
I'm not going to spoil your
first week even though I'm so
jealous of the experience that
lies ahead for you that I feel
only enmity and ill-will. Have
fun. I certainly did.

n the early hours of my first night at York I lay in
my little Vanbrugh room listening to someone
drunkenly singing Bohemian Rhapsody down by
the lake. This ranks with the howl of the timber-wolf
and the lost-soul cry of the peacock as one of the most
eerie, desolate sounds on God’s good earth. To a nervous, pasty-faced southerner, out in the wide world for
the first time, it was also a wake-up call. All around
me in the darkness, I knew, were several thousand
other silent, sleeping forms. So far (apart from a bloke
called Dave who I’d met in Vanbrugh Bar, toured the
campus with and never saw again) I didn’t know any
of them. It was time to get out and meet some people.
It was time to get involved.
I went down to the Fresher’s Fair. It was held in
the space-ship thing in the middle of the lake.
Afterwards, apart from (a) a couple of exams and (b)
Graduation Day, I never set foot in that building
again. Rumour had it that its foundations were
unsound; rock concerts had been held there in the
early years of the University, but hundreds of moshing
feet had threatened to send it sliding into the lake, so
it was never used for an entertaining purpose again.
But on that particular Fair day it resembled nothing
less than an Istanbul bazaar, jam-packed with little
stalls and booths, and the sweatily milling mass of my
fellow students. Wan freshers stumbled about agog,
while big, hairy, and above all confident second- and
third-years roared and supplicated like hucksters,

I

thrusting pamphlets, society rule-books, freebies,
maps and fliers into our trembling hands. The energy
was palpable: all things were possible. Clearly the
decisions I made there and then would shape and
guide my social life for the next three years. In a whirl
of commitment I joined a dozen societies and departed – light-headed, but with a definite spring in my
step. I had begun to shape my York University destiny!
Only it doesn’t work like that, not really. Of those
dozen societies I probably only ever attended half of
them, and most of those only once or twice. Because
in those first few days I hadn’t really got more than a
hazy clue about what I wanted to do or achieve – in
essence, what I wanted to be. The answers to those
questions would take months and years to evolve, and
they did so through much more organic means –
through the neighbours on my corridor, through the
friends on my course, through chance encounters in
bars and lunch-halls. It was with friends that I went
along on spec to a Creative Writing group; with friends
I subsequently joint-wrote a play for the Drama Barn.
It was with friends that I took up acting, tried editing
a literary magazine, wrote pieces for this newspaper.
Some of these ventures were successful, some (it must
be said) were dire, but they all existed in a curious
intermediate space, midway between my course (I was
doing English Lit) and my purely social life. This
space, I think, is where you ultimately find out who it
is you really are. I wasn’t a great playwright. I wasn’t a
great actor. I wasn’t going to be a journalist either. But
I did like writing: that was where the joy was.
It took me years more to figure out that what I
might truly be was a Young Adult fantasy novelist, but
it was York that gave me the necessary momentum,
that turned me to face roughly the right direction.
And that’s the beautiful thing about three years in this
vibrant, intimate, chaotic and creative community. It
gives you the time and space to suss things out a bit.
Plus, if all else fails, you can always sit by the lake in
the company of waterfowl and serenade the night
with some choice Queen songs.
Have a great time.
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Christine Hamilton
Television
personality and author

arrived at York in 1968. The streets worldwide were an
ocean of protest. There were barricades and tear gas in
Paris as students rampaged through the city, full of
revolutionary zeal and fervour, the sons and daughters of
the privileged shoulder to shoulder with the poor,
paralysing the government of General de Gaulle. Bobby
Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr were assassinated
and London witnessed violent anti-Vietnam demonstrations. Students everywhere were revolting against authority. But the event that year which had the deepest and
most lasting impact on me was the self-immolation of Jan
Palach, who set fire to himself in Prague’s Wenceslas
Square in protest against the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia. I was in awe of his courage, but deeply
shocked and moved he could sacrifice his young life in
such a horrific way.
Politics were rampant on the York campus and it was
not easy being a student right-winger when the world was
under-going a cultural, social and sexual revolution. Tory
Central Office contrived to make life even harder by naming their student wing the Federation of University
Conservative and Unionist Associations. These were more
innocent days, before FCUK. Fortunately, the penny
dropped and it became the Federation of Conservative
Students, with more user-friendly initials, FCS.
Amazingly, we were the largest political group, with
Labour second and the far left splintered into innumerable sects like Spartacus, Trotskyites and Ice-pick (antiTrots – Trotsky was murdered with an ice-pick). By their
in-fighting, the left allowed the Tories to be the largest
group, although we were massively outnumbered when
they united.
I originally wanted to study economics, having so
enjoyed ‘A’ level, but eventually decided on trendy new
sociology. Broadcaster Laurie Taylor was a junior lecturer

I

Graham Swift
Booker Prize-winning author of
Waterland and Last Orders
don’t think I’m in any position to offer the fruits of
my experience to new students of York
University—though I wish them all the very best—
since my own years there (1970-1973) were spent in a
thoroughly bogus fashion, pretending to study for a
PhD, which I never took, and using the time (and the
government’s money) to teach myself, by the sloppy
method of trial and error, to be a writer. Such a shameless abuse of the educational system would be quite
the wrong model to set before today’s conscientious
students, but if they should still be interested in my
unexemplary behaviour, I suggest they read the pages
on my time at York in my new book, Making an
Elephant. They make a full (and fond) confession.

I

and the only person who could get students out of bed on
a Monday morning. Rumours abounded of how many he
got into bed as well but I could not possibly comment. He
was magnetic, charismatic and his lectures were always
full. Sociology was a wonderful way to idle away three
years. As long as you mugged-up on basic facts, it seemed
largely opinion and interpretation. While Chemistry
undergraduates sweated in laboratories every day, I
breezed in and out of three lectures and two tutorials a
week. That was it.
Having a good time and dabbling in politics absorbed
most of my energies. York is a noble city, always providing
plenty of diversion. In my first two years I lodged with a
local solicitor and his wife in Burton Stone Lane. They
were heavily involved with the Arts Theatre and I spent
many a happy hour helping behind the scenes, suitably
star-struck by young actresses like Judi Dench and
Francesca Annis. The race course was a popular haunt, the
surrounding countryside glorious and I enjoyed long days
out in the Dales, walking, pubbing and just being young.
Oh, and while at York I met my husband-to-be, Neil
Hamilton, who was then studying at Aberyswyth. We met
at an FCS Conference and conducted a long distance relationship much to the detriment of my landlord’s telephone
bill and to the benefit of the Royal Mail. Oh, happy days
before the mobile!
My advice? Enjoy yourself, enjoy yourself, it’s later
than you think!

Other famous faces from York
Oona King
British politician, studied Politics at
York and became the second black
woman to be elected to parliment in
1997.
Greg Dyke
The former Director-General of the
BBC studied Politics at York and is
now Chancellor of the University.

Dr Han Seung-Soo
Prime Minister of South Korea,
recieved his doctorate in
Economics in 1968.
Bryan Elsley
Co-writer of Skins studied
at the University of York
and lived in Derwent,
where he met, and would
later work with,
Harry Enfield.

Linda Grant
The award-winning journalist and
author completed a degree in
English at York.
Jung Chang
Chinese biographer of Chairman
Mao and author of bestselling
Wild Swans studied Lingistics
at York, graduating with a
doctorate in 1982
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Campus Stereotypes
If you haven’t met them already, you soon will. Holly Thomas
introduces the the clichés of university life

The Loner

Eleanor's door is always closed. When the
STYCs came to round everyone up for the
first night's meet ’n’ greet she complained
of a cold, and retreated back into her
room. No one's been inside, but there are
rumours of Dido posters. It’s always suspiciously quiet, making it impossible to
tell whether she’s in or out. Eleanor does
not share milk with the rest of the kitchen,
but draws on her own (skimmed) bottle
after every use, to ensure that no-one’s
sneaking a dash. She eats only ready
meals, hereby minimising time spent in
the kitchen, and takes the food back to her
room. When asked which subject she
takes, she curtly answered ‘Philosophy’,
but no-one’s seen her at a lecture. It’s anyone’s guess who she’ll live with next year.

Pity Freya's neighbour. Every night of
fresher's fortnight at around 4am, without
fail, the steady thump of a headboard
accompanied by Freya’s shrill cries and the
enthusiastic gruntings of this night’s
amour, culminating in an ecstatic gasp
from Freya, and varying accompaniments
depending on the partner in question.
Freya tends to stick to terms of endearment such as ‘baby’- probably best, it
would be embarrassing to get mixed up
with the last night's dalliance. Her conquests rarely stay the night, but after the
requisite ten minutes or so’s pause, make
their hasty exit. Freya needs her eight
hours, got to be fresh for tomorrow night.
Apparently she’s got a boyfriend, one can
only hope he goes to a different university.

Over-enth
usiast

Goodtime Girl

There's a sign on David's door: “Please
come in, I've got tea and biscuits!!!’
The ‘please’ only adds a further note of
desperation to this already somewhat
forward statement, and the multiple
exclamation marks suggest a level of
excitement slightly excessive for this
rather commonplace suggestion. One
can only imagine his reaction to the
offer of booze. Actually one doesn't
need to, since David religiously attended every single fresher's event on offer,
multitasking if necessary by moving
between the colleges throughout the
night, in order to maximise the campus’s exposure to his boundless enthusiasm. He’s signed up for the football
team, rugby team, dancesoc, pantsoc,
comedysoc, medieval re-enactment
soc, and tea cosy soc. Football practise
overlaps with salsa, but if anyone can
be in two places at one, it’s David.

Spoilt Brat

Gerald has standards. Leaving dishes
unwashed for longer than five minutes
is simply unacceptable - bacteria multiply, and besides it just looks sloppy.
Gerald’s a fan of notes, and scatters
them liberally, outlining his thoughts
on the living situation as it stands. He
thinks there should be a milk rota and
have everyone share, it’s a far more
efficient use of fridge space. It annoys
Gerald when he’s woken by revellers at
3am and thinks that silence should be
imposed after midnight. The kitchen
light keeps being left on, so Gerald has
helpfully tacked a sign next to the door
to remind the less conscientious members of the flat. He wants to call a
meeting. Everyone respects a carer.

Jock

“ WHAT TT???? !!!! There's only one
kitchen between TWELVE of us?! What
if we all cook at the same time, there
aren't going to be enough HOBS!!!!”
Chloe’s never lived away from home
before. The first panic attack occurred
when she discovered that her en-suite
accommodation included a shower as
opposed to a bath, and the prospect of a
whole term without being able to submerge herself in bubbles is more than
she can bear to contemplate. She isn’t
loving the single bed either, not nearly
enough room for both her and her sense
of entitlement. Her food takes up a good
two thirds of the fridge intended for six.
It’s all from M&S, but only because York
doesn't have a blahdy Harvey Nics.

Boss

The Jock can down three pints on one
go. No four, possibly even five. The
number gets bigger with every boast.
On the morning following his first Tru
outing he was found in the corridor
stark naked, his goose-pimpled flesh
covered in expletives enscribed in permanent marker. His clothes were never
found. Jake is loving the lack of
parental supervision university affords,
and his room is home to a TV, Nintendo
Wii, and disregarding college rules, a
mini-fridge containing only beer. Jake
can’t wait for the rugby/football/hockey
season to start and is trying out for all
the teams. If he is successful for any,
that team will become his brotherhood,
and the other two declared the dumping grounds for the failed versions
thereof. Jake hasn’t had any luck with
the ladies so far, but it can only be a
matter of time. He's heard Freya’s easy.
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York
Camilla Jenkins’ succinct guide to living, eating and drinking in the city
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Dusk

There's something quite exciting about ordering
one cocktail and being presented with two. This is because
Dusk has two for one offers from Monday to Thursday. The
experienced request a pint glass and surreptitiously pour
both into one, however it’s a rookie error to underestimate
the potent capabilities of a pint of cocktail. The bar's location
and late-night opening hours make it the perfect post-dinner
pre-club stop.

2

Nags’ Head

Although it’s not the classiest of establishments, the
trebles for singles deals cannot be beaten and being able to
encounter all your course and college friends at once on a
Tuesday has its advantages. Its proximity to Tru makes it the
perfect pre-game location - but don't arrive too early or you'll
find yourself standing in an empty room, making awkward
conversation with the barmaids.

3

The Seahorse Pub

A few weeks into the first term, shockingly, the
attraction of being surrounded by drunken rugby players and
leering locals will wear off. The Seahorse is the perfect place
to re-charge your batteries, have a drink with some friends,
and bitch about people you know. We can vouch for the
regenerative properties of the Samuel Smith's Alpine cider
and it's still close enough to stagger home to campus.

4

Oscars

It might be known as the "rah" location on campus
but the over-sized portions and affordable pitchers of Sangria
make it worthy of a mention. We enjoy how the chilli and the
nachos are large enough to justify supper for at least two people. York isn't known for its service but this place is surprisingly prompt and the numerous quiet rooms off the main
dining area make it simply “spiffing” for a date or a catch-up
with a few chums, darling.

5

Evil Eye Lounge

This bar-resturant is the most mainstream alternative place in York. Go there and you'll see what we mean. Still,
the cocktails are deadly and the Sunday lunch is excellent.
The friendly bartenders mean you'll feel wonderfully comfortable drinking away the afternoon. Visit frequently during
first term and brag about how cool you are to your friends by summer you'll be over it.

6

Akbars Restaurant

Going into Akbars is a bit like being in the Navy much organised chaos. There are people everywhere and the
service is efficient to the point of being slightly abrupt. Still,
it's not expensive and the naan alone (suspended from a medical equipment-esque stand) is large enough to satisfy most
appetites. However, Akbars and body-con do not mix - avoid
going here before a night out - you'll be stuffed.

7

York Art Gallery

If you’ve been burning the midnight oil a little too
aggressively, a splash of culture is always just round the corner. York Art Gallery sits delightfully beside the only architecturally Oxbridge aspect of the University (despite what the
prospectus may have you believe), King’s Manor. The gallery
provides a combination of fine paintings and ceramics in a
modern day setting.

8

Betty’s

Your grandmother may care that Betty's is a
Yorkshire institution and has been around for yonks but we
like it for the chance to put on a pretty dress and convince
ourselves that handing in our termly essay is justification for
spending £15 on cake. It’s not just for girls though, as the
food is next to none. There can be a queue but if you go a bit
later than tea time but before dinner, you're usually alright.

9

The Minster

As a member of the University, you have free access
to the Minster. Before you put this gem of information away
in your "never will I ever" file, it's actually pretty cool. You can
climb to the top of the tower and see all of York and a good
section of the suburbs. It's also a great place to convince the
object of your affection that you're intelligent. I hear the artwork and architecture are pretty impressive too.
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The plight of the
Invisible Children
James Cousins explores the world of
Uganda’s hidden child soliders and
examines the growing toll of Africa’s
longest running civil war

ighttime, Northern Uganda,
2005. Several thousand children are huddled together on
the bare concrete floor of an empty
schoolroom. These children are the
night commuters, on the run from the
notorious soldiers of rebel leader
Joseph Kony and this is where they
spend their nights.
Tens of thousands of children
make this march each day. Leaving
their parents and families behind they
set out for the city, to volunteer-run
sanctuaries or abandoned buildings
crammed with sleeping bodies, hoping
to find safety in numbers.
Everyone knows what happens to
those who are caught by the rebel soldiers. Mutilations are common, body
parts removed in the most vicious way
possible - ears, noses, lips and tongues
torn off, people set on fire, limbs
hacked off with machetes. Children are
regularly raped; for girls in particular
this is an ever-present danger. Those
who survive are forced to fight for
Kony’s guerrillas, if they are boys; if
they are girls, they become sex slaves
for the commanders. And adults are no
safer; there are many thousands in
Northern Uganda who bear the scars
and disfigurements of this long, bloody,
and most of all needless, conflict.
But it is with these children, the
night commuters, that the story of
Invisible Children begins.
In 2003 three aspiring Californian
documentary makers - Laren Poole,
Jason Russell and Bobby Bailey - raised
enough money to travel to Africa and
brought their cameras with them,
intent on making a record of what they

N

saw. It was in Uganda where they were
confronted with the situation that was
to change their lives and lead to the
founding of Invisible Children.
Driving from Gulu in the north
towards Kampala, the Ugandan capital, they were passing through a deserted village when they were confronted
by sudden bursts of gunfire and sirens;
they rushed to the nearest town to
escape from the rebel attack. Taking
shelter, they witnessed the thousands
of children streaming in from the surrounding villages, seeking refuge in
abandoned buildings.
Shocked by what they saw, they
began filming, and there they met
Jacob, a young boy who was just eleven
years old when he was abducted:
“They told me that you are now a
soldier, do not try to escape. If you try
to escape then we will get you again,
then we are going to kill you. My brother tried to escape, then they killed him
using panga [machetes]. They cut his
neck. I tried to cry but they said that
when I cry they are going to kill me.”
Jacob managed to escape, which
makes him one of the lucky ones, but
lives every day in fear that the rebels
will re-abduct him. He knows that if
they do, he will be killed.
For two months Poole, Russell and
Bailey stayed in Uganda, spending time
with Jacob and the other children they
met there, filming and learning all they
could about the conflict and the mysterious figure of Joseph Kony, the leader
of the rebel group known as the Lord’s
Resistance Army (LRA) and the man
responsible for the continuation of
Africa’s longest- running conflict.

Kony bears the dubious honour of
being the first man to be indicted by
the International Criminal Court in
2005. He has presented himself as a
messianic figure in possession of
untold spiritual power. LRA soldiers
believe that Kony knows when
Ugandan government forces are going
to attack and reports abound of Kony’s
miraculous abilities - he can walk on
water and he cannot be killed by bullets. Kony’s former wife Aneka claims
that he has “devoted himself to God
and God revels to him the future.” In
countries where animistic religions mix
uneasily with Christianity, such claims
are seen as entirely plausible by large
sections of the population.
Like so many internecine African
conflicts, this one has its roots in the
times of colonisation. A former British
protectorate, the people of the south
were granted education and jobs, while
the Acholi people of the North were
used primarily as labourers and soldiers. When the British granted independence in 1961 they left behind a
country split along tribal lines; conflict
was all but inevitable.
Under the brutal leadership of
Milton Obote the country was devastated by disastrous economic policies,
political repression and widespread
corruption. Obote was succeeded in
1971 by notorious dictator Idi Amin,
who instigated a programme of ethnic
persecution against the Acholi and
Langi people of the North. In 1981 the
northerners rebelled under the leadership of Yoweri Museveni who took
power in 1986 and has been the
President of Uganda ever since.

“My brother tried to escape,
then they killed him. I wanted
to cry but they said when I cry
they are going to kill me too”
Above: the
mutilated
victim of an
LRA attack
Above right:
Invisible
Children work
to restore hope
to communities
affected by the
war

Kony rose to prominence in the
early years of Museveni’s rule; as the
Acholi people lost influence under
Museveni, Kony’s group was becoming
a formidable fighting force as they
absorbed the remnants of other groups
that collapsed amidst complicated tribal and political manoeuvrings.
Kony’s struggle, however, has
nothing to do with politics or ideology,
being rooted more in a bitter sense of
personal betrayal. The closest he has
come to expressing any kind of coherent political manifesto has been his
stated intention to overthrow the
Ugandan government and replace it
with some vague Biblical theocracy.
Initially,
the
brutality
of
Museveni’s own National Resistance
Army ensured at least passive support
from the Acholi people, but Kony’s lack
of any sort of political cohesion combined with his attacks on the populace
and the abduction of children meant
that he lost the support of his own people. Incensed by what he saw as an act
of unforgivable treachery, Kony turned
against the Acholi and began his
bloody campaign of guerilla warfare.
Fighting spreading from its source
in Uganda into Sudan, the Congo and
the Central African Republic. In that
time 30,000 children have been
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abducted and forced to fight as soldiers
for Kony, and one and a half million
people have been forced to flee their
homes and settle in the squalor of temporary displacement camps where conditions are so terrible that one thousand people die every week from starvation or disease.
Kony’s methods for inducing the
abducted children to fight for him are
chilling. Children are often forced to
kill their own family members, babies
and other children if they want to be
allowed to live, before being marched
for days through thick jungles.
Stragglers are summarily executed.
At the LRA bases, the children are
plied with drugs and alcohol, then systematically brainwashed. The knowledge of the swift and merciless repercussions they face if they are caught
attempting to escape are usually sufficient to prevent any attempts.
If Kony knows how to instil fear in
his followers, he also knows how to
convince them that he has a divine mission, thus ensuring their obedience and
loyalty. Children are easier to indoctrinate, and hence easier to convince to
commit atrocities. Conversely, it also
means that military attacks on the LRA
are seen as an attack on those who are
themselves victims.
The scale of the situation in
Uganda is of such a magnitude that it is
one of the worst humanitarian disasters in the world today, and yet it so
under-reported in the western media
that most people know little about the
conflict. Poole, Russell and Bailey felt
duty bound to use their skills and talents to address this and to try to bring

Above: LRA
rebel leader
Joseph Kony

governmental and media attention to
focus on the tragedy.
Upon their return they founded
Invisible Children and with the help of
friends and volunteers word slowly got
out, and their first film ‘Invisible
Children: Rough Cut’ garnered considerable attention. And this is what is
remarkable about the organisation driven by the vision of the three
founders, it started off and remains a
primarily
grassroots
movement.
However, despite attracting the attention of celebrities and securing the support of US Senators and Congressmen,
they remain dependent on a network of

part time volunteers and ‘roadies’ who
dedicate five months of their time to
volunteer for the organisation and to
organise events and film screenings.
Invisible Children split their time
and funding equally between activism
and campaigning, and on the ground
programmes in Northern Uganda.
Currently, Invisible Children has 690
secondary school and 11 partner
schools with 8,400 kids regularly
attending. Each school receives support in areas of water and sanitation,
books and equipment, refurbishment
and expansion, teacher training and
support. Invisible Children run mentoring and counselling programmes for
the students, as well as setting up small
business initiatives such as the Bracelet
Campaign, whereby people living in
the displacement camps are trained in
how to make woven bracelets. These
are sold through the organisation to
provide an independent income which
frees inhabitants from reliance on the
insufficient camp rations Invisible
Children also provide training in how
to save, and invest earnings in their
communities and business ventures.
Invisible Children have proved
skilled at harnessing the power of the
media, whether it be facebook, viral
campaigns or engaging with more traditional media outlets. In April they
organised their biggest event yet.
Called ‘The Rescue’, the event took
place in one hundred cities in ten different countries, including London and
Leeds. Participants ‘abducted’ themselves, and were lead from one part of
the city, symbolically linked together, to
where they would sleep rough for the

night. No ‘rescue’ was complete until
letters had been written to elected officials, a political or cultural figure had
released a statement to the media
expressing support for and solidarity
with the child soldiers and a media outlet had covered the protest.
The US have since introduced the
LRA Disarmament and Northern
Uganda Recovery Act 2009, but
despite such successes Joseph Kony
remains at large and the breakdown of
talks in 2008 means that the possibility of peace remains more remote than
ever. Time after time Kony has backed
out of peace talks, and the attacks have
continued or even intensified. His only
aim seems to be to continue the fighting and bloodshed.
Luis Moreno-Ocampo, head prosecutor of the International Criminal
Court, has characterised the conflict as
one of the most disruptive and destructive in theworld. He stresses the need
for international cooperation if Kony is
ever to stand trial for the millions of
lives he has destroyed.
“It’s not just an Acholi problem,
it’s a humanity problem. The lesson
learned is they [the LRA] commit the
crimes again... We need to plan how to
arrest Kony.” But without increased
international awareness and resolve,
Kony and his soldiers will remain free
to attack, abduct and terrorise for years
to come. Invisible Children may not
hold the answer, but they can play a
role in the solution to a problem that is
only going to get worse if the world
stands by and does nothing.
To
learn
more,
visit:
therescue.invisiblechildren.com M
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FASHION.
Millinery is essential to the atmosphere of
an outfit. Liam O’Brien interviews Søren
Bach, maker of headwear-extraordinaire
espite remaining largely unknown to
all but the most hardened fashion follower, Søren Bach’s work has shifted
perceptions of what is connoted by the word
‘millinery’. Bach got into design later than
most, and for him, making headpieces came
after years of experience in other fields. He
explains: “I have over 20 years worth of
experience as a hairstylist and that, to me, is
also ‘design’. The kind of hairstyling I was
doing towards the beginning of 2000
became more and more experimental and
that influenced my choice to do millinery at
the RCA.”
By using colourful, cleverly manipulated materials like horse hair, ostrich feathers
and mink, Bach has rejuvenated old methods, giving his work a younger feel than that
of milliner-supreme Philip Treacy. He says:
“To take an iconic material and approach it
differently was challenging. Combining my
hairstyling background with my use of fur

D

gives my millinery a new characteristic from
what we may be used to seeing.
“Technically there is no relationship
between my hair styling and my millinery,
other than it is worn on top of your head,
however millinery and hairstyling are about
shape, colour and texture; framing the head
and the face in different ways. For personal
clients of mine, it is about finding the right
shape and fit of hairstyle for them, with
millinery the same rules apply.”
For Bach, it was his MA show that
changed everything: “I didn't expect to get
the reaction from the press that it did,” he
says, “I was just in my studio, making these
hats and then as soon as they were shown, it
dawned on me how excited everyone was by
the work. I think it has shown people that
millinery isn’t only about hats for weddings
and Ascot. People who knew my work before
could totally see how I had grown through
experimentation.”
Soon after, celebrity figures were seen
sporting Bach’s curiously engaging headwear. Bach welcomes the “acceptance by
those in the music industry, which has been
amazing; people such as Grace Jones and
Bjork wearing my hats helps them come to
life. I’m happy that that image of Bjork
[wearing his hat] has been and continues to
be shown as representational of her off-beat
style and bravery.”
Designers, perhaps most notably
Galliano, have always seen millinery as an
essential part of their catwalk shows, but
Bach believes that even the process of integrating the clothing with headwear is seeing
a slow revolution: “Millinery has always had
its place in couture and with a lot of the
designers that choose to show in Paris,
millinery has often had a romanticism associated to it and now I think that is changing.
The V&A’s recent Stephen Jones exhibition
(which I had a hat in) was indicative of that.
The places millinery can be worn have
changed.”

people who go to both Selfridges and
Topshop regularly, and want it all in one
place. Coggles reflects this and sell designer
names such as Vivienne Westwood, PPQ and
Lulu Guinness along side more affordable,
up and coming labels. Best thing to buy here:
Cheap monday jeans (very cheap at £40!).
Along the same road, slightly nearer the
Minster, is Selkie. Set over three floors in a
beautiful town house, Selkie is a slightly
strange shop, selling a mixture of well known
labels such as Graham and Spencer and Tatty
Devine, along side creations from young York
designers straight out of design school.
Although Selkie is still trading off its Mary
Portas reinvention, it is worth having a good
look for fun party dresses, especially around
Christmas. Best thing to buy here: fun, individual jewellery.
Low Petergate also sports a Paul Smith
for men and Reiss, which is again great for
party dresses. Heading up Stonegate you will
find a Whistles which has a fantastic collection this season, all gold zips and silks and
leather (I have my eye on a washed silk, zip

embellished, waisted dress). Not the cheapest high street shop but well worth it. If you
are looking for more high street, York does
not have a Primark (unfortunately) but to
make up for this there is a fantastically huge
Topshop. It’s never as busy as the Oxford
Street store, but this may be down to their
lack of the fashion forward collections found
in London. No Topshop Unique, no
Christopher Kane, and no Boutique. You can
also find a large Zara and H&M just as you
step off the no. 4 Campus to town bus. This
season, Zara has a great collection of shoes
and boots; I just bought a beautiful pair of
wedge ankle boots for under £60, much
cheaper than in Topshop.
For Vintage, there are a couple of shops
on Walmgate. Deep is a modern, ‘anti vintage’ vintage shop, which is clean, neat and
orderly, similar to American Apparel. There
is a choice of sizes for most of their collection,
and good dressing rooms (often lacking in
vintage shops). A bit further down lies Purple
Haze, a tiny, pretty, girly vintage shop selling
cute tea dresses and leather satchels.

Sofia Redgrave
York. York is a touristy town and full of shops
selling tea towels with printed pictures of the
Minster and other such unnecessary souvenirs. You’ll also find an alarming amount
of fudge and chocolate shops, delicious I
know, but again a tourist trap. However, in
amongst the crowded winding streets, there
are a few - note a few - fashion gems. These
comprise individual boutiques and some of
the better high street shops.
Lets start with one of the well known

“York is full of shops selling tea towels with printed
pictures of the Minster”
s this is a special freshers’ edition, I
thought I should save my comments
on this season’s London Fashion Week,
(size 12 models on the catwalk, Anna
Wintour, and Burberry!) and hopefully tell
you something useful about shopping in

A

boutiques, Coggles. The women’s and men’s
stores sit two doors away from each other on
Low Petergate and provide a modern, eclectic shopping experience; these shops scream
cool. The brand mix down to a tee, providing
the perfect ‘in between shop’, for the kind of
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Pippa Small
Hannah Smith and Laura Connor talk to the charitable jewellery designer
ippa Small’s jewellery characteristically combines an element of the anthropological
with African influences, which
inevitably helps to fulfill both her
artistic aims and charitable vision,
which she defines as the “role of
being an instigator and collaborator
between two worlds”. A Medical
Anthropological Masters graduate
from SOAS, Small has worked with
NGOs on issues of Indigenous
Human Rights for years; an experience which inspired her design
work: “It was a fascinating and
exciting time and there was a growing network of indigenous activists
working in these areas doing such
inspirational work. I then got more
involved in design work and
inspired by the communities.”
But where does Small’s true
allegiance lie? She dismisses the
potential for disparity in her loyalties and sees the two elements of her
career as “completely intertwined
now... The one side feeds the other
aesthetically, emotionally, and the
money from one supports the other.”
Small makes achieving this
seem simple. She describes how her
encounter with the Bushman in
Botswana led to the development of
her aesthetic vision and emotional
conscience: “There seemed some
sense with my experience by then
working with Gucci, Chloe and
other designers that I felt I had some
knowledge in putting together collections, designing, marketing... and
maybe these could be beneficial in
generating an income in areas that
are badly in need as well as hoping
to raise a sense of pride and self confidence in the work people were producing by drawing on traditional
skills, knowledge and design.”
She adds that the highlight of
her career was “being made an
Ambassador
to
Survival
International, an organisation that
works to help tribal people defend
their land.”
Small doesn’t attempt to wholly
immerse herself in the everyday
fluctuations of the fashion industry:

P

“I am inspired by everything, I think
creativity is a muscle in a sense like
any other ... you need to exercise it
and learn to see the world in terms
of shapes, colours and ideas that will
feed into your work. I am inspired
by classical, ancient, tribal design,
by modernist sculpture, plants ...
nature... religion, myths ...”
Although she doesn’t really feel
“part of the fashion industry,” claiming “jewellery is not so much about
trend and fashion but more about
something permanent and timeless,”
it’s clear that the industry is something she is still very much involved:
“It is a fascinating world, a creative
world full of innovation and imagination and like any creative business
there is the grim reality of commerce
behind it. If you cannot sell it you
cannot make it and so there is also a
need for a clear head as well as one
of dreams and imaginings.
“I feel jewellery has a relationship to the body not to the clothes...
that is why broaches don't interest
me or cuff links - they are about sitting on clothing not the skin. There
is no real impact [in jewellery] from
fashion trends.”
Small has been involved with
jewellery design for about 15 years,
saying modestly that “I started making jewellery because I was fascinated by it.” As Small begins to elaborate, you can see where her anthropological affinity emerges: “I have
always loved stones, been drawn to
pebbles on the beach, rocks in land-

Left Pippa
Small
Below:
coloured
stone necklace

scape, gems, there is something in
their permanence and silence and
beauty that draws me to them, they
make me feel safe and happy. [I was
fascinated] by the lore and sentiment around jewellery, the belief
systems the universality and historical elements ...some of the first prehistoric artifacts are jewellery.”
She describes her typical working day as centered on the organic
process of design inspiration,
doused in spontaneity and free
ideas: “In India I get up early... do
yoga and then head to work. I work
with stone cutters in the morning,
discussing and hunting out new
rocks, discussing shapes and
designs, then to the goldsmiths
workshop to talk about settings and
often we go out and hunt seeds and
leaf shapes, the wives bring in spices
and lentil shapes form the kitchen
they think I may like... we have lots
of fun.”
Surprisingly, her alternate
career paths are more measured: “I
would love to write, make documentaries, be a journalist perhaps...” The
charitable aspect of her career seems
to create a creative and controlled
equilibrium of artistry and development. She is hoping to work with a
project called UNESCO based in the
slums of Cairo on “recycled materials setting up a work shop with girls
to teach them to make jewellery
from recycled metals and glass...
UNESCO will provide literacy and a
medical drop in center for the project.”

Ones to watch
MAGAZINE: VOGUE

TREND: THIGH HIGH BOOTS

DESIGNER: CHARLIE LE MINDU

WEBSITE: BROWNS FASHION

This month
Vogue published
its
‘More Dash
than Cash’
special, with
handfuls of
helpful tips
and ideas to
save
you
m o n e y
whilst still
l o o k i n g
great. One of
o
u
r
favourites
included gold plating high street jewellery
from only £10 at City Gold Plating, EC1, to
give it longevity and class. The Vogue girls
also told us about katekanzier.com, featuring
shoes that cause a stir every season in the
Vogue office for only £15 they are a steal. My
favourite at the moment are the loafers, £35.

Forget last years ankle boot, this year’s must
have footwear is the thigh high.
Spotted on the catwalks of Prada,
Hermès, McQueen and Chloé, a
mixture of flat, wedge and
stiletto, any type will do as
long as it is over the
knee. Madonna
and Beckham
have
both
recently sported
a pair, emphasising
that these boots are not
easy to wear but are essential
for the fashion-adventurous.
Steer clear of the over embellished, daring varieties such
as the lace up Louboutin pair
or the Chloe waders and go
for simple, black and earthy
colours, preferably flat. Wear
with skinny jeans or a
sweater dress.

Wig designer Charlie Le Mindu caused a stir
at London Fashion Week this season, sending wacky, avant-garde hair down the catwalk for his Spring/Summer 2010 collection. This was the celebrity hair
stylist’s and wig maker’s second appearance on the
London
catwalk,
having created elaborate wigs in giant lip
shapes, upside down triangles, blonde dreadlocked
masks and even one in the
shape of the Eiffel Tower! All
were outlandish enough to make
Lady GaGa jealous. This years
collection was called ‘Girls of
Paradise’, which saw the models
clad in latex body suits, both black
and nude in colour, strut down the
catwalk in the painstakingly
elaborate headpieces, reminiscent of exotic animals.

Designer boutique Brownsfashion.com is
the next to join the online discount bandwagon with their outlet site, Labels for Less.
Browns Fashion is a high end London
Boutique featuring designer favourites such
as Lanvin, YSL and Margiela, but also good
for sourcing less commercial designers such
as House of Holland, Surface to Air and
Acne in their Browns Focus store.
Discounted prices start at just £25, and with
cuts of 70 percent, we might be able to afford
a few more iconic, designer pieces.
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ARTS.
Beth Walton talks to taxidermist Polly Morgan and discusses traditional crafts as art

ne might be forgiven for presuming a topic like taxidermy to
be more familiar to a demographic of middle aged men. However,
it seems that the stuffing of dead animals and the creation of fine art are by
no means as strange a juxtaposition as
one might think. The creations of Polly
Morgan, artist turned taxidermist, is a
prime example. In fact one could say
Morgan’s studies in taxidermy are as
good a definition of still life as any 17th
century Dutch flower painting.
Since starting work in 2005,
Morgan’s popularity has soared, with

O

all her pieces currently featuring in The
Age of The Marvellous exhibition at
One Marylebone.
Morgan claims that although she
has always found beauty in decay, her
interest in taxidermy was sparked
whilst she was furnishing her flat and
“wanted to startle people by having
dead birds and rats lying about unassumingly on bookshelves”.
Contemporary art, such as
Damien Hirst’s pickled sharks, can
appear clinical. But what is truly individual about Morgan’s work is the display of true craftsmanship. Morgan,

Above: Li Wei,
Vestige (2009);
Right: Polly
Morgan, Dead
Ringer (2009).
Photographs
courtesy Polly
Morgan

29, understudied British taxidermy
specialist George Jamieson for a year to
master the skills she needed to practise
and is now a fully fledged member of
the Guild of Taxidermists.
Unlike Hirst’s test subjects in
tanks of formaldehyde, there is nothing
alienating about Morgan’s pieces. Eerie
and eccentric perhaps and in the case
of Vestige straight from the old curiosity shop , but with a certain sense of
sensitivity.
“I love animals,” says Morgan, “I’m
thrilled that taxidermy can give me the
access to creatures that, in life, weren't
interested in being looked at or
touched”. Morgan’s Dead Ringer, a
Magpie on its back aloft an old dial
telephone is eye catching, witty and
echoes
Dali’s
surreal
Lobster
Telephone.
York’s own Norman Rea Gallery is
soon to hold its own exhibition of
hand-made art. It intends to highlight
how designers, illustrators and artists
have been reverting back to traditional
materials and techniques in recent
times. Artists are adopting the philosophy of make-do-and-mend and in
Morgan’s case almost literally breathing new life into old things. But
Morgan takes a different view, believing it is more a question of the “cyclical
nature” of things.
We only need look to recent art
history to see
that there
isn’t anything
new
about
blurring the
bounda r i e s
between fine
art and traditional
craftsmanship. ‘Young
British Artist’ Tracy
Emin might be best
known for her infamous ready-made, or
rather unmade, My
Bed. It was unleashed
on the unsuspecting

public in 1996, but the majority of her
work is hand-crafted. Besides donating
her soiled linen for the entertainment
and education of the general public,
Emin also airs out her dirty laundry
through the medium of craft and in
particular appliqué. What most people
would consider as traditional patchworking - for example, the paradoxical
blanket meets tapestry Hate and Power
can be a terrible thing - is celebrated as
art.
Emin is likened to her predecessor, the legendary artist, Louise
Bourgeois, now 97. She was born into
the French Tapestry industry and has
been stitching and sculpting since the
Thirties.
“I think my popularity is probably
greater amongst those who are mistrustful of conceptual art as they can
see I’ve put the work in and that
appeals to their work ethic”, explains
Morgan. “I can sympathise with that, ‘I
could’ve done that’ to an extent- It is
more of a challenge to look at an
unmade bed, reminiscent of one you
just dragged yourself out of to go to the
gallery, and feel a sense of awe and
wonder.”
Although she maintains that to
consistently question the monetary
value of artwork is to take “a foolish
road. If you start to view art as being
worth the sum of its parts then you are
not looking at the overall work. Art
is alchemy – if the artist has succeeded in transforming an
everyday object (be it paint, a
bed or a dead bird) into something that is resonant and powerful then it is priceless”. I for
one have to agree.
The Age of The Marvellous exhibition is showing between 15th and 22nd
October at One Marylebone, London.
York’s Hand-Made exhibition at the
Norman Rea Gallery will be opening
in Spring term. The Quilts at the
V&A, with participation from Emin
and Grayson Perry, runs from 20th
March to 10th July.

Antonia Shaw
boom, money was no object. The rich and
affluent continued to pour money into the art
world. And the prospect of it being otherwise
seemed incomprehensible to me, an eighteen
year old who was enraptured by the heady art
market. His tales of the 80s recession and its
impact on art seemed shocking but ultimate-

“Art initiatives embrace
creativity in the face of
the economic crisis”

ive years ago I met an established art
dealer in his beautiful London gallery.
The works on his walls were quite literally dripping with gold leaf, whilst a crystal
chandelier hung lavishly in the centre of the
room. Five years ago, in the height of the

F

ly alien. Tragically, many of his contemporaries committed suicide after their galleries
and finances were ravaged by the economic
downturn. Essentially, art is a luxury.
Arguably it is the most indulgent of all luxuries. When purse strings tighten, the art
world spirals into freefall.
Whitewashed shop windows, dilapidated signage and decaying frontages are a testament to and constant reminder of the eco-

nomic turmoil we are currently living in. Yet
these depressing empty buildings are undergoing something of a renaissance, for
impromptu art exhibitions are springing up
inside them across the country. Dubbed the
‘pop-up’ shows, contemporary artists have
been encouraged by local councils to take
over the boarded up shops and curate
dynamic exhibitions. Even Selfridges is partaking in this new craze. The fashionable
department store plans to showcase 10 upand-coming artists from murmurART.
York has adapted this trend with their
new initiative Windows of Opportunity,
which was launched in August as a joint project between York Museums Trust, Visit York
and the City of York Council. Artists were
called to submit designs for empty shop windows, transforming them into digital works
of art. Five shop windows are being used for
this to date, including one on Coney Street,
Goodramgate, Kings Square and Low
Petergate. Artists were encouraged to create
a design that would enhance the city,
although there were no stipulations on sub-

ject matter. Three works are already being
displayed by artists Matt Mellor, Vorm
Graphic Design and Seamless Media, and the
winners of the remaining two window displays will be announced next week. Gillian
Cruddas, Chief Executive of Visit York said,
‘We’re delighted to support this initiative
which is once again bringing art onto the
streets of York.’
Despite the fall in artistic commercial
viability, enterprises like Windows of
Opportunity and other ‘pop-up’ exhibitions
ensure that Britain will remain a hotspot of
creativity, when traditional gallery spaces are
dwindling. Keep scanning shop windows to
stumble across York’s aesthetic response to
the visual impact of this troubling economic
climate. We may be in an economic downturn – but we are fighting back with culture.
The closing date for Windows of
Opportunity applications was the 11th
October. Winners will be announced the
week commencing 19th October. For more
information see the Windows of Opportunity
Website: www.woo2009.org.uk.
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Contemporary Art
Beki Senior interviews the iconoclastic Ken Courtney AKA Ju$t Another Rich Kid
nder the current financial climate, headline stories such as
Damien Hirst’s record breaking
$199 million one man auction at
Sotheby’s 2008 seem memories of a by
gone era. With gallery owners reporting 50% less sales in 2009 than a year
ago, it seems the art market has not
escaped a national tightening of purse
strings. New York based designer and
artist Ken Courtney, AKA Ju$t
Another Rich Kid, gives his opinion on
the role of the artists in the current climate: “I think consumer consumption
fuelled the art and fashion worlds to
the point of oversaturation. Right now
is the correction period.”
Debuting in 2002 with an exhibition of paintings, t-shirts and lists entitled The New American Dream in
Duke University USA, Ken Courtney
emerged into the New York art market
with pieces primarily addressing “the
commodification of celebrity”. His
renowned Star Fucker tees, claiming
the wearer had slept with a number of
well known celebrities such as Paris
Hilton, gained him a memorable if
somewhat notorious reputation. He
has recieved a cease and desist letter
after producing a t-shirt printed ‘I
fucked The Strokes’ and he has just
been placed on legal notice by the
McDonalds co-operation. However, as
Courtney explains, “others spend time
with innuendo about sex, drugs and
desire, my work addresses it head on.”
Courtney’s satire on consumer
materialism continued to expand into
the creation of his brand name. ‘Ju$t
Another Rich Kid’ exists for Courtney
as a cross between a brand name and
alter ego, inspired by “pop culture,
music and consumer culture”.
With the creation of Ju$t Another
Rich Kid, Courtney’s work portfolio
grew to an eclectic mix of couture,
sculpture, and printing often fuelled by
a fixation with a certain media or
method: “I’m very obsessive about
things. When I get into something I get
consumed by it.”
One of the most striking and controversial examples of Courtney’s work
is his collaboration with Brooklyn

U

based artist and designer Tobias Wong
in the creation of the Indulgences
series. The work compromises 14ct
gold plated items, including a
McDonalds coffee stirrer, banned in
the late 1970s with the discovery that
people were using it to take cocaine
and a pair of Nike trainers dipped in
24ct gold (on sale for £2700).

Courtney explains, “I thought of making a line of completely indulgent, useless but functional items for someone
who has so much money they could buy
something like a gold replica of a
McDonalds coffee stirrer to use as a
coke spoon.”
Whether a clever commentary on
the wounds materialism has inflicted

Above:
Indulgences No. 5 /
Nike Dunk High,
Ju$t Another Rich
Kid, (2007) Golddipped Nike Dunk
high tops

or just an example of extreme consumer indulgence, Ken Courtney’s
objects of celebrity and consumption
seem to have tapped into a continually
relevant section of the art market,
always popular and always controversial.
View more of Ken Courtney’s work
at www.justanotherrichkid.com

Arts reviews
PRODUCTION: EQUUS
VENUE: YORK THEATRE ROYAL
REVIEW: LAURA CONNOR
%%%$$
Despite being described by the director
as a piece that represents characters
suppressed by society and its expectations, York Theatre Royal’s depiction of
Peter Shaffer’s infamous twentiethcentury play seems to visually deny all
sense of society. Set continually in one
room with two austere white benches,
the play has one focus - the horse.
Equus is renowned for its
unequivocal shock value, effortlessly
glamorised by a naked Daniel Radcliffe
in the West End. But the true weight of
the play lies with the question of what
role society has played when a boy
blinds a barn of horses in a moment of

sexual frenzy. This is a pervading
theme which Julian Ollive’s production
seems to evade: Equus became a horrific scene of unreality.
The Young Actors Company, however, has produced a cast of watchable
and believable actors. Freddie Hall’s
performance as the neurotic protagonist developed an odd, idiosyncratic
twitchiness and enthrallment. The
finest performance certainly came
from Paul Stonehouse as the play’s
amalgamating underbelly, troubled
psychiatrist Dysart.
When rivalled against a cast such
as Radcliffe and Richard Griffiths,
and tarnished with tabloid interest, it is conceivably difficult to
retain a sense of originality and
purpose to the characters and
the plot. But for first-time
viewers of the socio-psychological horror of Equus York
Theatre Royal seemed to fulfil
many of the play’s intentions.

EXHIBITION: SASHIKO TEXTILES
VENUE: YORK ART GALLERY
REVIEW: AMY TOBIN
%%$$$
The first exhibition of this traditional Japanese craft in the UK
comes to York Art Gallery courtesy of guest curator Michele
Walker whose research has
focused on sashiko textile work.
The show features 100 sashiko garments and related objects. It provides an in depth look at the traditional methods of making and the spiritual connotations of the clothes
worn throughout Japan’s
farming and fishing areas.
Sashiko garments were
made and adapted to the
needs of workers and were

the lowest hierarchy of clothing.
Normally T-shaped, allowing for movement, the fabric was layered and sewed
with a running stitch which followed
the grain of the fabric. The embroidery,
often symbolic, was thought to offer
protection to the wearer as well as
denote the wearers status.
Most of the items are being shown
in the UK for the first time and the
exhibition does prove both informative
and well-researched, featuring rare
everyday items almost worn down to
tatters, textile company Nuno’s contemproray take on sashiko and designer Tokunaga Miyoko’s one-off fashion
garments. However the context is
sparse, a wider history in relation to
Japan’s vibrant textile and clothing history would have provided a rich comparison. An appealing look at an often
overlooked tradition but torn from circumstance.
Showing at York Art Gallery from
10 October until 24 January.
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MUSIC.

Tom Killingbeck maps the diverse topography of York’s music and clubbing scene

nce you’ve unpacked, done your
hair, met your flatmates and
checked your timetable, the
more musically minded freshers
among you will probably want to investigate York’s noble music scene. While
seemingly non-existent when Googling
from home, much like a secret map in
Harry Potter, a thriving and somewhat
rewarding network of venues, clubnights and people will slowly unveil on
your arrival, and will provide plenty of
musical nourishment during your time
at university. The main two venues in
town are The Duchess and Fibbers, the
former being quite new, the latter being
a classic sticky floored dive. You’ll probably be quite surprised by the bands
that actually turn up in such a small
town, from Foals to Gallows, RZA to
Chase & Status, there’s some big names
from all over musical planet inexplica-
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bly ending up in York. Both venues also
do average indie and rock clubnights,
the best being Up the Racket, The
Duchess’s Friday night chart indie session which is usually pretty packed.
For clubnights at these two venues
it’s better to stick to the student organised parties, particularly Beatcake and
Idioteque, both popular electro, techno
and dubstep nights. The percentage is
about 40% people raving their tits off
to another 60% of students looking
‘cool’ in ‘neon clothes’ but don’t let that
put you off, just get messy down the
front. The two Beatcake DJs, Bebe

Above:
Some of
York’s finest
student-run
club nights

Barbu & Nik-L, are prolific at campus
events and also play a part in Fibbers’
electro night Melt, and seem to have
the Midas touch at student electro
nights. Despite the hilarity of white
middle class students getting ‘urban’,
Breakz Society are the most successful
student music society, bringing big
names like Benga to York, as well as
commandeering long running nights
like Herbal Mafia. ‘The Hub, a squalid
building that looks like a squat, is host
to this and many other legendary
nights, including Freakin, Movements,
and Hijacked. It’s worth suffering the
STIs and piss-soaked shoes of The Hub
to shake your tailfeathers to such a rich
banquet of dedicated DJs.
For those less electronically
inclined and, like myself, a shamelessly

poncy indie tool, York also offers a good
dosage of choppy rhythms, wild guitar
and floppy haircuts. The City Screen
Cinema basement is one of York’s best
undiscovered venues, where hip new
Leeds bands like Dinosaur Pile-Up, as
well as bigger transatlantic names like
noise-poppers Times New Viking and
Sic Alps play to miniscule crowds. As
well as being more indie than Steve
Albini’s toenails, it plays host to several
clubnights,
including
The
fey
Revolutionary Freaked-Out Fuzz Club,
which puts on savage garage, psych and
R&B bands. Jonny Strangeways, of legendary Leeds night Strangeways, has
also been known to put on a York
branch of it, and I once ended up doing
indie bingo with him reading the numbers there. So indie it hurts.
If you like dressing up in a full
length leather jacket and windmilling
to Nightwish there’s Fringe So, if you’re
Brazilian there’s Samba. If you think
you need a back up in case your degree
fails there’s ‘Pole Exercise’. But for most
people, York’s two fine nightclub institutions, Gallery and Tru, should do the
trick. Both are chronic good-time tossfests, but some of the most fun you can
have when trollied. Just expect lots of
5ive. As your friendly STYCs (well,
friendly until you let them cop a feel,
then it’s all ‘Get in the van’) will tell you,
Tuesdays for Tru, Thursdays for
Gallery. There is one last venue to mention, a venue that few reach as it is the
Mount Olympus of nightclubs, the
Valhalla of York’s music scene. Only
true warriors make it to The Willow on
Coney Street, a Chinese restaurant that
converts into a cheesefest disco after
dark. All I’ll say is: doorman looks likes
Mr Miyagi, free prawn crackers, cheap
drinks, and I once requested the full 11
minutes of Meat Loaf ’s Bat Out Of Hell
and they played it all. And there’s a
scary old man in a suit with an eyepatch who’s always dancing there. It’s
all you need. So there you have it –
York’s music scene. Pretty shit really,
ever heard of Leeds?

Laura Hulley
it: wellies on, tents in the background,
‘Didn’t I have such an AWESOME time at
[insert festival here]’ smile etched firmly
across their faces. Some are looking ahead to
2010 already: Glastonbury tickets for what
will be the festival’s 40th Anniversary sold
out last weekend within 12 hours. I was all
but stunned when I heard the news, not due

“I didn’t quite bank on
what York would do to
me, musically”

s we all climb out the gentle coma that
the fuzzy summer months brought, the
last memories of long, light nights and
slow, grinding hangovers are still memorable
- just. A quick scour of Facebook quickly
highlights those still clinging onto the last of
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to the rapidity of the sales, that’s standard,
but my own incompetence in organising the
purchase of a ticket. How did I miss that
one? By that time, worryingly, all my exams
will be finished, essays handed in, and, the
University will be turning me out into the
world of work, clutching a very expensive
piece of paper which tells people they ought
to hire me. I will need something to keep me

youthful, and Glastonbury was going to fill
that degree-shaped void.
How did this oh-so-important date
sneak past me? 40 years of Glasto is one
party I’m not too keen on missing. My fresher brother delivered the harsh reality with
unforgiving brutality: “You’re getting old.”
Excuse me? I’m just twenty one. Further
probing revealed a rather distressing image
that I’ve been unwittingly projecting to all
and sundry: “You know, you’ve got like a Q
Reader, very middle of the road. Festivals
aren’t your thing anymore, surely.” It was a
statement, not a question, I’m sure…
Shit. Am I that person? How did this
happen? On closer self analysis, the disturbing truth is probably much worse. My most
distinct musical memory of late is being
stood in a club in London moaning that the
music was just too loud. Everyone around me
(including girls) was wearing a hoodie, and
there was no real ‘dancing’ as such, just wideeyed, vacuous faces staring at a makeshift DJ
booth – and lots of swaying. Every second
audible word was to the tune of ‘sick’, ‘dank’,

and other such London jabber my Northern
ears could not comprehend, but as the music
was so loud it didn’t really matter anyway. It
was like being in a cross between Thriller and
Human Traffic, but only with added permanent ear damage.
I didn’t quite bank on what York would
do to me, musically. It’s been a long time
coming, but it’s ground me down. Eventually,
the cheese penetrates your tough, cool, exterior. You can fight it, and many do, by sitting
in a room with all your friends and partaking
in the gentlemanly sport of musical masturbation: sitting around a laptop and taking it
in turns to put on the most obscure track in
existence. For those who don’t want to live
such a cool but banal existence, the only
other path – the middle way – involves sucking it up, going out, and hoping the cheese
won’t get you.
What comes with this uncharted musical territory? Well, the inevitable purchase of
Q magazine, despite your friends clawing at
your vintage Levis... and it’s probably also the
time to invest in some cords.
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Leeds Piano Competition ‘09
The tribulations of Leeds Pianoforte Competition are Peter Campbell’s subject of choice
rilliance doesn't have to be inaccessible. The 16th Leeds
International
Pianoforte
Competition in September brings
together 68 of the world's best young
pianists for three weeks, culminating in
a televised final across two nights. The
music is brilliantly executed, and there
is enough variety within the programmes various to cater for even the
most stubborn of classical music cynics.
The standard for entry and performance is fearsomely high. Of those
68 who entered, 14 had previously won
prestigious international piano competitions, and a further 26 had won prizes
in similar competitions.
A place amongst the top six in the
final of the competition is often enough
to launch a career. In 1981 Peter
Donohoe came sixth and went on to
launch an extensive career, including
numerous concerts here at York.
Previous winners are amongst household names of famous pianists, such as
Murray Perahia.
Yet, with the bar set so high, and
the expectation so lofty, the music is
not inaccessible. Amongst the most
popular composers played throughout
the competition there feature some
enduringly popular and enjoyable
names. Chopin, Beethoven, Bach,
Debussy, Brahms, and at the piano concerto stage of course, Rachmaninov, all
feature on most pianists' repertoires.
It is no surprise that these composers, along with many others, crop
up so regularly. Their music is not only
enjoyable to listen to, but allows the
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pianists to demonstrate both their
flawless ability and their immense
scope to interpret a piece and fill it with
emotion and personality.
During the competition the periods for which the competitors have to
play ever increases, with 12 semi-finalists playing for 65-70 minutes, all from
memory. Each player must publish
their full programme at the start of the
competition, regardless of the stage
they reach, and no piece can be repeated. All stages are open to the public,
with student price tickets available.
The final, during which the competitors will play a full piano concerto
with the world-renowned Hallé
Orchestra, is an event that attracts high
publicity and tickets are hard to come
by. Three finalists play on each night,
and all converge the second night for
the announcement of the winner.
The final takes place in Leeds
Town Hall, a venue that is more like the
Albert Hall than your average town
meeting place. There is very much an
atmosphere of dignified excitement.
Sitting waiting for the evening to start,
it is impossible to know what to expect.
Professional recordings of pieces can
only go so far to bring all the various
complexities and emotions out of a
world renowned piano concerto.
The young Ukrainian pianist who
was on first played Beethoven's 5th
piano concerto. The first note that was
struck was spellbinding, and the performance only went uphill from there.
There were moments when the layers
of emotion within the playing surpassed anything I had heard before.

Nouse Playlist
Laura Hulley
Jay Z ft. Alicia Keys ‘Empire State of Mind’: I’ve
missed Alicia’s sexual voice.
It’s been too long – apart
from the tragic wannabes
whining through ‘Fallin’’ on
X-Factor, of course.
I’m still not sure how I
feel about post-retirement
Jay-Z, but this track sticks,
and I think
it’s down to a
fabulous
combination
of the relentlessly upbeat,
sparkling
piano comping and Keys’
incredibly
c a p a b l e
vocals.

Isaac Hewlings
Wolfgang
Gartner
–
‘Firepower’: In y'all missed
it, this is the new face of electro. The latest in a stream of
strong releases over the last
year, this is so dirty you'll
need to have a shower after
listening to it.
It sounds like someone
chopped up a Justice track
and used a dada technique
to put it back together –
excellent!

Tom Killingbeck
Vampire
Weekend
‘Horchata’: Vampire Weekend
won the hearts of many with
their sunny Paul Simon ripoff afrobeat last year. They
also attracted a whole lotta
hate. This continues to perpetuate their spatial, upbeat,
strongly melodic beach-pop.
Native drums and bubbling
electronics can’t
hide a retread of
old ideas. This
won’t upset the
lovers nor quell
the haters.
Estella Adeyeri
Chromeo
‘Night
By
Night’: The
disco duo are
back, wielding yet another 80s inspired
electro-funk tune to please
our ears. It could have come
straight from the soundtrack
to Dynasty – an unashamed
throwback to the era. But
don’t worry – the Joan
Collins-esque big hair and
even bigger shoulder pads
are optional this time
around. A breezy track with
that casual head-nodding
quality about it, this is a
wholesome sample from the
band’s forthcoming LP.

Even for a professional classical concert, this was exceptional. It was almost
impossible to believe that the pianist
not more than a few metres away was

Winner,
Sofya
Gulyak

only 21. Alexei Gorlatch was giving the
performance of his life.
The other concertos that followed
were Chopin's 1st played by Alessandro
Taverna, an epic voyage of musical wizardry and tenderness which showcased
the young Italian's sheer ability, and
Brahms' 1st, a technical labyrinth that
the Russian Sofya Gulyak mastered to
perfection and emerged to win the
competition.
With the finals and the top six
recognised for their outstanding
achievements in reaching the world's
most prestigious piano final, there
remains one final event in the entire
competition. On the Sunday of the
closing weekend, there is a Gala concert. The finalists once again return to
the piano to play a short selection of
their favourite pieces from their competition repertoire. This event is as easily accessible as each section of the
competition previous to the final, and
tickets are priced at only £10.
With a range of pieces that varied
from Bach through Chopin and
Debussy
to
Shostakovich
and
Prokofiev, there was an appearance by
almost every era of classical piano. The
selections are clearly the finalists'
favourites, which shows in their performances.
The attention and energy put into
the concert is certainly no less than the
exceptional standard that had been displayed prior to the event. There were,
once again, some musical moments of
breathtaking emotion and beauty.
The competition was, and
remains, truly unforgettable.

Album and gig reviews
ARTIST: MELT!
DATE: 10TH OCTOBER
VENUE: FIBBERS

ARTIST: DREAM THEATER
DATE: 9TH OCTOBER
VENUE: MANCHESTER
APOLLO
REVIEW: PETER CAMPBELL

REVIEW: EDUARD DE LA
ROCHEFORDIERE

%%%%%

%%%$$
The Melt electro night has
been around since the beginning of last term, yet it
seems to be steadily growing
in stature and blending into
the environment of York’s
small underground electronic music scene.
The standard of DJ’ing
was higher than some of the
other electro nights put on
by campus groups and there
was a welcome mixture of
genres,
with
minimal
through to drum and bass
getting a look in.
The venue, Fibbers, is
as good as any in York and
boasts a fine sound system despite the temperature rising to a few degrees south of
boiling at some points in the
evening.
Unfortunately,
this
Saturday’s event was only
moderately busy and the
crowd died down significantly at the end of the
night.
However, this can be

attributed to the fact that
most of their normal crowd
has yet to arrive at York university or those in York being
still busy with exams.
Provided you can stomach the slightly preposterous
sight of pony-club girls in
large amounts of neon, Melt
offers a genuinely fun night
with well executed DJ’ing in
a decent venue.
The aforementioned
may not sound especially
prepossessing, but for York
that’s like finding Deadmau5
play for a fiver in Fabric.
Nevertheless, comparisons between what many
would perceive to be similar
nights (Idioteque, Beatcake,
etc.) must be forged, and you
feel that whereas other
events have successfully
managed to find their audience (albeit through rampant flyering), Melt is suffering, despite offering something that could potentially
be better than its peers.

As total blackness falls, the
atmosphere of excitement
and anticipation reaches
boiling point. The stage is
obscured by a giant hanging
black cloth. Suddenly a
thunder clap and the lightening of strobe lights send
the venue into something
approaching a frenzy. A single silhouetted figure stands
behind the screen, and as the
first chord strikes, the curtain drops to almost deafening noise from the crowd.
Dream Theater have arrived
in the UK.
The American progressive metal band, comprising
of five members of virtuosic
ability, have had an epic history. Almost 25 years ago,
they were formed in the
wake of bands such as Pink
Floyd and Rush. They have
since developed their own
distinctive blend of innovative time signatures, pounding metal riffs, soaring
vocals, and mind-blowing

guitar and keyboard solos.
The set comprised of
much of their new album’s
material, which ranges from
a nineteen minute account
of a near-death experience,
to a five and a half minute
ballad. In a real treat, they
also played three consecutive tracks from Scenes from
a Memory, their 1999 concept album reckoned by
many fans to be their best.
Closing their set with the
powerful In the name of
God, they then returned to
play The Count of Tuscany, a
from their new album, as
their encore.
It’s not just that the
lighting is perfectly timed to
the music. It’s not just the
chemistry between the band
or the fact that he crowd
knows every beat of every
song. Nor is it the twenty
minute epic tracks or the
blistering solos.
It can only be described
as sheer magic.
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FILM.
Duncan Pelham
Does Danny Boyle
have a tendency to
glamourise squalor
and degradation?
New statistics show that in recent years
drug-related deaths in the Scottish capital
are on the rise. 574 people died from such
causes in Scotland last year – over double
the death rate a decade ago. This is the
‘trainspotting generation’, a number of ageing heroin addicts from the late 90s who
have failed to shrug the lethal drug. Some
say their association with Danny Boyle’s
1996 Trainspotting film is just an irreverent
pop-culture reference. Others, however,
point to a more condemnatory relationship.
The Trainspotting screen adaption, unlike
Irvine Welsh’s positively dank portrait of
Scottish junkies, brought the novel’s dismal
depiction screaming to life with a jovial and
glamorous face-lift.
Before Pete Doherty and Kate Moss
stumbled onto our tabloids’ pages – elegant
and skeletal in equal measures, a dark magnetism emanating from their sallow yet sultry eyes – the term ‘heroin chic’ could perhaps be traced back to the glossy film-rendering of Trainspotting. The iconic film
poster presents a line-up of strangely alluring junkies. Our protagonist, a young Ewan
McGregor (Renton), shivers in a tight,
short-cut vintage tshirt and skinny grey
jeans – an attire that wouldn’t look out of
place in a modish indie gig.
There’s no denying the characters are
supposed to look cool – a sort of vacant, apathetic cool. But the gritty, humorous and
sexual allure of Trainspotting provides its
timelessness: the endlessly quotable dialogue (tinged with self-loathing and regret)
as well as its astute social insights into the
repetitive patterns of a decaying world.
When stealing his mother’s Valium, in an
aside, Renton observes the frustrating
familial cycle of drug addiction: “my mother
is... in her own domestic and socially acceptable way, also a drug addict.” And the electrifying soundtrack coupled with Boyle’s slick
editing only serves to highlight the
enthralling nature of heroin – to present it
otherwise would be to lie.
Similar accusations were levelled at
Boyle’s latest film, Slumdog Millionare, this
time for glamorising poverty. Boyle’s camera
exuded a palette of lively yellows, reds and
browns – a beautiful cinematic sight – while
his thrilling and adventurous portrayal of
slum-life was condemned. But, again, to
deny the energy and vivacity of slum life
would be wrong. It is ultimately a tale in the
Dickensian fashion, of chance and fate:
more of a fairytale than a social commentary
on Mumbia poverty.
There are inevitably those who are
sucked in by Trainspotting’s stylishness, or
outraged by the shameless gloss of Slumdog
Millionaire. But then there always will be.
Scarface’s Tony Montana is embedded in
gangster culture – lauded by many as a hero,
rather than appreciated as an allegory of
capitalist greed.
Boyle’s greatest achievement was, and
still remains, Trainspotting. He painted a
vivid – and often horrifying – portrait of
drug addiction, while also providing an
entertaining piece of cult cinema: something he should not have to apologise for.

FILM: THE HURT LOCKER
DIRECTOR: FRED CAVAYE
STARRING: ANTHONY MACKIE, JEREMY RENNER
REVIEW: MICHAEL ALLARD
RUNTIME: 131 MINS
%%%%$
Kathryn Bigelow’s last film, K19: The Widowmaker, was concerned, like her newest effort,
with military conflict. A critical
and commercial dud, much of its
$100 million budget probably
went towards teaching Harrison
Ford to speak in a (bad) Russian
accent. Interestingly enough,
like The Hurt Locker, it was
independently financed. At a
tenth of the cost (but you wouldn’t know it), the film is modest in
several other respects: the plot is
uncomplicated, and the biggest
actors make the briefest of
appearances. That aside, the
often unbearable intensity of the
experience is unlike any other
you’ll find this year.
The focus is on an American
roadside bomb disposal team in
2004 Iraq, lead by danger-seeking adrenaline junkie William
James (Jeremy Renner). Facing
an often unknown time limit
whilst defusing, the core combat
episodes see James’ two lackeys
(Anthony
Mackie,
Brian
Geraghty) covering his back –
frustrated at his skill, and terrified that his reckless approach
might get them killed. The other
scenes follow group dynamics

and the convincingly tortured
selves that each member is left
with at Camp Victory.
The psychologies of these
characters aren’t complex, and
yet Mackie and Renner are compelling and believable. The film
has been labelled as the best to
be made so far about the ongoing
conflict, and that’s probably true
in terms of U.S. releases. But it’s
important to remember that
Bigelow brought us surfer-bankrobbery flick Point Break: story
is subservient to set-pieces, and
Mark Boal’s script suffers as a
result. One encounter with Brits,
and another with an Iraqi couple
are thrown in to have some nonAmericans involved, but come
across as frustratingly halfhearted. James’ relationship
with a local boy who calls himself
Beckham is stretched beyond its
limits.
Granted, she’s an absolute
master when it comes to action,
and here the adrenaline is counterbalanced by a more taught
approach. It might be tactless to
call the film realistic, or to
assume that such cinema can
ever replicate ‘the real,’ but the
situations and emotions ring

true. There’s a motif in which
we’re referred to a countdown of
how many days of duty remain.
It’s not cheesy, but an insight
into what might be going
through your head when you risk
your life day after day and you’re
miles from home.
This is pure humanism,
exemplified in the powerful
finale, when the last ticking
bomb is attached to a person.
Staunch critical stances on the
war are avoided, and engagement with its politics emerges
only from existential dilemmas.

FILM: UP
DIRECTOR: PETE DOCTER
STARRING: ED ASNER, JORDAN
NAGAI
RUNTIME: 96 MINS
REVIEW: SARAH JORDAN
%%%%%

FILM: IF... (1968)
DIRECTOR: LINDSAY ANDERSON
STARRING: MALCOLM
MCDOWELL
REVIEW: JONATHAN
KERRIDGE-PHIPPS
%%%%$

A grumpy 78 year old man isn’t
the obvious choice for a Pixar
movie hero. Yet Up proves that
even the most unlikely characters can captivate the audience.
Up is the story of Carl
Frederickson, a stereotypical old
fogy who relishes in the good old
days. Carl is faced with the task
of protecting his home, and the
memories it holds, from landhungry developers. At his wit’s
end, he ties hundreds of balloons
to his house and takes off to
experience the trip he and his
late wife never got to fulfil.
These melancholic themes
are offset by the adorable and
comical Russell, an 8 year old
boy scout who has accidentally
tagged along for the ride. As the
old man becomes increasingly
frustrated by Russell’s hyperactivity, the house lands in a mysterious and exciting destnation full
of adventure.
The 3D technology, hurriedly incorporated into the production budget mid-project, certainy paid off. The colourful

“It’s a natural characteristic of
adolescents to want to proclaim
individuality... It’s a quite blameless form of existentialism”. So
says Peter Jeffrey’s liberal-progressive headmaster to Malcolm
McDowell’s rebellious schoolboy,
Mick
Travis,
in
Lindsay
Anderson’s
searing
satire.
Anderson uses the English public
school as a representation of the
repressive nature of English society and its attendant values, whilst
simultaneously espousing the
boys’ (led by McDowell’s Travis, in
a first major screen appearance)
climactic symphony of savagery as
a logical act of revolutionary
insurrection.
Travis and his friends, freshfaced and fearfully disillusioned
young men, are dogged and
hounded by an unremittingly conformist system until they are
prompted to act in the film’s cataclysmic finale. Anderson, making
best use of the nouvelle vague’s
jump-cuts and jolts between
colour and black-and-white cinematography, captures both the

environment is imbued with
vivid layering and a new life.
Pixar has followed up the
critical and commercial success
of WALL-E, with another fresh
and captivating animation, providing the obligatory awe-inspiring graphics and a humour that
caters to all age groups.
Throughout the film, Carl and
Russell stumble upon some
unlikely allies and a host of
unpredictable villains. Yet it is
the relationship between the two
of them that really provides the
moral backbone of the film. The
film would not be affiliated with
Disney if it didn’t have a moral
message thrown in to the bag,
but all is forgiven once you witness Russell hanging from a rope
attached to a blimp.

Given the lack of popular female
directors today, it would certainly be nice if the likes of Michael
Bay stepped aside in favour of
Bigelow. Sadly, the production
doesn’t entirely avoid Team
America clichés, but what’s vital
about The Hurt Locker is its
comment on the mad stimulation of the idea of war, channelled in one extreme through
becoming a soldier, but tantalisingly reproduced elsewhere. War
films surely epitomise this area,
and The Hurt Locker holds a
challenging place among them.

bland humourlessness of the
school and the boys’ exuberant
descent into chaos with equal
beauty.
X-rated upon its initial
release, the film’s scenes of sex
and violence will strike the modern viewer, in terms of their relative gratuity, as perversely gentrified. It is the incidental message,
forged in the marriage of form,
image and content, which
remains so fascinating. It caught
the zeitgeist in 1968, against a
backdrop of student-lead riots,
anti-war sentiment and civil
rights protests, and could do so
again whenever society loses step
with its intelligent, disenfranchised youth. If... is a timeless
and high-water mark of dangerous, vital British cinema.
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FOOD & DRINK.
RESTAURANT: GOJI VEGETARIAN CAFE AND DELI
ADDRESS: 36 GOODRAMGATE
PRICES: £8 FOR MAIN COURSE AND DRINK
REVIEW: CHARLOTTE HOGARTH-JONES
%$$$$
Before this review, I couldn’t really
imagine anything worse than being
a vegetarian. You look a bit
anaemic and ghosty (come on, they
all do a bit don’t they? Gillian
McKeith anyone?), dinner party
hosts stab the plastic covering on
your specially bought, individually
packaged, nut roast with much
more force than strictly necessary,
and you’ll always feel slightly on
edge at that family barbequeue.
Nevertheless, I was determined to give Goji a fair try and set
off into York’s icy centre with two
abiding friends, meekly gesturing
at the Gourmet Burger Kitchen
and carvery windows filled with
steaming crackling, as I strode
forcefully ahead with Basil Fawltyesque determination.
Inside Goji is small and
quirky, with entertaining views of
another, much better looking café,
a sex shop, and an assortment of
charity shops and old people to
keep you occupied. Tables are pretty with bowls of flowers to decorate, but our dainty buttocks did
not appreciate the numbing effect
of puritanical, church pew style
chairs, designed for those who
don’t feel virtuous enough being a
vegan in comfort.
Undeterred I decided to take
my cue from another, translucent
corpse-bride style diner on the
table next to us: “I’ll have what
she’s having,” I hilariously quipped
to our waitress who dutifully
bought me not, a slice of steaming
hot, delicious apple pie as in the
popular rom-com When Harry Met

Sally, but a cup of Osmanthus
Flower tea. I watched entranced as
the flower opened in front of my
very eyes, delicate yellow petals
floating to the surface, and felt at
once touched by the beauty of
nature and uplifted to a higher
plane. Then I tasted said tea,
realised that I had just paid £2.95
for what was essentially a flower in
a cup of hot water, and felt pretty
bloody stupid. The magic was gone.
From then on, Goji was a disappointment. I ordered pitta bread,
hummus and olives, picturing piping hot, puffy air filled breads, light
as a cloud, and a tasty savoury
accompaniment. What I got was a
cold, Tesco’s basic wholewheat pitta
that looked and tasted exactly what
I imagine a beermat would taste
like, if I ever ate one. It was just the
right temperature so that I felt like
the kitchen staff might have been
breathing and huffing all over it to
try and warm it up. The hummus
tasted literally of nothing, air perhaps, and there was so little of it
that I began to wonder if it had
been dropped into its pretty little
pot using a pipette. It was so miserable that it actually depressed me
to eat it, I began to feel like one of
those dogs off RSPCA adverts
whose owners don’t love them and
leave them in the rain.
My friends didn’t do much
better either. A red onion and goats
cheese tart was well cooked but
tasted of the same “essence-denuffink” that my hummus did. A
broccoli and goats’ cheese quiche
was the best of the three, but

maybe that was just because it was
the hottest. In Goji’s defense, the
meals did come with some very
tasty roasted parsnips and a really
delicious salad garnish, with a
sweet dressing and generous sprinkling of all sorts of healthy looking
but actually quite tasty nuts and
seeds. A bit like nibbling off your
granny’s birdfeeder, just quite a lot

more expensive.
The final nail in the coffin for
Goji had to be the irritating music.
Panpipe covers of famously crap
songs, along with a good bit of
whale moaning (the sort they play
for bikini waxes) not only made
everyone think that they were getting texts all the time, but also gave
us a headache. At around £6.95 for

a main course, Goji seems cheap,
but joke-sized portions make this
seem more like a restaurant for little vegetarian elves. I do recommend that you go though. Not
because of the food – that was rubbish. But because of the selection of
hilariously shaped wax candles in
the downstairs deli. Go and you’ll
see what I mean….

WINE Jonathan Fransman
I stare blankly at the bottle on the table. I fight
hard to control the nausea
washing over me like a
tsunami. This, however, is no
natural disaster; someone
made a choice to buy this product.
The consumer sovereign in all his regal
glory has validated the hypothesis of the
producer; this autonomous individual –
and I fear others too – actively condoned
this ‘vodka’s’ place in the market through
their purchase. Moreover, the said individual is a friend, someone I voluntarily invite
into my own home.
I watch transfixed as the girl pours
herself a ‘generous’ measure and happily
glugs away at the foul broth. It is a scene
comparable to the vilest of internet freakfests, those which occupy the attention of
adolescent boys for hours on end while
keeping them off the streets and ASBO
free. I dare not let the liquid pass my lips
but I muster up the courage to smell
the bottle top. The pungent
aroma of the spirit seeps

through my nostrils and I
fight the temptation to
retch. It is the liquid incarnation of the plague, a heavy
viscous potation most probably derived from the distilled byproducts of the Chernobyl disaster.
In order to try and counter these worrying consumer trends, I have compiled a
list of what I take to be acceptable pre-drinking fair.

commonly known, is as quintessentially
English as the monarchy and a deep seated
distrust of class mobility. Though Gordon’s
makes for a perfectly acceptable G&T, try the
classic Plymouth (Tesco, £15.13) – the only
gin with an appellation – if you’re of the martini persuasion. If you have a few of quid
more to spend and prefer a more delicate
gin, look into purchasing a bottle of Miller’s
(Oddbins, £19.99)

Vodka

Ru m

Spending 30 odd quid on Belvedere is quite
understandably hard to justify for the average student, those pesky gas bills certainly
don’t pay themselves (though it must be
noted that it is every students patriotic right
not to pay water until the notification of an
impending court appearance). Instead, opt
for the mid range classics Stolichnaya (Tesco,
15.29) or Wyborowa (Oddbins, 12.99 down
from £15.99).

Dark rum and apple juice is quickly becoming a modern classic for those that would traditionally order vodka cranberry’s but want
to avoid being judged. The entry level Mount
Gay (Tesco, £14.48) from Barbados is a great
choice but make sure to use real, fresh apple
juice unless you find the rank, boiled-sweet
flavour of its synthetic counterparts particularly appealing.

Gi n
Mother’s ruin, or gin as it is

Whisky
Toast the absence of the iron lady with

Thatcher’s favourite tipple scotch and soda.
This drink makes for an excellent aperitif and
perfectly complements pre dinner nibbles,
illicit arms dealing and attempted coups.
Bailie Nicol Jarvie (Oddbins, £14.99) is a
great value blended scotch with a significantly higher malt content than the majority of its
competitors.

Tequila
Just so long as you're not toasting to an
evening at York's 'Tequila' night at the
Dutchess, do as the Mexicans do and take it
straight. Try Sauza Blanco Tequila (Tesco,
£15.39) over ice. Lime and salt only if you
must.
This week I wish I’d been drinking …
Chateau Musar (various vintages and retailers, Circa £18) – A famous red from what is
probably the most conflict ridden region in
the world, the Bekaa Valley in Lebanon. The
wine is a full bodied blend of Cabernet
Sauvignon, Cinsault and Grenache with a few
obscure varietals complementing the mix.
Decant and serve with Lebanese Mezze.

12 Comment
Sarah
Foster

Giving campus bars
late licenses will make
very little difference

www.ey.com/uk/careers

Drinking games: late licenses are
another ploy to sedate students
he news of extended
drinking hours could
be met with many
reactions. Although the one
that seems most unlikely is
that it is the University that
is advocating all hour drinking. This change to the
licensing hours in campus
bars is unlikely to turn this
year’s intake of freshers into
hardened alcoholics – and
anyway, if you’re desperate
to drink at five in the morning, I’m pretty sure you can
just store some vodka under
your bed. For one, the late
licensing would only ever be
in use during special events
in college, and would most
likely only occur around
three times a term in each
college bar.
Obviously the location
of a lot of the bars is probably not ideal. Derwent bar is
right in among the rooms of
the college, and it seems
unlikely that the events
which will benefit from the
late night licensing will pass
without annoying members
of the college trying to get a
bit of sleep before their nine

T

fifteen the next day. And
yes, you could claim that
most of the people living in
halls are freshers, and surely
they’re probably just going
to go to all the events that
are being held by their own

“Bars being
open an
extra hour is
unlikely to
cause new
problems”
college. Except this really
isn’t the case.
I knew plenty of third
years who lived on campus,
hoping that being that bit
closer to the library would
help with their studying –
seemingly forgetting that
being close to the library
undoubtedly involved a
trade off – being woken up
every Wednesday at 3am
post-Ziggys.

The Burning Question

Not only that, but
events held by one college
don’t just disturb the residents of that college; in
Langwith we had to note
down the date of every
Derwent event, knowing
that we weren’t likely to get
an awful lot of sleep on
those days.
But of course, I lived in
halls three years ago; back
in the days when two o’clock
was the latest anyone could
ever contemplate drinking
in a college bar. Late licensing has always had the possibility of aggravating people. It seems unlikely that
an extra hour is going to
cause new problems.
In fact, it seems unlikely that an extra hour is
going to make all that much
difference at all. It’s going to
affect things so little; it’s
almost not even news. In
fact it seems to be appeasement, with the university
hoping that if they give us
this extra time drinking we
might actually forget that
there are so few bars for us
to actually drink in.

This week, Nouse asked:

163 people
voted
Yes

Has YUSU done a
good job this year?

(56%)

Yes

290 people voted, with the
majority stating

Yes

No

127 people
voted
No
(44%)
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Longing to be
twenty-one
again

Charlie
Leyland

eing 22 is not as fun
as being 21. It's great
to know that we have
the 22nd most satisfied student body in the country,
but there are still 21 places
to go! The Vice-Chancellor
missed out a big dollop of
gratitude in his official statement about another league
table triumph, and that was
to students.
Over the summer,
YUSU sabbs have been in
contact with so many people
wanting to help and it’s really warming to feel that we're
all pulling in the same direction. It’s no wonder we have
such a high level of satisfaction when students are
going to the ends of their
wallets, time and academic
worlds to meet the needs of
their community.
I had a first meeting
with the new Director of the
Careers service this week,
and she couldn't believe it
when I explained how many
students would rather be
getting on with things than
filling in forms for the York
Award, or would drop
degree classifications to be
involved in their college
JCRCs, YUSU, sports teams
and societies. I really believe
that this level of responsibility is a bi-product of our
social diversity (we’re the
most diverse student population of the Times Top 10),
and it’s terrifying to think
this could be jeopardised if
tuition fees go up this year.
We’re in an exciting,
but tough time with the
expansion of Hes East, the
library renovation and

B

expansion of numbers along
with a rocky financial climate. I just hope that the
University remembers how
vital it is to invest in and
maintain student services at
these crucial times. A bigger
nursery, student family
accommodation, extra
resources in Disability services and more academic
support for international
students are all on the waiting list yet we’re seeing cuts
to porters, cleaners and
catering: the basic necessities which keep our students
safe and healthy and which
make college feel like home.
This year I truly believe
that the bastions of the
learner voices are going to
be our 240 course representatives. I’m excited for the
online elections and think
they’re going to be the most
contested, democratic and
biggest that York has ever
seen. We’ve made it easier
than ever to nominate yourself for the elections online.
We’ll be sure that our voices
are being heard in departments, and that the pockets
of best practice in different
areas can be shared to maintain standards.
If we want to get better,
the University needs to hear
and respond to the student
voice much quicker than
they currently do to keep up
with the times. Those
departments who go above
and beyond for their students will shine, whilst others will be identified and
exposed as we build skills
and institutional knowledge
as a student body .

To be a part of the debate and for exclusive web content go to www.nouse.co.uk/comment
Nouse welcomes your letters. Please indicate if
they are not intended for publication.

Letters

Email letters@nouse.co.uk or write to:

Nouse, Grimston House, Vanbrugh College

Unique term dates have no benefit to students
Dear Nouse,
I am writing this letter to express my
annoyance over York’s ridiculously late
recommencing of term. I hardly expect that
anyone who could do anything about it will a)
bother to read this or b) care about the feelings of students enough to change anything.
But I thought it was worth a try.
The middle of October is simply too late
to be starting the academic year. It leaves students hanging around aimlessly waiting for
term to begin whilst all the other universities
have long gone back. It seems that York have
taken to heart the general rule that the later
the university goes back, the better it is.
Oxbridge go back in October, Rubbish ExPoly goes back in September. So York think
“must prove to everyone that we are actually
really, like, sort of good, despite no-one having ever heard of us”. Yeah, really good plan.
Not even the most gullible and over-propa-

YUSU’s bar disaster

A Hes East hangover

ganded pleb would believe that York is better
than Oxford. So why bother?
Finishing term in July makes getting
summer jobs near impossible, as legions of
students at less pretentious unis have already
snaffled them all up. Finishing so near to
Christmas makes flights for international
students horribly expensive - and surely the
uni should be sucking up to them, as they’re
the ones who are essentially funding the
place.
There are no real benefits for students to
York’s bizarre terms. It just makes life more
difficult. It’s only like that so the uni can
squeeze even more cash out of unsuspecting
conference guests. You’d think they’d have
enough money already. But once again, greed
overcomes the wishes of students. What a
surprise.

Dear Nouse,

Dear Nouse,

The attempted closure of Derwent Bar
was a complete failure on YUSU’s part. For a
body that is elected (and paid) to represent
the students, they did not take any action
until it was far too late.
Derwent Bar has always appeared to be
one of the busiest and more lucrative on
campus, so I don’t think it’s an over-exaggeration to say that the news that it was to close
came as a complete shock. Derwent presents
itself as one of the most social colleges - how
could we do that without a bar?
We should not have to prove our worth
in five weeks. YUSU should have seen this
coming and acted to prevent it. They have
been at best apathetic, and at worst, downright uninterested. It’s a scandal.

I wish I was living in the new Goodricke
buildings. Who wouldn’t want to live in the
palatial vastness of endless tile and pink concrete? The views must be fantastic.
And wouldn’t it be just joyous to wake
up every morning serenaded by builders and
diggers and the sounds of meaningless
departments being built for inconsequential
students who can’t be bothered to find a real
course to do?
It would also be wonderful to live so far
away from campus, really far away from any
sort of event or interesting occasion. Who
wants social activity and entertainment anyway?
Yeah, Hes East will be such a great place
to live. I’m really jealous of those freshers.

James Hartill,
Third Year Philosophy Student

Cassie Higgins,
Derwent

Anonymous
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room vacated means a house
divided? This would certainly seem to be the theme of
many a Yorkie second year’s return.
I have been inundated with
group requests all similarly headed:
“Desperately Seeking Housemate”,
“Insert address here- housemate
wanted”. Housemates are dropping
like flies- it must be something in
the water. Duck shit, probably.
One unlucky group spent Term
3 in an unhappy state of “will he,
won’t he?”, as their sixth member
umed and ahed before finally
deciding to up sticks, leaving them
to go on a last minute house hunt
over the summer.

A

his is not as bad though, as a
certain beauty-ful school
drop out whose empty room
is somewhere along Hes Road. “I
don’t even have to go to my seminars”, she told me last year about
her management course. “I barely
even need to be here”. My sentiments exactly.
Unfortunately, this means her
housemates are on the prowl for a
harmless replacement; my prediction is fat chance. If you’re looking
for a co-habitant this late in the
game, you’re definitely scraping the
barrel. Or looking under the barrel
at what has been squashed beneath
it.
My solution to this phenomenon is simple; an online housedating site. “We’re a fun-loving group
of girls, love our Lambrini, and are
looking for someone who’s up for

T
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The Acquaintance
with Poppy Babcock
laugh, is a size 8-10 for clothes
sharing, and will be Tru to us til we
die!” The equivalent to liking pina
coladas, and walks in the rain.

ou’ll never guess who I am
getting with!” You’re right;
I will never guess. I had
drinks this week with a girl, let’s
call her La Bouffe, who had clearly
been practicing her hushed tones in
preparation. Or so I thought, until I
heard her broadcasting the news of
her summer sexcapades to a room
full of strangers later on.
Excitement about getting back to
York would appear to be closely
linked to who you’re getting into
bed with.
I wonder if there is a list somewhere that dictates a list of points
for potential scores; and if so, who
would be at the top? I’m thinking of
compiling one myself and pasting it
on bathroom doors in Tru, Gallery,
Ziggy’s and wherever else one
makes bad decisions about what
will probably turn out to be bad
lays. It would certainly help all
those budding social climbers out
there to avoid sleeping with nonstarters on the popular front.

“Y

If anyone has any suggestions,
please feel free to send them to
sleepyourwaytothetop@york.com.

he “Fishbowl Phenomenon” is
back with a vengeance as
well. On my return journey, I
stepped off the train only to walk

T

headlong into my first, and shortlived, romantic interest at York.
Never ideal to be exchanging
niceties with someone who has previously whispered ”I can’t wait til
the next time I see you out and
about and I get an erection” as part
and parcel of the parting of the
ways speech.
I couldn’t perceive a noticeable
bulge as we stood there on the platform, but in defense of his manhood and my sex appeal, it was very
cold.
Less than 24 hours later I was
confronted with another former
flame (albeit from a very small
match) which was more irritating
than anything else; I’d been fantasizing about a panini in Dusk all
day, and the glob of mayonnaise
lingering on his top lip put me right
off my food. For obvious reasons.
You can’t go anywhere in this
place without running into someone, and often someone you’d
rather be running from. Create an
alter-ego, invest in a wig and let
this naughty half be the one with
the good foot hopping around and
doing all the bad things. That way
whenever the real you ventures out,
you’ll just be the prude always able
to order your food.

13

ven those who have done
their time here in the fishbowl seem to be tapping
wildly on the glass from the outside, desperate to attract our collective attention. I mean, what is it
with all this marriage business?
Everyone’s favourite campus
model recently announced her
engagement, igniting a dog-eat-dog
race amongst those wanting to
emulate her fame to spread the
word quickest. One such girl with
an eye firmly on the summit of the
social ladder even - heaven forbid skipped the obligatory ‘How was
your holiday’ spiel post-kisses to
ask me if I had heard the news. I
later found out she wasn’t even
invited to the celebration. I mean,
please, who isn’t?
Also, a certain campus hasbeen, obviously not content with
his two and a half minutes of fame
last, is milking rumours of matrimony to keep his stock tepid.
Appparently the lucky lady decided
against - but chose to “put him on
hold” rather than leave him on one
knee. Clever girl.

E

n other news, the Willow still
smells like feet. I came, I smelt,
I held my breath. It’s like
Ziggy’s but without the weekly
nakedness of The Grunt and his
rugby friends. Still, if you must
make a visit, get yourself an
Odour-Eater and make it into a
Lanvin-esque pendant. Statement
jewellery. Anybody who’s fed up
with being a nobody will have one.

I
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GlobalFocus
1. MERSEYSIDE, UK--------------------76% of UK postal workers have
voted for a national strike which is
due to take place during the run up
to Christmas. Royal Mail officials
claim that profits are not nearly
high enough to meet the demands
of the C omm unication Workers
Union modernisation plan as well
as maintaining their generous final
salary pension scheme. The strikes
are thought to hit the Merseyside
and London postal regions most
dramatically.
2. ROME, ITALY--------------------------I t a l i an P r i m e M i n i s t e r S i l v i o
Berlusconi is undergoing a hearing
to determine whether he will be
able to continue to avoid a series of
trials that could bring down his
government. The Prime Minister
has had an extensive list of allegations made against him including
corruption, bribery of judges and
police of ficers, false accounting,
a n d ma fi a c o l l us i o n . A l a w
Berlus coni pas sed that prevents
him from criminal prosecution is
currently under review.
3. DUBLIN, IRELAND-------------------The speaker of the Irish parliament
has announced his resignation following embarrass ing revelations
a b o u t h i s e x p e n s e s . D u r i n g hi s
time as Speaker and Minister for
T o u r i sm h e r a c k e d u p a r o u n d
€600,000 in travel expenses. He
billed Irish tax payers for up to
€1000 a night in hotels and once
s p e n t € 47 2 o n a l im o us in e to
t r a n s p o r t hi m b e t w e e n t w o
Heathrow airport terminals.
4. KABUL, AFGHANISTAN------------17 people have been killed by a car
bomb detonated outside the Indian

singer was found dead on his hotel
sofa after a night of partying. The
cause of death is currently unclear
as there is no evidence that the
death is suspicious and no evidence of excessive alcohol or drug
u s e.
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9. LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM--It is likely that Gordon Brown will
be asked to pay back some of his
expenses following an investigat i o n t h a t h e h i m s e l f l au n c h e d .
Gordon Brown is said to have paid
his brother £6,500 for the services
of a shared cleaner. At present it is
unclear why the cleaner was not
paid directly.
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embassy in Kabul on Thursday.
The Taleban have claimed respons ibi lit y for t he attack and confirmed that they were targeting the
Indian em bassy . Th e doors and
windows of the Indian embassy
were blown out although the building was spared further damage by
concrete blast barriers that were
erected following attacks earlier
this year.
5. PARIS, FRANCE-----------------------T h e F r e n c h C u l t u r e M i n i st e r
Frédéric Mitterrand is struggling
to save his job following outrage
over his admission of paying “boys”
for s ex in Th ailand. Mitterrand
r el ea s e d h i s a u t o b i o g r a p h y L a
mauvaise vie (Th e Bad Life) in

2005 when he was a television presenter in wh ich he detailed h is
e n c o u n te rs .
N ic o l a s
Sark oz y
thought that Mitterrand would be
protected by the French tradition
of d is creti on conc er ning p ol iti cians’ private lives.
6. INDIAN OCEAN-------------------Somali pirates looking to highjack
a m er c h a n t v e s s e l a c c i d e n t l y
boarded th e French warship La
S o m m e l as t W e d n e s d a y . T h e
pirates failed to notice the 40mm
cannon and missiles on the deck of
the ship but retreated when they
r e a l i s e d t h e i r m i s t a k e. A f t e r a n
hour La Somme caught up with
one of the pirate boats and the crew
surrendered.

7. WASHINGTON D.C., USA--------US president Barack Obama and
G e r m a n n o v el i s t H e r t a M u l l e r ,
h a v e r e c e i v e d No b e l P r i z e s f o r
Peace and Literature respectively.
Obama became a Nobel Laureate
“for h is extraordinary efforts to
strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation between peoples." The decision to award such a
prestigious prize to a leader who
h a s o n l y b e e n i n o ff i c e f o r 9
months has proved to be highly
controversial. The president has
accepted the prize.
8. MAJORCA, SPAIN---------------Th e form er Boyz one s ing er
Stephen Gately has died aged 33
whilst on a holiday in Majorca. The

10. DNIPROPETROVSK, UKRAINE-The England football team are to
make a formal complaint to the FA
after fans threw flares onto the
pitch during a world cup qualifier
match on Saturday night. During
the match in which England lost 10 to Ukraine flares were hurled
onto the pitch on several occasions
one of which sailed past England
goalkeeper David James' head. The
fans were warned at half time that
if another flare was thrown the
match would be cancelled.
11. ISLAMABAD, PAKISTAN--------A group of Pakistani commandoes
s t o r me d a n o ff i c e b ui l di n g o n
Sunday morning in order to free 39
hostages held by al-Qaeda gunmen. The alleged leader of the gunmen, Mohammed Aqeel, (thought
to be responsible for attacks on the
Pakistani cricket team in March)
was captured. Three hostages, two
commandoes, and four h ostagetakers were killed in the raid.
--------------NOUSE.CO.UK/POLITICS

Blair set to become ‘more powerful than Obama’
Peter Campbell
POLITICAL ANALYSIS

ON JANUARY 1, 2010, potentially the most
powerful man in the world takes office. As
the first President of the European Council,
he have not only the support and authority of
a group that produces 30% of the Gross
World Product, but also the chance to dictate
the role of office for all future inhabitants.
The man gunning for this role of
extreme importance is no less than former
British Prime Minister, Tony Blair. The role
and scope of the job itself will be shaped by
the personality of the occupant.
There are two broad schools that the
style of Presidency could fall into. They could
play a similar role to the current temporary
president; a low-limelight administrative
task, allowing much to be achieved outside of
the media glare. On the other hand, they
could be a high-profile, statesman-like figure
to represent the EU across the world.
It is not difficult to guess which of these
two Blair would embody. He has already said

that he would not be interested in the job if it
involved merely chairing meetings, but
wants serious power to intervene over trade
and defence policy.
Ultimately, it is his role as an extrovert
and statesman, rather than his European
credentials, that are most likely to get him
elected. It is in the EU’s best interests to have
a President who will carry high levels of
political currency with them when dealing
with overseas governments and negotiating
treaties and settlements.
For an organisation looking at an
increasingly powerful Asia and growing
international respect for NATO and the UN
diminishing, the EU needs to be strong to
keep its desired place at the top of the world
stage.
Blair not only has the record of successful peace talks in Northern Ireland under his
belt, but a further five years as Middle-East
envoy. Indeed, one of the reasons that the
Americans partnered with the British over
Iraq was the strong Middle-Eastern contact
book that Blair could wield. Such a contact
book will serve him well when acting on
behalf of Europe as its self-appointed
spokesman and representative abroad.
His relationship with America should,
conversely, work in his favour as well. Many

DAVOS

The ‘President of Europe’, potentially
people in Britain don’t realise is that, in the
States, Blair was never seen as Bush’s poodle.
He was well respected and taken seriously.
True, he alienated much of Europe by
allying with Bush. The links that he still
maintains with the US will actually leave him
well-equipped for a continuing relationship,

unmarred by the British connection and
Gordon Brown’s recent transatlantic humiliations over Afghanistan and Lockerbie.
Such a role would see Blair placed in
previously totally inaccessible circles, such as
expanding the G2, currently consisting of
America and China, to include the EU.
Add to this the fact that he would be
well placed for talks and negotiations with
Russia’s premier Vladimir Putin. The resulting requirements for this job therefore need
the international gravitas that Blair can
muster, like few else.
In this important first term of office,
anyone with insufficient international standing will lead to the instant ridicule of the EU
Presidency, and general weakening of the
global influence of the body.
One restriction on the position is that
candidates must be the head or former head
of government of an EU state. This cuts
Blair’s list of opponents down to few who
could seriously compete.
Whether or not you agree with the proposals, the fact remains that the EU will have
a President at the start of next year, and that
the President is likely to be Tony Blair.
Love him or hate him, this can surely
only be good for the position of Britain’s
within Europe as a whole.
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Obama wins Noble Prize for diplomacy
PETE SOUZA

Camilla Jenkins
DEPUTY POLITICS EDITOR
US President Barack Obama
has been awarded the 2009
Peace Prize in recognition of his
efforts to improve international
relations throughout the first
year of his presidency.
The announcement was
greeted with mixed reviews at
home and abroad. Concerns
have been expressed that
President Obama, in his nine
months, has not had enough
time to achieve enough internationally to be worthy of such a
prestigious award.
The President was nominated just two weeks after his
inauguration.
The award is further evidence of a growing belief
among Noble scholars that the
award has become increasingly
politicized over the past few
years, most notably in their
hated of the Bush administration.
Although
President
Obama’s efforts at diplomacy
have generally been met with
international approval, some
question what he has actually
achieved other than hosting
summits and increasing international rhetoric.
The Head of the Noble
Prize Committee, Thorbjoern
Jagland defended their decision, stating: “It was because
we would like to support what
he is trying to achieve.
[Obama] has created a new climate in international politics.”
“It is a clear signal that we
want to advocate what he has
done,” he said.
The
Nobel
Prize
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Political
Edge
Tom Hobohm

President
Obama
meets the
Turkish
Prime
Minister
after the
G20 summit

Committee
highlighted
Obama’s work to support
international bodies and promote nuclear disarmament.
However, critics maintain
that the prize should be awarded for actual achievements
rather than as a tool for
encouragement.
In his own country,
Obama has come under fire
from conservative bloggers and
even some liberals. Michael
Steele, chairman of the
Republican
National
Committee asks “What has
President Obama actually
accomplished?”
“It is unfortunate that the
President’s star power has outshined tireless advocates who
have made real achievements
working towards peace and
human rights.”
The endorcement and
congratulations recently voiced
by Fidel Castro have only

served to futher anger the conservatives.
Liberal bloggers maintain
that the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan must come to an
end before President Obama
can be deemed truly deserving
of such a prize.

“The President’s star
power has outshined
tireless advocates
who have made real
achievements ”
Obama is the first US
President to be given the award
since Jimmy Carter in 2002.
Carter called Obama’s win
“bold statement of international support for his vision and
commitment.”
Obama himself remained
humble and modest in his

media statement. “I do not
view it as a recognition of my
own accomplishments.”
He said he would accept
the prize as “a call to action”
rather than a affirmation of his
diplomatic achievements.
Perhaps the most concerning aspect of the situation
is the increased pressure on
President Obama to solve the
world’s problems as well as
completely alter America’s
health care system and mend
the national economy.
BBC North America editor Mark Mardell said “There
was a huge weight of responsibility on Obama’s shoulders,
and this medal hung round his
neck has just made it a little
heavier.”
The Noble Peace Prize
was created by Alfred Nobel, a
Swedish industrialist who
invented dynamite. It was first
awarded in 1902.

British Supreme Court hears first case
HORUC

.Chris Young

CONTRIBUTOR
The British Supreme Court has
heard its first case since becoming
the highest court of appeal, demonstrating the constitutional change
that has led to the increasing separation between the judiciary and
the upper house of the legislature.
The previous highest court in
the UK, the Law Lords, was part of
the House of Lords. Now the Law
Lords will no longer sit in
Parliament.
However, the change is merely
in name and location, as the Court
is still made up of the same 12 justices that made up the Law Lords.
Whilst in court though, they no
longer wear their traditional wigs
and robes, but instead were recorded by microphones and cameras,
signs of a new image of the British
judicial system.
The first case, heard on
Monday the October 5, was an
appeal from five terrorism suspects. They believed that the
British Government was wrong to

Supreme Justices have replaced the Law Lords in Parliament
be freezing their assets without a
conviction. However, even if the
justices reject the terrorists appeal,
the defendants can still take their
case to the European Court of
Human Rights as European Law
over rules that of British Law.
Cases will be heard by five
"Justices of the Supreme Court" at
a time. Each Justice will then come
to their own conclusion and write a
legal opinion on the cases. Each

case will always come to a ruling as
an odd number of Justices hear the
cases. More important cases that
have far reaching impact may
involve all nine justices.
The Supreme Court in the UK
has been mirrored to that of the
Supreme Court in the United
States. However, the British
Supreme Court can only prompt
lawmakers to call for reforms.
Unlike the US, the UK doesn't have

a written constitution and so the
British Supreme Court cannot
strike down "unconstitutional"
laws.
The only laws that the justices
can strike down are those that contravene the European Convention
on Human Rights, which became
part of British law in 1998.
The British constitution is certainly in a period of transition with
the new powers given to the justices, with century old traditions
being altered. Whilst this new body
is meant to help the independence
of the judiciary, they are concerns
that it may become a new power to
hinder parliamentary sovereignty
and the powers given to an elected
Government with a mandate to
make laws.
According to Lord Phillips,
President of the new Court, the creation of a British Supreme Court is
"the last step in divorcing the Law
Lords from any connection with
the legislative business of the
House of Lords", suggesting that
the independence of the judiciary is
important and much needed step
for a sound court and law system.

I don’t like the Conservative party.
I think that the benefit system
should be the pillar of a civilised
society. Redistribution of wealth is
something I believe in and my
teachers at school were basically
full-on Communists. By all rights,
I should hate the party. Despite
this, I’ve found myself wondering
lately - do they have a point?
The latest Tory controversy has
hit the media in the form of plans
to cut incapacity benefit for half a
million Britons. Critics have
claimed that this, along with other,
‘typically Tory’ policies such as
raising the retirement age to 66,
show that the party is back to it’s
old tricks. I can’t help wondering
though if actually these measures
could be good news?
Currently, 2.67 million UK citizens claim incapacity benefit.
Sure, it sounds a bit harsh to ask
half a million of these to just man
up, but considering you can qualify for incapacity benefit with ‘dizziness’, perhaps it’s time we tightened our belts and asked those
who need it least to face the outside world and have a go at working. Even if it’s only part time.
Don’t get me wrong- I really do
support the benefit for those who

“A year is a really long
time. Definitely long
enough to find a job,
at least something
quite boring”
really need it, but I think it’s fair to
say that many people on it could
handle small amounts of part time
work.
Besides, the cuts proposed
aren’t as bad as the media have led
us to believe. All Cameron has
promised to do is reduce the payments, not to cut these people off
altogether.
Another idea that the Tories
have been banding around is to cut
off those claiming jobseeker’s
allowance after a year. Again, it’s
very unpopular, but again, is it so
bad? A year is a really, really long
time. Definitely long enough to
find a job, at least doing something
quite boring, which pays the bills
and contributes to society (if you
aren’t capable of finding any work
for more than a year, then maybe
you should get on that incapacity
benefit…)
Now, retirement. An extra year
at work is as unappealing to me as
the next man, but raising retirement age to 66 generates an extra
£13bn in tax revenue per year.
With a £170bn+ national debt,
maybe DC’s right - it’s going to be a
bad few years, but we’re going to
have to get on with it. We’ll already
have done 65 - what’s an extra year
between friends? We might even
have time to pay off that student
debt. Maybe.
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Where does Britain go from here?
The last three weeks have seen Britain’s main parties unveil the new manifestos that they hope will
bring them success in the upcoming General Election. Nouse’s politics team bring you the analysis.

The Conservatives

The Labour Party
What happened?
Unsurprisingly, it started with Prime Minister
Brown promising to take the toughest action of
any country on bankers bonuses and the
expansion of job creation programmes.
Afghanistan was mostly glossed over but more
equipement was promised. Free childcare, better cancer treatment and a referendum on electoral reform were also mentioned.

What are we still asking?
What will the party do on Europe if the Lisbon
Treaty is ratified before they come into power?
The possible options for a referendum will no
doubt evoke strong feelings from all corners of
the party, and Cameron could have his work cut
out just to maintain discipline. The financial cuts
that were announced are only a fraction of the
deficit. How will they find the money for the
rest?

David Cameron promises the end of ‘big government’

What happened?
In an extremely well delivered speech, Liberal
Democrat leader Nick Clegg and sidekick Vince
Cable announced plans to levy a tax on those
with houses worth more than £1m. They also
plan to make a U-turn on tuition fees, meaning
not one of the three parties now pledges to
abolish them). They also pledged to seriously
cut back the UK’s nuclear deterrent, Trident.
Despite these money saving measures, the Lib
Dems also pledged to spend, offering to abolish
income tax for those earning less than £10,000.
What went wrong?
Students are the Lib Dem’s largest support base,
and ditching their policy to scrap tuition fees
will cost the party many student votes. There
was also mutiny from many Lib Dems, some of
whom accuse party leaders of making up policy
‘as they go along’.

What happened?
The end of ‘big government’ was announced in
David Cameron’s speech. General Richard
Dannatt is to give advice on Afghanistan,
Osbourne will cut the Whitehall budget by one
third, freeze public sector pay, and raise the pension age. Welfare shake-ups aim to get 500,000
people off incapacity benefit.
What went wrong?
Despite a ban on Tory leaders drinking champagne, Cameron was spotted with a glass at a
Spectator party. Chris Grayling, Shadow
Defence, was unaware of Dannatt’s appointment, calling it a “political gimmick”. Cameron
had to step in early on to prevent a rift opening
over the issue of the Lisbon Treaty and Europe.
A party member was arrested over champagne
theft from the conference venue.

The Liberal Democrats

What went wrong?
The loss of The Sun’s support was disappointing
although the subsequent headlines were probably more soul destroying. Lord Mandelson
used the ‘c-word’ to refer to a News
International executive although he claims he
said ‘chumps’. The PM was questioned over his
use of prescription painkillers.
What are we still asking?
Many expected to hear more plans for the
increasingly turbulent war in Afghanistan. Ed
Balls had little to say about the future of British
education although preventing teachers from
joining the BNP is a start. Labour’s plan to freeze
civil servants’ pay and abandon capital-intense
projects to raise funds seemed a little simplistic.
Overall, the optimistically named ‘Operation
Fightback’ conference did little to convince voters that they deserved another term in power.

Gordon Brown announces harder action for banks

What are we still asking?
Becoming less credible by the day, many are
asking whether Clegg really has what it takes to
lead a party into the next election. Lib Dem support is falling, and the party is failing to attract
lost Labour voters, many of whom are turning to
the Tories. It is also unclear how the Liberal
Democrats will meet their promises both to
increase spending and to make a significant
dent in the deficit.

Nick Clegg plans to levy the tax on expensive houses
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Your guide to York’s biggest sports clubs
An insight into eight of the biggest clubs on campus, with predictions for their forthcoming
BUCS campaigns and the all-important trial times for first years. Words by Adam Shergold.

FOOTBALL

NETBALL

TENNIS

HOCKEY

Forever striving to be the biggest, boldest
and best club on campus, UYAFC have
secured new sponsorship and coaching staff
this season.
Terry Curran, who played under the
late, great Brian Clough at Nottingham
Forest, and Peter Renton have been recruited to oversee matchday preparations.
With four sides in regular BUCS and
Northern Universities League action, the fixtures come thick and fast.
“I see no reason why we can’t be aspiring to promotion,” predicted Mark Mcleod,
first team skipper. The departure of the
majority of last year’s squad has opened up
opportunities for freshers and second team
players.
The women’s teams, who mathematically sealed York’s Roses victory in 2009, welcome players of all abilities to give the game
a go.
“We do not see the point in approaching
the season with anything less than full confidence,” said Jennie England, women’s
Captain.
Last Season: Men’s Firsts - 4th in BUCS
League 2B / Women’s Firsts - 4th in BUCS
League 3B
Predictions: Men’s Firsts - 2nd. Promotion
challenge gains momentum after brand new
eleven take a few games to gel / Women’s
Firsts - 3rd. Strength of Leeds Met. and
Newcastle proves too much for plucky York.
Trials: Men’s - Monday to Friday during
Freshers Week, meet outside the Sports
Centre at 1.45pm / Women’s - Taster session
on Sunday October 18th from 1.45pm-4pm
in the Sports Centre.

Blessed with continuity in their squad from
last season, York’s netball team are a good
bet to be challenging for honours.
One of the most popular clubs on campus and unfailingly dedicated and determined in their on-court performances,
UYNC have three teams in BUCS Leagues.
The firsts finished third last year, but
demolished Lancaster against all expectations at Roses, and have retained the services of Sarah Fisher, Grace Marson and Cessca
Dessain, who are key players.
Club President Elizabeth Cowell identifies city rivals York St. John as the chief
rivals,not only in the annual Varsity contest
but in BUCS as well.
She also tipped the seconds and thirds for promotion, setting up the
intriguing prospect of allYork clashes next season.
Last Season: Firsts - 3rd in
BUCS League 4B / Seconds 2nd in BUCS League 5B /
Thirds - 4th in
B U C S
League 6B
Prediction: Firsts - 2nd.
Sustained challenge for
promotion playing exciting netball, plus a long
cup run. Promotion for
either the seconds or thirds a
high probability.
Trails: Sunday October 18th from 2pm4pm in the Tent and Monday October
19th, 6pm-8pm in the Tent. Stall at
Vanbrugh Stalls on Thursday and Friday
of freshers week, 12pm-2pm.

The tennis club truly believe they stand on
the brink of a great season, despite lining up
in tough divisions.
Fielding three men’s teams for the first
time and a women’s side, expectations are
sky high and freshers are welcome to try out.
“The team are going to boss all the
leagues this year,” said Maria Hunt, women’s
captain.
Hunt predicted promotion for her
team, although warned that extra training
sessions would be necessary to maintain
standards of fitness.
“It’s going to be hard work. Success
doesn’t come easily, but my god, we’re going
to have some fun along the way,” she said.
Last Season: Men’s Firsts - 4th in BUCS
League 2B / Women’s Firsts - 3rd in BUCS
League 2B
Predictions: Men’s Firsts - 3rd. Creditable
performance in a very tough
division, which includes all
the big players in northern
university sport / Women’s
Firsts - 2nd. Again,
characteristically
aggressive showing
in another tricky
league, which
contains rivals
Leeds Met.
Trials: Men’s - Tuesday
October 20th from 6pm-9pm
at the Sports Centre /
Women’s - Monday October
19th from 12pm-1.30pm at the
Sports Centre.

A club with incredible unity and some of the
best socials on campus, UYHC will be looking to make amends for last season’s disappointments.
The men’s firsts endured a frustrating
campaign, but were reprieved from relegation, while the women’s firsts suffered the
drop.
However, a new optimism prevails and,
fielding five teams (three male, two female)
in regular competition for the first time,
glory beckons.
Rob Newton, male President, said: “I
legitimately think the hockey club could
have one of their best seasons for a very long
time. I think we could be one of the standout
clubs at the university this year!”
In addition, the second team will be
hotly tipped for promotion after gathering
momentum at the end of last year.
“Our firsts will feel they have something
to prove,” added Sophie Hossack, female
President.
Last Season: Men’s Firsts - 6th in BUCS
League 2B / Women’s Firsts - 6th in BUCS
League 2B
Predictions: Men’s Firsts - 3rd. An
improvement on last season and comfortable mid-table finish with some memorable
moments / Women’s Firsts - 1st. With a
point to prove, the team enjoy an instant
return to division 2B and get one over on
Sheffield, Leeds and Durham.
Trials: Men’s and Women’s - Thursday
October 15th from 12pm-1pm and Sunday
October 18th from 3pm-4pm on the
Astroturf

RUGBY

LACROSSE

BADMINTON

VOLLEYBALL

A colossus of a club, as familiar with dominating the Champagne Bar at Ziggy’s as with
playing champagne rugby.
York’s very own ‘invincibles,’ the men’s
firsts will line up in the elite northern division this season after sauntering to promotion.
Despite a tough set of opponents, the
club are oozing confidence. “We have the
strength in depth and maturity in key positions to do well in this higher league,” said
Rob Grant, UYRUFC President.
“We have had a great pre-season and
our attitude for the year was underlined by
our preparation camp in North Wales. A
work ethic has been instilled that we hope
will continue. All this bodes well for a great
season in 1A.”
“I must add that we are an expectant
side looking to build on last season.”
The women’s club are equally successful, reaching the final of the BUCS Cup last
year after a thrilling run.
President Kate Fullilove is excited about
welcoming freshers into the side, who open
their season with a warm-up against the
Hull York Medical School (HYMS) on
Sunday October 31st.
Last Season: Men’s Firsts - 1st in BUCS
League 2B / Women’s Firsts - 2nd in BUCS
League 2B
Pred ict ions : Men’s Firsts - 4th. Very
respectable season of consolidation in the
region’s top division / Women’s Firsts - 1st.
Everything comes together for the side after
finishing so close last season - another cup
run coupled with promotion.
Trials: Men’s - Sunday October 18th at 2pm
on the 22 Acres / Women’s - Sunday October
18th at 12pm on 22 Acres.

Jubilant from acquiring the services of Jim
Lenke, an experienced American lacrosse
coach, the club are anticipating a successful
season.
Lenke led Yorkshire in the British
National Championships last year and
favours an all-out attacking style, so plenty
of goals should be in the offing.
“The main aspect that Jim will bring to
the club is a different, more intense level of
training that will be the basis for the building of a solid team,” said Bendict Robinson,
the men’s Captain.
The men endured a frustrating season
in 2008-2009, but trounced Lancaster 28-0
at Roses. By contrast, the women racked up
136 goals in just seven matches, yet were
beaten into first place by Durham, who also
triumphed in the cup final.
They will be desperate
to convert their talent and
free-flowing version of the
game into silverware.
Expect another hatful of goals
week-in week-out.
Last Season: Men’s - 6th in BUCS
League 1B / Women’s - 2nd in BUCS
League 2A
Predictions: Men’s - 3rd. New coach
inspires a largely successful campaign
in the top division / Women’s - 1st.
Sense lingers that this is going to be
their year.
Trials: Men’s - Every day during freshers
week,
2pm-3pm,
except
Wednesday on the 22 Acres /
Women’s - Sunday October 18th at 2pm
(previous experience), Monday-Friday
week two, 2pm. All on the 22 Acres.

Just how will the badminton club top last
year’s achievements?
Their powerhouse performances on the
Friday of Roses earned them recognition as
one of the best teams in the tournament, but
this would be to only scratch the surface.
The men’s firsts secured promotion to
the elite first division in March, squeezing
home ahead of Durham, but will be forced to
make wholesale changes after the departure
of many leading players.
Their female counterparts were in the
shadow of only Sheffield Hallam in 20082009 but, with their rivals securing promotion, York will be favourites to go up this
time around.
Last Season: Men’s firsts - 1st in BUCS
League 2B / Women’s firsts - 2nd in BUCS
League 2B
Predictions: Men’s - 3rd. Season of acclimatation for a much-changed firsts’ team in
the top flight / Women’s 1st. Relegated Durham
edged out in tight
championship battle.
Trials: Sunday October
18th - Men’s surnames
A-H and ladies 9am;
Men’s surnames I-P
10.30am; Men’s
Surnames Q-Z
11am in the
Main
Hall,
Sports Centre.
First informal
session
for
beginners,
M o n d a y
October 19th at
7pm.

The straight sets victory over Lancaster at
Roses in May proved a fitting swansong for a
number of male UYVC campaigners, but
2009-2010 represents a new chapter.
A number of freshers will be brought in
to bolster the squad, who again compete in
the top division of volleyball in the north
against the likes of Leeds Met, Sheffield
Hallam and Manchester.
The team won half and lost half of their
league fixtures last season, finishing fourth
out of six teams.
Always gutsy in their performances, the
women’s team finished second in their division, trailing Leeds Met by some twelve
points.
With the opponents largely unchanged,
and York perenially under-funded in comparison with local, sport-focused institutions, they will have to rely on their reserves
of strength and mental determination more
than ever.
The Volleyball club aren’t holding trials
as such, but freshers are welcome to attend
their training sessions, publicised below.
Last Season: Men’s Firsts - 4th in BUCS
League 1A / Women’s Firsts - 2nd in BUCS
League 2B
Predictions: Men’s - 3rd. Solid showing in
the top flight after new recruits are effectively incorporated into the team. /
Women’s - 2nd. Some great tussles with the
Sheffield universities, as ever, in a largely
successful season.
Trials: Training in the Sports Centre:
Sundays 6pm-8pm (women’s), 8pm-10pm
(men’s) and Thursdays 6pm-7.30pm
(women’s), 7.30pm-8.30pm (beginners),
8.30pm-10pm (men’s)
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And now for something different...
Sports Editor Adam Shergold offers the lowdown on the remaining
roster of York’s sports clubs, from the orthodox to the plain odd.
FIND YOURSELF tired of ubiquitous football? Yearning for something different than
rugby? Bored sick of the ordinary selection
of sports? Don’t panic. Such is the range of
sports clubs on offer at the University of
York, from the conventional to the downright quirky, there’s bound to be something
out there for everyone to try their hand at.
Here’s a glimpse of the range, all of which
will be present at YUSU Fair (Saturday 17th
October, Sports Centre).
Our alphabetical sporting odyssey
starts, predictably, with Aikido, the friendliest of the martial arts, and immediately
contrasts with the rough and tumble of
Centurions American Football, entering its
second full year. Archery, always dominant
at Roses, practice either indoors or outdoors
all year round, while the Athletics club cater
for serious competitors, casual runners and
keep fit fans alike.
Basketball, with established men’s and
women’s teams, always attracts the crowds
for their frequent BUCS League fixtures.
Ben Lairig is the university’s mountain walking society, organising trips to Snowdonia,
Scotland and the Lake District recently. The
mighty Boat Club has an aura on campus,
rowing at numerous national regattas each
year with great success.
The Boxing club’s two weekly sessions
provide the ultimate in circuit fitness training – not to mention competitive bouts.
Canoe are proud of their ‘insane spirit of
throwing ourselves headlong at anything in
a bit of plastic’ – enough said. Canoe Polo
offers a (slightly) more genteel option for
water lovers.
Capoeira, a fusion of martial arts and
music, is always rhythmic and visually stunning, rather like the stunning underground
scenery you can expect to experience with
the Cave and Pothole club. This brings us on
to the quite marvellous Y or k H or nets
Ch eerlead ing troupe who, entering only
their second year, compete nationally and
liven up the touchlines. Look out for the
Cricket club come next summer, with three
men’s and a women’s team.
The Cy cling club have you covered
whether your taste is road or mountain biking, while Fencing compete in BUCS competition across all three styles of sword: foil,
sabre and épée. Futsal – the indoor version
of football – represented York at the BUCS
National Championships in Sheffield earlier
in the year.
Choose the Gliding club to soar to
40,000ft on sheer skill and courage, or enjoy
Fulford Golf Club, one of the best in Europe.
Incorporating both artistic and rhythmic

Scott
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The York Hornets cheerleading squad performing in the closing ceremony of Roses 2009
forms, gymnastics are preparing to welcome
expert and novice acrobats alike.
We next encounter a glut of martial arts,
namely Jiu Jitsu, Judo and Karate, where
you’ll be under the aegis of experienced professional coaches.
A fast-growing club, Karting race all
over the North-East of England, both
indoors and outdoors. Kendo - the Japanese
“way of the sword” - and Mixed Martial Arts
take us to the half-way point on this rundown.
At different ends of the altitude spectrum are Mountaineering, who host regular
trips to the Peak District and Yorkshire
Dales, and Octopush which is hockey. Played
underwater.
Arguably the sexiest way to get fit on
campus is with Pole Exercise, the first club of
its kind in the country. Polo are a club making their mark at York, taking part in national competitions. No previous riding experience encessary, although the university does,
of course, have its own specialist Horse
Riding club!
Pool and Snooker, who compete at all
levels from college to national, offer coaching to improve your game. So dominant at
Roses, Sailing and Windsurfing practice at
the Beaver Club near Selby.
Skydiving rightfully hold the claim to be
the most high adrenaline club on campus,
allowing you to become a qualified jumper in
no time. The largest sports and social club on
campus, Ski and Snowboard (YUsnow) are

Emily

forging a name for themselves on the national circuit and run yearly trips to the Alps.
Unbeatable at Roses, the Squash club
enjoyed one of their most successful seasons
in 2008-2009, with the women’s firsts
storming to victory in the inaugural BUCS
Cup tournament. Sub Aqua offer the opportunity to feed a wolf-fish in St. Abbs, touch
the gun of a German battleship in Scapa
Flow or play with a dogfish in Plymouth
Sound.
Surf claims to be cooler than cool,
catching waves both at home and abroad.
The Swimming and Water Polo club caters
for serious and casual swimmers alike at the
Archbishop Holgate School.
Table Tennis are a prestigious club,
who grow stronger and stronger in BUCS
competition with each passing year. Tae
Kwon Do and Tai Chi complete our set of
martial arts.
Trampolining are a growing club on
campus, meeting on Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Sundays in the Dance Studio. Finally,
Ultimate Frisbee is an equally exhilarating
spectacle indoors or outdoors, and always
proves a smash at Roses.
York also boasts a thriving college sport
scene, a chance to prove your loyalties across
a range of sports, including darts, netball,
basketball, rugby and football.
So, there we have it, the full line-up.
And if your sport isn’t there, feel free to create your own and apply for York Sport funding.

Introducing the newcomers to the York Sport line-up this year

CLAY PIGEON SHOOTING

ROUNDERS

TRIX

What? Initially offering tutition in the
sport, UYCPSC aim to create a team when
numbers permit and enter inter-university
and BUCS competitions.
When? Wednesday afternoon (potentially
Sundays)
Where? Monckton shooting ground
(www.moncktonshoot.co.uk)
How much? £18 for 50 (plus gun hire and
transportation, approximately £5). York
Sport membership required, currently £40

What? Welcoming players of all abilities, the
newly-ratified Rounders club will be staging
both friendly and competitive fixtures this
year, as well as a tour at Easter.
When? Wednesday afternoons at 4pm and
Saturday afternoons at 3.30pm
Where? Rounders Pitch, next to the White
Hut on 22 Acres
How much? Membership is £5 and includes
full use of equipment, plus York Sport
membership

What? A style of martial art which often
resembles a battle, this new club combines
various forms of gymnastic and acrobatic
moves, often at breathtaking pace. The first
club of its kind at a UK university.
When? Thursdays 3pm-5pm (General),
Saturdays 5pm-6pm (Move Tutorials)
Where? Dance Studio, Sports Centre
Further details at YUSU Fair, Saturday
October 17th
How much? Small fee, plus membership

And so, another year of sport at York is
looming. The second year of York Sport’s
existence looks like it should be as compelling as its first. With the clubs showing a
much more united front, playing in their
matching black and gold strips, it will hopefully be a year of York clubs supporting each
other as well as themselves.
York Sport is a sub-committee of YUSU
(the Students’ Union) and is responsible for
the provision of sport at the university,
through the 59 different individual sports
clubs and the College Sport system.
We’ve got an awesome new website
which will give you more details about all
the clubs at www.yusu.org/sport.
Although we are living in tough economic times, which will evidently bring
challenges, I hope sport here at York will still
be able to develop further.
Clubs have had additional training and
will need to be more careful with finances
than in previous years, but hopefully this
will encourage a more prudent attitude
which may in fact result in increased financial efficiency, whilst not compromising the
standard of sport on offer.
With YUSU being subject to Charity
Law, the fundraising aspect of many clubs
can now be re-focused on raising money for
the club itself.
Last year, York managed to rise six
places to 41st in the overall BUCS (British
Universities & Colleges Sport) standings and
I would love to build on this and see York in
the top 40 by the end of the year.
Wednesday BUCS matches against opponents predominately from across Yorkshire
and the North East all count towards our
overall standing, as do one-off championship competitions. Some clubs compete
in more local leagues as well, usually at
weekends.
Although we may not have the state-ofthe-art facilities of some of our local rivals,
the passion and commitment of York’s
sportsmen and women may finally be harnessed to come closer to reaching full potential. York is a sleeping giant on the university sporting landscape and perhaps it is time
it was woken up!
Last year’s annual Roses tournament
between the universities of York and
Lancaster demonstrated what York can
achieve when people are determined to succeed. Look out for Lancaster coming back
fighting after the 2009 whitewash in more
than thirty different sports over a May weekend across the Pennines.
This year, although the event is away,
hopefully droves of York supporters will also
make the journey to Lancaster to help bring
the Carter-James trophy home for the fourth
consecutive year.
The other tournament to look out for is
Varsity against York St John. Due to a combination of factors, last year’s tournament
didn’t happen, but this year it is returning
with a bang!
With the decision to hold the tournament over a weekend (27th-28th February)
instead of a Wednesday, hopefully it will be
bigger and better than ever before. This is
the chance to show which of York’s universities is better: let’s just make sure the right
one wins!
You might hear about a place called
Ziggy’s when you get involved in a sports
club. This is THE nightspot for pretty much
all York’s sports teams after their matches on
a Wednesday night.
So if any of this has whetted your
appetite for sport at York, get down to the
Sports Centre at the YUSU Fair on Saturday
to see exactly what’s on offer and talk to the
people who run the different clubs.
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Emily Scott introduces you to the wealth of
sporting possibilites available at the
University of York and explains the
responsibilities of our Athletic Union
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York remain unbeatable as Leeds are
swept aside in pre-BUCS friendly match
MEN’S RUGBY UNION
Adam Shergold
SPORTS EDITOR
YORK’S RUGBY firsts have
still yet to suffer defeat in
2009 after this comprehensive victory over Leeds
University on Sunday. The
34-0 success was achieved in
fine style, with little evidence
of close season rustiness.
Ed Drewett and Tom
Buggé scored two tries
apiece, with Matt Pollen and
Peter Nathan also on the
scoresheet as York’s White
Rose neighbours were overwhelmed in most areas.
Both sides took advantage of the opportunity to
rotate their squads prior to
the onset of BUCS competition this week. York commence their league season
against the University of
Liverpool tomorrow, their
first outing in Division 1A.
Leeds brought their
entire squad with the intention of blooding several
freshers in a match divided
into four quarters of 20 minutes each, although a number of first teamers were
absent after playing for
Leeds Carnegie RUFC in the
Premiership.
In front of a sizeable
crowd on the 22 Acres, York
launched into attack mode
from the kick-off, their early
endeavours rewarded when
Buggé crossed the tryline on
five
minutes.
Richard
Bremner did the spadework
on the left-hand side and
nearly broke clear himself
before the ball was flicked
into space on the opposite
flank. Bremner’s assist was
the first of many positive
contributions from the
winger in an energetic first
half.
Ten minutes later, he
again stormed clear down

34
0
the left, only to be tackled
within sight of the line,
although Leeds had hauled
themselves back into the
game by this point.
As is often the case in
contests between York and
Leeds, the clash contained a
certain amount of needle,
demonstrated by sin bins for
Rory McGregor and a Leeds
inside-centre for a dangerously high tackle.
A number of changes
were made to both sides at
the 20-minute mark, and it
was York who struck the next
blow. Buggé sprinted along
the touchline to score after
efficient build-up work by
Drewett through the centre.
Pollen’s try followed hot
on the heels, moving the
score to 17-0 and putting the
game beyond the reach of
Leeds, who were beaten
twice by York en route to
promotion last season.
One of the few negatives
from the afternoon came
when Mike Ager, the hosts’
number eight, limped off
with a suspected hamstring
injury just before half time.
His absence didn’t affect
the flow of play, a fourth
score arriving courtesy of
Drewett and again following
excellent play from Buggé to
stretch the lead to 22-0.
The second period continued in much the same
vein, only with a noticably
reduced tempo. Leeds had
introduced some fresh-faced

GEORGE LOWTHER

players and, despite being
unseasoned at this standard,
they limited York to just two
more tries.
Nathan crossed over
after yet more imaginative
work from Buggé to exploit
the space, Rob Grant kicking
the extras, before Drewett
rounded off an entirely convincing afternoon’s work in
the closing stages.
Reflecting on the afternoon’s
work-out,
club
President Rob Grant said: “I
was pleased with how things
went today, a win against
Leeds is never easy and I felt
we put in a solid team performance
overall.
Our
defence was a particular
strength, and to go the entire
game without conceding any
points is a real positive.
“Credit goes to the forwards who worked hard all
day, dominating Leeds at the
scrum and creating a platform at the breakdown from
which to unleash our backs
out wide.
“With regards to the
back line, I felt we worked
well as a unit and showed
some real pace and flair at
times.”
Man of the Match: Tom
Buggé (York) - involved in
everything going forward.

YORK LINE UP
1. Ben Innes
2. James Stone
3. Rupert Grant
4. Mike Callis
5. Alex Redshaw (c)
6. Matt Pollen
7. Rory McGregor
8. Mike Ager
9. Tim Sparkleton
10. Rob Grant
11. Richard Bremner
12. Gryff Jones
13. Ed Drewett
14. Peter Nathan
15. Tom Buggé

Mike Callis collects a line-out in York’s 34-0 destruction of rivals Leeds on Sunday
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